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Dear Women’s Health Advocates:
In March 2001, U.S. Surgeon General David Satcher and Secretary of Health and Human 
Services Tommy Thompson released Women an d  Sm oking: A R eport o f  the Surgeon General.
This crucial report, the first in more than 20 years to focus on the issue of women and tobacco 
use, concludes that the single greatest preventable threat to the health, safety, and welfare of 
women around the world is tobacco.
To assist health care providers, public health professionals, teachers, faith-based and community 
groups, concerned citizens, and other community leaders in addressing this threat, the Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has produced this companion toolkit. It is designed to 
help you lead girls and women toward the ultimate goal of happy, healthy, and smoke-free lives. 
The purpose of this toolkit is to apply what we have learned about why girls start smoking, what 
keeps women smoking, and what it takes to quit.
This toolkit includes suggestions and ideas in the form of presentations, programs, media 
outreach, and other activities. It is organized into tabulated sections so that you can go quickly to 
the parts that fit your needs, your style, or your audience, and so that you can add, delete, 
highlight, and edit as you learn through practice. An important highlight is a 17-minute 
educational video, Women an d  Tobacco: Seven D ead ly  M yths, narrated by Christy Turlington.
We’ll also be adding toolkit updates and additional resources to our Web site, www.cdc.gov/ 
tobacco, so please check back often to see what’s new as well as to view the full Surgeon 
General’s report and other report-related materials that we’ve prepared.
If you need more help, let us know. Providing us with feedback, especially by completing and 
returning the evaluation form at the end of this kit, will help us better serve your needs. Together, 
we can succeed in one of the most remarkable reform movements in history.
Sincerely,
Rosemarie Henson, MSSW, MP 
Director
Office on Smoking and Health 
National Center for Chronic Disease 
Prevention and Health Promotion
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Discussion Guide for 
Women and Tobacco: Seven Deadly Myths
I f  yo u  o r som eone yo u  love sm okes, listen  up!
You CAN  quit. A n d when yo u  do, yo u  w ill 
know  h ow  g o o d  i t  fee ls to  take control o f  yo u r  
health... I  know  because I ’m  one o f  the women 
who have kicked  the habit. I t ’s  one o f  the best 
things I  ever did.
Christy Turlington
The CDC video Women an d  Tobacco: Seven D ead ly  M yths was produced to 
reach women, particularly those between the ages of 18 and 34. Its narrator, 
Christy Turlington, cover model, entrepreneur, and volunteer tobacco control 
advocate, is a well-recognized and powerful messenger. She is motivated by 
the loss of her father to tobacco, her own long-term addiction to cigarettes, 
and her personal success in finally kicking the tobacco habit for good.
Seven D ead ly  M yths aims to dispel some of the most powerful untruths that 
have captured and kept girls and women as smokers. Most of these myths have 
been perpetrated by tobacco advertising and promotion, but over time, 
smokers internalize these fictions to rationalize and defend their addiction.
You may want to begin your presentation by showing and discussing the video. 
It will focus your audience and give them information, ideas, motivation to 
quit if  they smoke, and motivation to stay free from tobacco if they don’t 
smoke. We hope that it will also encourage them to help others become and 
stay tobacco free.
Personalizing your presentation will make it more powerful. Not everyone in 
your audience may be able to relate to Christy, but every community has its 
own “stars” of tobacco control, including ex-smokers who can present 
testimonials, offer hope, serve as examples, and support those who need help 
to quit and stay tobacco free.
The previewing questions below can serve as a benchmark or pretest for your 
audience. At the end of your presentation, you can review the same questions 
to reinforce the learning that has occurred. You can also administer the posttest 
to measure how your audience has changed in terms of knowledge, awareness, 
attitudes, and readiness to quit.
Use the results of the evaluation and other feedback that you get to become 
better at convincing women to become and stay tobacco free.
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I. Viewing Objectives:
After watching this video, participants will be able to
1. Discuss the myths that surround women and smoking.
2. Define some of the serious health effects of smoking on women.
3. Describe the benefits of quitting smoking.
II. Previewing Questions
Are the following statements true or false? (Answers at bottom of page 7)
1. Lung cancer, which is almost entirely caused by cigarette smoking, is 
responsible for more deaths among women than breast cancer.
2. As many as one-half of long-term smokers will die of causes related to 
tobacco.
3. Most teenagers who smoke daily do not expect to continue smoking, but 
most are still smoking 5 years later.
4. Women who smoke are more likely to have smaller, sicker babies, be 
infertile, and have more miscarriages.
5. Tobacco companies have known about the destructive health effects of 
tobacco and the addictive power of nicotine for at least 40 years.
6. Cigarette smoking is the leading preventable cause of death in the 
United States.
7. Light cigarettes have the same ingredients as regular cigarettes, 
including lead, ammonia, benzene, DDT, butane gas, carbon monoxide, 
arsenic, and polonium 210.
8. More than 50 million Americans have quit smoking.
III. Discussion Questions
Discuss the quotes from the video and answer the questions that follow.
M yth #1: It w on’t happen to me.
“I t ’s  n o t h ow  I  visualize m yse lf dyin g ."
“I  c a n ’t  g e t lung cancer. I ’m  on ly 24."
▲ Why do some young women start to smoke even though they know 
that smoking can damage their health?
▲ Why do you think people like Pam Laffin keep smoking even after 
smoking has begun to destroy their health?
M yth #2: I t ’s not like I ’m hurting  anyone but myself.
“Sm oking is  a c iv il righ t worth figh tin g  for."
“Secondhand sm oke causes a t lea st 35 ,000  deaths a y e a r  in 
nonsmokers..
▲ Should all Americans have the right to smoke wherever they wish, or 
should the public be protected from cigarette smoke?
▲ Do you know anyone who has been harmed by secondhand smoke?
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M yth #3: I ’m not hooked.
“I t ’s  n o t th at h ard  to s to p ."
“I  w on ’t  be sm oking 5 y e a rs  from  now ."
▲ Do you agree that most young smokers start out thinking they can 
quit whenever they want to? Why?
▲ Do you know any smokers who thought that they could stop but 
couldn’t? Why?
M yth #4: Sure I smoke, but at least I don’t do drugs, have unsafe sex, or
get drunk.
“C igarettes cause m ore deaths than AIDS, illeg a l drugs, car crashes, 
hom icides, an d  su icides combined..
▲ Why do you think many people believe that cigarette smoking is 
safer than other risky types of behavior?
M yth #5: I t ’s better to smoke; if  I quit, I ’ll get fat.
“W hat’s  a few  pounds com pared with b a d  breath, sm elly  clothes, ye llo w  
teeth an d  nails, b rittle  skin, w asted  money, an d  b a d  health  ? ’’
▲ Do you think quitting smoking is worthwhile even if it means 
gaining a few pounds? Why?
▲ Can you think of examples of how cigarette companies have 
promoted cigarette smoking as a glamorous symbol of freedom and 
independence— and thinness—for women? Do you think this 
strategy has been effective? Why?
M yth #6: I smoke light cigarettes, so I won’t get h u rt as much.
“L igh t cigarettes are s a fe r .
“I  sw itch ed  to  lig h t cigarettes, bu t I  ju s t sm oked m ore because there was 
le ss  nicotine..
▲ Why do you think tobacco companies developed light cigarettes? 
Why do people buy them?
▲ Do you think light cigarettes help people cut down on the amount of 
nicotine they’re getting? Do you think that they are safer? Why?
M yth #7: I ’ve tried to quit, but I can’t.
“When yo u  qu it smoking, yo u  take control, n o t the cigarette. ’’
“I t s y o u r body an d  yo u r life. D o n ’t  g ive  up g iv in g  up. ’’
▲ Why do you think many people are reluctant to try to quit smoking 
even though they want to stop?
▲ Many people who quit say that it’s both the best and the hardest thing 
they’ve ever done. Do you think that quitting is worth the pain?
Why?
Answers to Previewing Questions: All true.
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IV. Next Steps
For community advocates: You may want to follow-up the video presentation 
with community-based tobacco education activities or media interventions. 
Examples are included in the sections that follow.
For audience m em bers who smoke: Discuss what additional resources the 
smokers in your audience will need to quit. Offer cessation tips, quit-line 
numbers, self-help materials, Web site addresses, and other community 
resources. Invite former smokers to give their own testimonials, especially 
hopeful stories about what quitting did for them and their families. Have 
smokers develop a plan by seeing their doctor, finding a quit buddy, arranging 
rewards for themselves, or picking a quit date. See the “Help With Quitting” 
section of this toolkit for more tips and information.
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Video Posttest
Please answer the following questions related to the video. Check all answers 
that apply. When you check multiple responses, please rank them (1 = most
important). If you do not smoke, please check here  and skip all questions
except #6.
1. As a smoker, how did the video make you feel about smoking?
_  It motivated me to want to quit smoking.
_  It made me more aware of what my smoking does to nonsmokers.
_  It made me feel concern about what I have done to my body.
_  It educated me about the tobacco industry hiding the truth about 
addiction and health.
_  It gave me more confidence that I can quit smoking.
_  It did not help me to want to quit smoking.
2. Were you thinking about quitting smoking before you saw the video?
___Yes ___No
3. Did the video help you decide to quit in the next 30 days?
_  Yes ___Not sure  No
4. If you answered “yes” to Question 3, what information in the video helped 
you make a decision to quit? Check all that apply.
___ The ingredients in tobacco smoke 
__ The effects of secondhand smoke on children and the unborn 
_  Pamela Laffin’s story
__ Tobacco industry documents revealing its knowledge of nicotine 
addiction
__ Testimonials of women who have quit smoking 
___ All of it
 O ther____________________________________
5. What would be helpful to you when you decide to quit? (Check all that
apply )
___ Self-help information 
___ Telephone helpline 
_  Physician counseling 
_  Support group
_  Nicotine gum or patch, or other medication 
Other
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6. What myth(s) provided new information to you about the effects of 
smoking?
__ It won’t happen to me.
[Fact: Tobacco use kills almost one-half of all long-term smokers.]
___ It’s not like I’m hurting anyone but me.
[Fact: Environmental tobacco smoke contains carcinogens and other 
poisons.]
__ I can quit anytime I want.
[F act: Nicotine is as addictive as heroin.]
_  Sure I smoke, but at least I don’t do drugs, have unsafe sex, or get 
drunk.
[Fact: Tobacco use is the single most preventable cause of death.]
__ It’s better to smoke, because if I quit, I’ll get fat.
[F act: The potential weight gain is a minor health risk compared with 
the risks of contining to smoke.]
__ I smoke light cigarettes so I won’t get hurt as much.
[Fact: Light cigarettes are not necessarily safer.]
__ I ’ve tried to quit but I can’t.
[Fact: Using proven treatments increases your chances of staying 
smoke free.]
___None
7. Do you feel more confident in your ability to quit smoking now than 
before?
Yes Not sure No
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Education and Outreach Activities
This section includes suggestions for activities to increase awareness, attract 
media coverage, and focus attention on the harm perpetrated by tobacco. You 
can customize these activities for your own communities and media markets. 
Remember that all of your interventions should be part of and consistent with 
your comprehensive tobacco control plan that involves ensuring clean indoor 
air, increasing the price of tobacco, reducing the cost of tobacco cessation 
treatment, and establishing counteradvertising campaigns.
Community Activities
1. Community Presentations: Ask to be placed on the agendas for meetings 
of community organizations. Prepare to use whatever time they can give 
you, and tailor your presentations to each audience. Ask large employers if 
you or a volunteer can speak to their female employees. Ask union leaders 
if  you may address their membership. Ask elected officials to allow you to 
speak at town meetings. Consider parent-teacher associations, 4-H clubs, 
girls clubs, sororities, and sodalities. Consider inviting peers, health care 
providers, or community leaders to help you present. Make special efforts 
to reach disparate populations, especially persons with less education and 
lower incomes and other groups with high rates of smoking. Even if all 
you do is let smokers know that their community cares about them, it may 
help move them along in their readiness to quit. You may also be able to 
provide education on the benefits of smoke-free workplaces, restaurants, 
and public places and on reimbursement for tobacco cessation treatment. 
Always circulate a sign-up sheet to collect contact information about 
people interested in getting involved.
2. Cessation Assistance: This presentation can increase awareness of the 
hazards of tobacco use and the benefits of quitting. It is also designed to 
increase smokers’ readiness to quit. Be prepared to help smokers take the 
next step. Identify and locate community-based cessation resources, 
especially telephone quitlines. You might begin by contacting state and 
local health departments and state and local offices of the American 
Cancer Society, American Heart Association, and American Lung 
Association. Canvas organized health care systems, including hospitals, 
to see what cessation support they have available.
3. Smoke-Free Sports: CDC has developed a variety of materials to support 
smoke-free education and activities through organized sports. Smoke-free 
coach’s kits, sports posters, patches, pledges, playbooks, and other support 
materials are all available from the CDC Web site (www.cdc.gov/tobacco/ 
sports_initiatives_splash.htm). Implementing smoke-free sports activities 
is an excellent way to combine health education with healthy habits. It also 
enlists coaches and players as powerful health messengers for the children 
on sports teams and the parents who support them.
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4. Smoke-Free Restaurants: Survey the restaurants in your community on 
their smoking policies and publish the results as a brochure and in 
community newspapers. Let the restaurants know you are canvassing for 
inclusion in a “smoke-free dining directory.” Your inquiries will remind 
restaurateurs that the large majority of their customers do not smoke and 
would prefer to dine in safe and comfortable environments. Hold a media 
event or send out a media advisory when you release the directory. Make 
the directory available on the Web if you have a site. Research shows that 
restaurants do not lose revenue when they go smoke free; on the contrary, 
many increase their income by clearing the air for all customers. Reward 
smoke-free restaurants with awards or certificates.
5. Celebrate the Big Days: While we need to be ready for news opportunities 
when they arise, there are many recurring events that communities can use 
to promote tobacco control. For sample news releases for the following 
dates, log onto CDC’s Web site at www.cdc.gov/tobacco.
▲ New Year’s: One of the most common New Year’s resolutions is to quit 
smoking. But the unpleasant symptoms of nicotine withdrawal plus 
greater amounts of tobacco advertising that typically appear 
immediately after January 1 make it hard for new ex-smokers to stay 
tobacco free, so support efforts during this time are especially useful. 
Communities can start building up to smoke-free resolutions during the 
slow news time right after Christmas. Try to enlist a local TV 
personality, sports figure, school principal, or well-known coach to 
discuss how she was able to quit.
▲ Kick Butts Day: Every year in April, the National Center for Tobacco- 
Free Kids celebrates Kick Butts Day (www.kickbuttsday.org). 
Hundreds of events are coordinated with this day in every state and 
many foreign countries. Local events include mock funerals for the 
Marlboro Man, rallies at state capitols, and the release of tobacco 
advertising surveys. Support materials are available from the Campaign 
for Tobacco-Free Kids Web site (www.tobaccofreekids.org).
▲ M other’s Day: Mother’s Day is an excellent opportunity to focus 
attention on helping mothers and grandmothers quit smoking. Children 
provide an important reason to quit, the impetus to quit, and the support 
to quit.
▲ World No Tobacco Day: Every May 31 is celebrated worldwide as 
World No Tobacco Day (www.worldnotobaccoday.com). A rich supply 
of support materials for community activities is made available for this 
event every year from a variety of sources, including CDC 
(www.cdc.gov/tobacco), Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids 
(www.tobaccofreekids.org), and the Pan American Health 
Organization (www.paho.org). This is an excellent opportunity for 
communities to join the worldwide tobacco control movement and 
partner with faraway places that face the same problems.
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▲ Juneteenth: Juneteenth, which celebrates African American freedom, 
can also be used to promote freedom from nicotine addiction. Available 
materials to focus the media spotlight on this population include the 
1998 Surgeon General’s Report, Tobacco U se A m ong U.S. R acial/E thnic 
M in ority Groups. This and other reports that localize the toll taken by 
tobacco are available from the CDC Web site (www.cdc.gov/tobacco).
▲ The G reat Am erican Smokeout: The American Cancer Society’s Great 
American Smokeout (www.quitsmoking.com/KopyKit/reports/
smokeout.htm) is celebrated on the third Thursday of November every 
year. The Great American Smokeout (GASO) is a great time for 
businesses, restaurants, and even entire communities to go smoke free— 
if only for a day! The “hard news” slowdown that begins around this 
time leaves media outlets with more time and space to focus on “soft 
news” issues, including lifestyle stories about ex-smokers. Find a 
community leader who quit on the first GASO or the most recent 
GASO, and broadcast the person’s success through the media.
6. Local Spokespersons: Create a list of experts on the issues of women and 
smoking who are ready to serve as local spokespersons on very short 
notice or for public presentations. This allows you and your media 
specialists to take advantage of late-breaking news, including short-lived 
national stories that can be kept alive through a “local angle.” CDC’s State 
Tobacco Activities Tracking and Evaluation (STATE) system is a good 
source of state-specific data on tobacco use, tobacco control laws, the 
health impact and costs associated with tobacco use, tobacco agriculture 
and manufacturing, and investments in tobacco control. To access the 
STATE system and other sources of state and local tobacco control data, 
visit www.cdc.gov/tobacco and click on “state information.”
7. Editorial Board Meetings: Form a small expert team to meet with the 
editorial board of your local newspapers. Explain the issues of women and 
tobacco to them. Prepare a leave-behind packet with the best and hardest- 
hitting information, including graphs and charts, relevant internal industry 
documents, and local contacts. Many of these items can be found in this 
toolkit. Focus your efforts on getting the paper to print an editorial— e.g., 
on ensuring clean indoor air in municipal buildings or on creating smoke- 
free day-care centers. Even if the paper does not print such a favorable 
editorial, the editors will have the subject of tobacco in mind. They may 
call you when they need more information or be more open to printing 
letters to the editor on this topic.
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School Activities
Research has shown that well-designed, well-implemented, and comprehensive 
school programs to prevent tobacco use and addiction
▲ Have proved effective in preventing tobacco use.
▲ Provide prevention education during the years when the risk of 
becoming addicted to tobacco is greatest.
▲ Provide a tobacco-free environment that establishes nonuse of tobacco 
as a norm and offers opportunities for positive role modeling.
▲ Can help prevent the use of other drugs, especially if the program 
addresses the use of these substances.
Based on this body of research, CDC’s G uidelines fo r School H ealth Program s 
to  P reven t Tobacco Use an d  A ddiction  recommends that schools
1. Develop and enforce a smoke-free school policy on tobacco use.
2. Provide instruction about the short- and long-term effects of tobacco 
use, social influences on tobacco use, peer norms regarding tobacco use, 
and refusal skills.
3. Provide tobacco-use prevention education in kindergarten through 12th 
grade, with especially intensive instruction in junior high or middle 
school.
4. Provide program-specific training for teachers.
5. Involve parents and families in supporting school-based programs to 
prevent tobacco use.
6. Assess the tobacco-use prevention program at regular intervals.
7. Support cessation efforts among students and school staff who use 
tobacco.
Here are some practical ideas for activities that teachers and youth group 
leaders can use to supplement CDC’s overall guidelines:
1. Reviewing M agazines: Have students review copies of popular female- 
targeted magazines and count and tabulate the number of tobacco ads and 
antitobacco ads. Students can then write up the results of their research in 
a news release for distribution to the media or school newspaper. They can 
also send the results to magazine editors, asking for the elimination of 
such targeted tobacco advertising.
2. Researching Tobacco Industry  Documents: Through the development of 
research skills, students can learn about the formerly secret, internal 
tobacco industry documents that have been made available after 
settlements of large lawsuits brought against tobacco companies. The 
documents comprise the paper trail of the tobacco industry’s 40-year effort 
to hide the truth about the health hazards and addictiveness of tobacco, and 
their incredibly successful marketing efforts that have helped create the
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current epidemic of tobacco-related disease among women. Students can 
devise search strategies to locate documents relevant to their own state or 
community to uncover industry plans for targeting vulnerable populations, 
including women and girls, and to show the industry’s subversion of its 
own scientific studies. Because these documents are often so shocking and 
surprising, they are valuable as news “hooks” or “pegs” for investigative 
journalists and TV reporters.
3. Developing M edia Literacy: Media literacy refers to the ability to 
deconstruct and understand the real purpose and messages behind slick 
productions. Media literacy courses in junior high and high schools have 
been especially effective in helping young people critically analyze how 
the media normalize and glamorize unhealthy lifestyles and behaviors, 
including the use of tobacco and alcohol. Media Sharp, a modular media 
literacy training kit, and SmokeScreeners, which focuses on smoking in 
the movies, are available at no charge from the CDC Web site 
(www.cdc.gov/tobacco).
4. O ther Activities: Additional activity ideas, school curricula, Guidelines 
for School Health Programs to Prevent Tobacco Use and Addiction, and 
other resources are available from CDC’s Division of Adolescent and 
School Health (DASH) at www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/dash. Materials, ideas, 
and other resources for school activities are also available from the 
National Center for Tobacco-Free Kids (www.tobaccofreekids.org) and 
the American Legacy Foundation (www.americanlegacy.org).
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College Campus Activities
1. Prom ote Smoke-Free Cam pus Policies: College campuses are institutions 
of higher learning and residences for young adults, many of whom are 
away from home for the first time. Students and faculty can work through 
the governing bodies of their universities to maintain a clean and healthy 
environment with clean air policies, including adequate signage and 
enforcement. Increasingly, smoke-free policies are becoming the norm, not 
the exception, at colleges and universities. For example, in spring 2001, 
Purdue University became the eighth of the Big Ten universities to forbid 
smoking in dormitories. Begin by surveying students. Ask if they know 
what secondhand smoke is and if they want to be protected from it. (Even 
many smokers don’t want to breathe others’ secondhand smoke.) Include 
questions about the need for services to help smokers quit. Increase 
awareness and solicit support through the college newspaper or local media. 
If a decision is made to implement smoke-free policies gradually, begin 
with public places such as libraries, eating areas, and classroom buildings, 
and continue to build support. Enlist the aid of resident assistants in the 
dormitories. For maximum protection, all indoor areas (including residence 
halls and sports arenas) should be smoke free. Sample policies are available 
on the CDC Web site at www.cdc.gov/tobacco.
2. M ake Presentations to Peers: Students can use the Women an d  Tobacco: 
Seven D ead ly  M yths video and discussion guide to make presentations to 
groups such as campus clubs, student organizations, sororities, campus 
governing bodies, and health-related classes. Use the posttest questionnaire 
to assess the students’ understanding of the video.
3. Involve Cam pus Health Care Centers: Encourage the student health care 
system to offer cessation counseling and other services. Work with health 
care centers to ensure that tobacco cessation treatments approved by the 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) are available at a low cost or 
free of charge. Publicize the availability of these treatments, services, and 
other resources.
4. Remove Tobacco Products From Cam pus: When approached directly, 
bookstore managers might agree to remove tobacco products, but if not, 
students have other avenues for pursuing this goal. Petitions could be 
circulated for signatures. Articles and letters to the editor could be placed 
in the campus newspaper. Remind campus merchants that tobacco sales 
are inconsistent with drug-free zones.
5. Use Virginia SLAM!: New York singer-songwriter Leslie Nuchow’s talent 
attracted the marketers of Virginia Slims cigarettes, who tried to purchase 
her reach and effectiveness with money and offers of fame. Tempted as 
most of us would be, Leslie maintained her moral compass and instead 
dedicated herself and her talents to helping young people become and stay
16
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tobacco free by creating her own record label—Virginia SLAM! Leslie’s 
musical talent draws young people to her tobacco-free message, which is 
strong, personal, convincing, and effective. Schools, campuses, clubs, and 
community groups can book Leslie for concerts at a relatively small cost. 
For more information, log on to the CDC Web site at www.cdc.gov/ 
tobacco. Also available from the CDC Web site is a 15-minute video 
entitled SLAM ! that describes Leslie’s refusal to have her music associated 
with cigarette marketing (www.cdc.gov/tobacco/slam.htm).
For additional activities, information, sample policies, case studies, and other
resources, visit www.bacchusgamma.org or call (303)871-0901.
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Health Care Provider and Insurer Activities
1. Health Care Providers: Doctors, dentists, nurses, physician assistants, 
midwives, and nurse practitioners are powerful messengers for becoming 
and staying smoke free because they
▲ Have a very personal relationship with their patients.
▲ See them fairly regularly.
▲ Are trusted and respected.
▲ Communicate with smokers in a context where health is the central 
issue.
Work with health professionals— directly and through their professional 
associations—to deliver the smoke-free message. Provide patient chart 
stickers that ask about tobacco use, preprinted “prescription” pads for 
smoking cessation, and lists of cessation resources. Order and distribute 
copies of the Public Health Service guideline “Treating Tobacco Use and 
Dependence: A Clinical Practice Guideline” and the consumer guide “You 
Can Quit Smoking” from www.cdc.gov/tobacco. (Click on “how to quit,” then 
click on “treating tobacco use. . .”)
Pregnant women are especially motivated to quit smoking for the health of 
their babies, and many of them do. Unfortunately, only about one-third of 
new m others who quit during pregnancy are still smoke free 1 year later.
Focus your efforts on the health providers who care for women during and 
after pregnancy (e.g., family practitioners, obstetricians, internists) and those 
who care for children (e.g., family practitioners, pediatricians). The need to 
protect the air of infants and children is important to communicate to parents.
▲ Work with local and statewide medical societies.
▲ Include smoke-free messages in birthing and Lamaze classes.
▲ Offer referral sources for cessation programs.
▲ Place take-home cessation brochures in providers’ offices.
▲ Educate providers and their patients about the dangers of secondhand 
smoke, especially the harm it causes infants and children. Emphasize 
the need for remaining smoke free.
▲ Work with local Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) programs to 
deliver and reinforce the smoke-free message, especially around small 
children.
▲ Distribute copies of the video Women an d  Tobacco: Seven D ead ly  M yths 
for airing in medical office waiting rooms.
2. Health Care Systems: Organized health care systems have financial 
incentives to invest in prevention services, and smoking cessation is one of 
the most cost effective. Meet with the managers of your HMOs, PPOs, and 
employer-sponsored health care systems. Work with them to ensure that
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plan members are reimbursed for cessation services and products. For 
additional resources to encourage health plan coverage for cessation 
services, see www.endsmoking.org.
3. Employers and Insurers. Work with your local employers to develop 
smoke-free workplace policies and coverage of cessation services. 
Employers—whose health benefits currently cover nearly two-thirds of 
Americans and who have a stake in keeping employees healthy and on the 
job are a driving force in determining the benefits that competing health 
insurers offer. The CDC publication M aking Your W orkplace Sm okefree: A 
D ecision  M a k er’s  G uide (www.cdc.gov/tobacco, click on “educational 
materials”) offers practical and proven strategies for implementing 
successful policies. The article featured in The N ew  E ngland Journal o f  
M edicine on September 3, 1998, entitled, “Use and Cost Effectiveness of 
Smoking-Cessation Services Under Four Insurance Plans in a Health 
Maintenance Organization,” by Susan J. Curry et al., supports providing 
coverage for tobacco dependence treatment.
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Help With Quitting
The large majority of current smokers report that they would like to quit. But 
because nicotine is a very addictive drug, quitting and staying tobacco free is 
hard for most smokers. The good news is that many smokers do succeed in 
quitting, effective strategies exist to increase the chances of success, and 
numerous resources are available to help.
The following consumer guide is a document that advocates can distribute to 
smokers to help them quit smoking.
You Can Quit Smoking: Consumer Guide
Learn how to get help to quit smoking and improve your chances of quitting. 
This document explains the best ways for you to quit as well as new 
treatments to help. It lists new medications that can double your chances of 
quitting for good. It also talks about ways to avoid relapses and concerns you 
may have about quitting, including weight gain.
All information is based on scientific research about what will give you the 
best chances of quitting.
Nicotine—A Powerful Addiction: If you have tried to quit smoking, you 
know how hard it can be, because nicotine is a very addictive drug. For some 
people, it can be as addictive as heroin or cocaine.
Quitting is hard. Usually people make two or three tries, or more, before 
finally being able to quit. Each time you try to quit, you learn about what 
helps and what hinders your success.
Quitting takes hard work and a lot of effort, but you can quit smoking.
Good Reasons for Quitting: Quitting smoking is one of the most important 
things you will ever do:
▲ You will live longer and live better.
▲ Quitting will lower your chance of having a heart attack, stroke, or 
cancer.
▲ If you are pregnant, quitting smoking will improve your chances of 
having a healthy baby.
▲ The people you live with, especially your children, will be healthier.
▲ You will have extra money to spend on things other than cigarettes.
Five Keys to Quitting: Studies have shown that these five steps will help you 
quit and quit for good. You have the best chances of quitting if  you use them 
together:
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1. Get ready.
2. Get support.
3. Learn new skills and behaviors.
4. Get medication and use it correctly.
5. Be prepared for relapse or difficult situations.
1. Get Ready
▲ Set a quit date.
▲ Change your environment.
1. Get rid of ALL cigarettes and ashtrays in your home, car, and place 
of work.
2. Don’t let people smoke in your home.
▲ Review your past attempts to quit. Think about what worked and what 
did not.
▲ Once you quit, don’t smoke—NOT EVEN A PUFF!
2. Get Support and Encouragement
Studies have shown that you have a better chance of being successful if  you 
have help. You can get support in many ways:
▲ Tell your family, friends, and coworkers that you are going to quit and 
want their support. Ask them not to smoke around you or leave 
cigarettes out.
▲ Talk to your health care provider (e.g., doctor, dentist, nurse, 
pharmacist, psychologist, or smoking cessation counselor).
▲ Get individual, group, or telephone counseling. The more counseling 
you have, the better your chances are of quitting. Programs are given at 
local hospitals and health centers. Call your local health department for 
information about programs in your area.
3. Learn New Skills and Behaviors
▲ Try to distract yourself from urges to smoke. Talk to someone, go for a 
walk, or get busy with a task.
▲ When you first try to quit, change your routine. Use a different route to 
work. Drink tea instead of coffee. Eat breakfast in a different place.
▲ Do something to reduce your stress. Take a bath, exercise, or read a 
book.
▲ Plan something enjoyable to do every day.
▲ Drink a lot of water and other fluids.
4. Get Medication and Use It Correctly
Medications can help you stop smoking and lessen the urge to smoke.
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▲ The FDA has approved five medications to help you quit smoking:
1. Bupropion SR—available by prescription
2. Nicotine gum— available over the counter
3. Nicotine inhaler— available by prescription
4. Nicotine nasal spray— available by prescription
5. Nicotine patch— available by prescription and over the counter
▲ Ask your health care provider for advice and carefully read the 
information on the package.
▲ All of these medications will increase your chances of quitting for good.
▲ If you are pregnant or trying to become pregnant, nursing, under age 18, 
smoking fewer than 10 cigarettes per day, or have a medical condition, 
talk to your doctor or other health care provider before taking 
medications.
5. Be Prepared for Relapse or Difficult Situations
Most relapses occur within the first 3 months after quitting. Don’t be discour­
aged if you start smoking again. Remember, most people try several times 
before they finally quit. Here are some difficult situations to watch for:
▲ Alcohol. Avoid drinking alcohol. Drinking lowers your chances of 
success.
▲ O ther smokers. Being around smoking can make you want to smoke.
▲ Weight gain. Many smokers will gain weight when they quit, usually 
less than 10 pounds. Eat a healthy diet and stay active. Don’t let weight 
gain distract you from your main goal— quitting smoking. Some quit- 
smoking medications may help delay weight gain.
▲ Bad mood or depression. There are a lot of ways to improve your 
mood other than smoking.
If you are having problems with any of these situations, talk to your doctor or 
other health care provider.
Special Situations or Conditions
Studies suggest that everyone can quit smoking. Your situation or condition 
can give you a special reason to quit.
▲ Pregnant women and new m others: By quitting, you protect your 
baby’s health as well as your own.
▲ Hospitalized patients: By quitting, you reduce health problems and 
help healing.
▲ H eart attack patients: By quitting, you reduce your risk of a second 
heart attack.
▲ Parents of children and adolescents: By quitting, you protect your 
children and adolescents from illnesses caused by secondhand smoke.
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Questions to Think About
Think about the following questions before you try to stop smoking. You may 
want to talk about your answers with your health care provider.
1. Why do you want to quit?
2. When you tried to quit in the past, what helped and what didn’t?
3. What will be the most difficult situations for you after you quit? How 
will you plan to handle them?
4. Who can help you through the tough times? Your family? Friends? Your 
health care provider?
5. What pleasures do you get from smoking? In what ways can you still get 
pleasure if you quit?
Here are some questions to ask your health care provider.
1. How can you help me to be successful at quitting?
2. What medication do you think would be best for me and how should I 
take it?
3. What should I do if I need more help?
4. What is smoking withdrawal like? How can I get information on 
withdrawal?
Help Others
After you quit, become a role model. Be a quit buddy for your friend—you 
know what it was like to be addicted. Become a women’s health advocate to 
prevent young people from ever becoming addicted.
For more information about quitting, log on to the CDC Web site at 
www.cdc.gov/tobacco or the National Women’s Health Information Center 
site at www.4women.gov.
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Cessation Resources
The information in the consumer guide was taken from Treating Tobacco Use 
an d  D ependence, a U.S. Public Health Service-sponsored clinical practice 
guideline. This guideline was developed by a nonfederal panel of experts 
sponsored by a consortium consisting of federal government and nonprofit 
organizations:
▲ Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
▲ CDC
▲ National Cancer Institute
▲ National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute
▲ National Institute on Drug Abuse
▲ Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
▲ University of Wisconsin Medical School’s Center for Tobacco Research 
and Intervention
For information about the guideline or to get copies of this booklet, call toll 
free (800)358-9295, or write:
Publications Clearinghouse
P.O. Box 8547
Silver Spring, MD 20907
Internet Citation: You Can Q uit Smoking. Consumer Guide, June 2000. U.S. 
Public Health Service. www.surgeongeneral.gov/tobacco/consquits.htm
Cessation Web Sites
Inclusion here does not imply endorsement by CDC. Note that Web sites 
change often.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
www.cdc.gov/tobacco/how2quit.htm
The National Women’s Health Information Center (Office on Women’s Health, 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services) 
www.4women.org (click on “how to quit smoking”)
American Lung Association Quit Smoking Action Plan 
w w w .lungusa.org/partner/quit/
The Great American Smokeout
www.quitsmoking.com/kopykit/reports/smokeout.htm
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Mayo Clinic’s Stop Smoking Planner
www.mayohealth.org/home (click on “healthy lifestyle planners,” and then 
click on “stop smoking”)
Treating Tobacco Use and Dependence: A Clinical Practice Guideline 
www.cdc.gov/tobacco (click on “how to quit,” then click on “treating 
tobacco use. . .”)
Contact Information
For general information:
American Heart Association 
7272 Greenville Avenue 
Dallas, TX 75231 
(800)AHA-USA1 (242-8721)
American Cancer Society 
1599 Clifton Road, NE 
Atlanta, GA 30329 
(404)320-3333 
(800)ACS-2345
American Lung Association 
1740 Broadway, 14th Floor 
New York, NY 10019 
(212)315-8700 
(800)LUNGUSA
National Cancer Institute 
Bethesda, MD 20892 
(800)4-CANCER (422-6237)
For pregnant women:
American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists 
409 12th Street, SW 
Washington, DC 20024 
(202)638-5577
Contact your state health department to find out if  phone counselors are 
available in your state.
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How to Be Heard: 
Making the Media Work for You
C ounterm arketing ac tiv ities can prom ote sm oking cessation  an d  decrease 
the likelih ood  ofin itia tion . In addition, counterm arketing m essages can 
have a pow erfu l influence on pu b lic  su pport fo r tobacco con trol in terven­
tions an d  can se t a supportive clim ate for sch ool an d  com m unity efforts. 
C ounterm arketing attem pts to  oppose pro tobacco  influences and  
increase prohealth  m essages an d  influences throughout a state, region, o r  
community. C ounterm arketing consists o fa  w ide range o fefforts, includ­
in g  p a id  television, radio, billboard, an d  p r in t counteradvertising a t the 
sta te  an d  lo ca l levels; m edia advocacy an d  other pu b lic  rela tion s tech­
n iques using such tactics a s m edia releases, lo ca l events, an d  health  
prom otion  a ctiv ities; an d  efforts to  reduce o r rep lace tobacco industry  
sponsorships an d  prom otions.
—B est P ractices fo r C om prehensive Tobacco C ontrol Program s,
C D C
Media Advocacy
Media advocacy is the strategic use of mass media to advance a social or 
public policy initiative. The goal is to work with mass media to generate 
pressure for social change. Media advocacy does not try to get individuals to 
make specific decisions. Rather, it uses media to change the social 
environment in which individuals make those decisions. Media advocacy is 
one part of a comprehensive tobacco control program. Used in conjunction 
with community activities, mass media activities have been shown to decrease 
tobacco initiation and increase tobacco cessation.
I. "Framing" the News
Getting a story into the news is only half the battle. How the issue is covered is 
just as important as whether it is covered. The way reporters shape news 
stories influences what viewers and readers think about the issue and its 
possible solutions.
A. News Frames: News frames are the boundaries around a news story that 
draw attention to specific parts of the news picture, relegate other elements 
to the background, and leave other aspects out entirely. Just as decisions 
are made whenever a snapshot is taken— some conscious, some 
instinctive— so journalists decide what to include in a story.
B. Framing: Framing is the selection process a journalist goes through when 
deciding what issues, ideas, images, and other elements should appear in 
the news story. Framing can also refer to the attitude toward or perspective 
on the contents of the story. This is commonly considered the “angle” of
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the story. Understanding frames in this way means paying attention to 
symbols, metaphors, or visuals that evoke a particular meaning, image, 
or feeling.
C. Defining the Problem: How the problem is defined is crucial for
supporting public health solutions. Originally, tobacco use was considered 
a private issue between patient and doctor. In this framework, “fault” was 
presumed to reside in the smoker; we “blamed the victim.” In recent 
years, we have shifted the way we perceive smoking from an individual 
medical problem to a public health issue. This shift broadens the definition 
of the problem, encourages the development of more environmental 
approaches to tobacco control, and opens the door for expanded 
participation in tobacco control by a wider range of groups.
II. The Public Health Perspective
The public health frame may not automatically resonate with the media. The 
challenge is to make information as vivid and as compelling as possible. The 
language must always point to the broader environment in which people are 
making decisions. What barriers limit their options related to health? What 
elements of the environment could support wise decisions not to smoke? 
Illustrating the answers to these questions helps journalists and their audiences 
understand the importance of addressing solutions that go beyond providing 
help for individual smokers.
A. Assign prim ary  responsibility. Remember that most news consumers, 
unless given additional information, will assume that the person with the 
problem is responsible for solving it. The key to advancing effective policy 
solutions is to create a story that leads people to say, “That just isn’t right. 
Something ought to be done about that.”
B. Present a solution. Journalists will always ask some version of two 
questions: What is the problem? What is the solution you propose, or what 
do you want to happen? Always have a concrete solution to offer that has 
top priority—the one that needs to be advanced today. This means 
knowing what you want to say and being able to say it simply. Practice 
with colleagues until the answers roll off your tongue.
C. M ake a practical appeal. Emphasize that public health solutions are 
based on science and desirable outcomes. Talk about how your solution 
will save money, enhance productivity, save lives, support business, and 
protect children. Give concrete examples of how policy will benefit the 
entire community—not only those who suffer from the problem.
D. Develop story elements. The challenge in trying to influence a story’s 
frame is that the journalists, not you, control what is covered and what is 
not covered in a story. But if  you understand the business of news 
reporting and can anticipate journalists’ needs, you can offer story
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elements that will make the reporter’s job much easier. TV coverage 
typically requires compelling visual images. For a print story, use 
metaphors and symbols that make your story come alive in the 
readers’ imaginations.
III. Tips for Successful Media Advocacy
A. Prepare m edia bites. Despite the complexity and depth of your issue, you 
must be prepared to make it come alive for news consumers in short 
“bites.” At most, a source can expect to be heard for 15 seconds in a TV 
story, and a few sentences in print. Think of media bites as the headlines 
you would want on your story. Practice with colleagues, trying out 
different ways to describe the problem and convey your solution in short, 
pithy statements. Try to address shared values, emphasizing universal 
themes such as fairness, common sense, or protection of children. Talk 
about what is at stake. Who is affected? What will this mean for people’s 
lives? For families? For tax-supported medical care costs?
B. Practice creative epidemiology. Numbers can help substantiate claims 
about the importance of tobacco as a public health problem. But too often, 
public health spokespersons use huge numbers and statistics that are 
overwhelming and hard to comprehend. Creative epidemiology is the 
practice of making large numbers interesting and compelling by placing 
them in a social context that provides meaning. For example, in the few 
minutes that it took you to read this information, seven people died from 
smoking-related illness.
C. Use spokespersons. Put journalists in touch with people who have had 
direct experience with tobacco-related problems. Work with your 
spokespersons in advance. Discuss the key points they should make and 
the media bites they should use so that they will feel prepared and 
comfortable talking to journalists.
D. Tailor the message to your audience. One of the most important rules for 
success in using all forms of media is to understand your audience. When 
you take account of the audience’s background, experience, and the 
context in which your message will be received, people will pay attention. 
Discuss the issues in ways that will resonate with your audience’s existing 
values and beliefs. Use creative ways to cut through the media clutter.
E. M ake use of local media. National media get a lot of attention because 
they are produced on a grand scale and they reach from coast to coast. But 
for these same reasons, it is very difficult to access the national media. 
Local newspapers and radio and television stations have a much greater 
investment in communities, and are more open to local health stories. In 
addition, local media may have many hours of airtime and column inches 
of print space to fill. Give national or international events a local spin that
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humanizes and personalizes the story. For state and local tobacco control 
data, including access to CDC’s STATE system, visit www.cdc.gov/ 
tobacco and click on “state information.”
F. Know why you are doing what you are doing. Always keep the specific 
goal in mind. Constantly ask yourself whom you are trying to reach and 
what you want as a result. Let the answers to these questions guide your 
media plan.
G. Be flexible. Successful media advocacy requires that you be flexible and 
persistent. If your initial media contacts don’t succeed, keep trying. 
Change approaches, change targets, or change spokespersons.
IV. Media Strategies
A media strategy is a plan for using the media to accomplish a specific goal. 
To be successful, your media strategy must be carefully thought out and 
tailored to accomplish its goal. In particular, the strategist must know
1. What the goal is, in precise and realistic terms.
2. What the message is, in clear, simple terms.
3. Who the target audience is.
4. What outlets are best to disseminate the message and reach the target 
audience.
5. What the audience should do after they have heard the message.
6. What assistance will be needed to accomplish the goal.
Pick a single central theme. Proceed as if the audience will only remember 
one line from everything that is said. Decide ahead of time what that one line 
should be, and lead with it. Make your total message revolve around it. Keep 
the theme simple and appealing.
Listed below are different ways in which you can initiate contact with the 
media:
▲ News Release: Used to announce an event or release information for 
the media to cover. Needs to be written so it can be reprinted directly or 
with few changes.
▲ M edia Advisory: Less formal, not for direct reprinting. It may be 
E-mailed, faxed, hand delivered, or mailed to apprise the media of an 
upcoming newsworthy event.
▲ Pitch Letter or Phone Call: Used to feed an exclusive to a specific 
journalist who will be interested in a particular story.
When you make initial contact by E-mail, fax, or regular mail, follow-up with 
phone calls. Ask if the reporter has received the information you sent and if
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the reporter has any questions you may answer. Keep good records of contacts 
with reporters and track actual coverage. Develop different interview 
opportunities and story angles to offer to different media outlets.
V. Media Relations
Reporters are people too, so you should form relationships with them that will 
be mutually beneficial. You need them, but they need you too.
Take the time to introduce yourself, your organization, and your cause to 
members of your local media. Let them know that you are an expert on your 
issue and become a continuing resource for them. Build the mutual trust and 
respect that are essential to all successful relationships.
Keep track of the reporters on your “beat.” Learn all you can about who makes 
the decisions in each media outlet and how. Newspapers have reporters, but 
they also have section editors, city editors, national editors, feature editors, 
managing editors, and publishers. Broadcast personnel include assignment 
editors and executive producers. The key people in each outlet are worth 
meeting in person. After a professional relationship with an assignment editor 
has been developed, it is acceptable to sound out ideas for news conferences or 
other media events to determine if the editor would send reporters to attend a 
particular event.
Reporters’ interests will not always converge with yours. They are after 
stories, not necessarily social goals. Therefore, it is your responsibility to 
package the information that you give them in a way that serves both your 
needs and theirs.
Always tell the truth and do not mislead a reporter. Information is the 
commodity you are brokering, but credibility is what you must use to sell it. 
Exaggeration is not necessary in public health, because the bare facts are 
sufficiently sensational, like this statistic: lung cancer deaths among women 
have risen 600% over the past 50 years.
VI. Media Interviews
Learn as much as you can about the audience you will reach. If the 
opportunity arises, assist the reporter in developing the questions to be asked. 
Provide background information, including useful facts and figures. Strategies 
to keep in mind include the following:
A. Keep language simple and direct. Don’t fall into the use of jargon or 
acronyms that might confuse your audience.
B. Speak in short, clear, and quotable sentences. Pretaped interviews will 
be edited, so points that are made in long paragraphs will be lost. 
Remember that media bites—the 9-second quotes that encapsulate main 
points— are essential in communicating through the media.
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C. M ake your most im portant point first. If you try leading up to it with 
background information, you may not get it in at all, or you may lose your 
audience in the meantime. Emphasize your major points by “flagging” or 
listing them. For example, “The most important thing to remember is. . . ”, 
“The three crucial conclusions are. . . ”
D. M aintain control throughout the interview. Do not feel compelled to 
answer a question if you don’t like it. Rather, use it as the opportunity to 
get your point across. Be ready to “reframe” questions that are off the 
mark. Turn negatives into positives.
E. Don’t be a know-it-all. If you don’t have the answer to a particular 
question, don’t fake it. Instead, use the opportunity to make one of your 
main points. If a question is asked to which you do not know the answer in 
an interview for print, offer to get the information for the reporter. Be 
patient, not belligerent; kind, not nasty; helpful, not argumentative. Let 
your expertise come across, but do not be arrogant.
F. Dress appropriately for TV. Wear clothes that look professional but not 
too formal. Solid colors are better than prints. Bright colors are fine as 
long as they are not overwhelming. Keep jewelry simple. Let nothing 
dangle that could distract from what you are saying.
G. Don’t count on anything you say being truly off the record. If you never 
want to see it in print, don’t say it.
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News Conferences
Hold a news conference when you have something to say that can be enhanced 
visually, through charismatic spokespersons, and with timely information. (A 
news release may be sufficient for disseminating information to the media.) 
Use good audiovisual materials.
A. Announcements: Announce the conference with a media advisory or a 
news release, but hold the important information for the event itself.
B. Place and Time: Make sure the location you choose will accommodate 
the media (e.g., has a sufficient number of electrical outlets, good lighting, 
and enough space). The news conference should be held early in the day to 
give the media time to develop and edit their stories. Monday through 
Thursday are often the optimal days for hard news coverage. If TV and 
radio reporters attend the conference, plan on the camera and sound crews 
arriving well ahead of starting time to set up. They may want to tape some 
brief interviews with your speakers before the news conference begins. 
Allow extra time with your spokespersons before and after the conference.
C. Spokespersons: Feature good speakers who are issue experts or 
community leaders. Always ask, is this person interesting enough to watch 
on TV or listen to on the radio? Before the news conference, discuss the 
agenda with your speakers, detail the questions they might anticipate, and 
go over the answers they should give. Develop speaking points that 
communicate your main messages.
D. M aterials: At the event, distribute media kits that include background 
information, biographies, and other useful materials.
Sample News Conference Agenda
When you plan a news conference, remember that speakers with different 
areas of expertise have different perspectives and therefore bring unique 
contributions to your media event. For example,
▲ Medical topics—including the presentation of medical research 
findings, impressions from clinical practice, and medical advice— 
are often most convincing when the information comes from a doctor, 
nurse, midwife, or other health care provider.
▲ Economic impact is often best explained by an economist.
▲ A business leader might best explain the impact of a proposed policy 
on business.
▲ Educational issues are often most convincingly presented by an admired 
educator or school principal.
The right speaker can attract media coverage and strengthen the impact and 
reach of an important message.
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This sample news conference agenda may give you ideas for how to structure 
your own media events.
Sample Agenda
Time Content
9:00-9:05 a.m. Welcoming and introductory remarks
Spokesperson
Tobacco Control Coalition 
Chairwoman
9:05-9:10 The problem (discuss facts about women
and tobacco use based on localized data 
and statistics)
Physician
9:10-9:15 The effect (put a human face on the
problem through a personal story)
Tobacco-use sufferer
9:15-9:25 The solution (announce local efforts to reduce
tobacco use among girls and women)
Youth peer education Youth advocate
Secondhand smoke initiatives Smoke-free business leader
Tobacco cessation programs Cessation facilitator
9:25-9:30 Conclusion (including wrap-up and Q&A) Coalition chairwoman
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Sample Talking Points
You can prepare bulleted talking points for your speakers. Work with your 
presenters ahead of time to ensure that they cover the important points you 
want to communicate. Below is a list of talking points that emerged from 
Wbmen an d  Sm oking: A R eport o f  the Surgeon General. Tailor talking points 
according to the target audience, the specific messages, and the selected 
messengers.
Physician:
▲ Lung cancer—not breast cancer—is the leading cause of cancer death 
in women.
▲ Women who smoke during pregnancy have a greater risk of neonatal 
death, including stillbirths.
▲ Smoking is a major cause of cancers of the oropharynx and bladder 
among women and also increases women’s risks for liver, colorectal, 
and cervical cancer, and cancers of the pancreas and kidney.
▲ Smoking is a major cause of coronary heart disease among women.
▲ Women who smoke have a higher risk for hip fracture than women who 
have never smoked.
Tobacco Use Sufferer:
▲ Ninety percent of all lung cancer deaths among women who smoke are 
directly related to smoking.
▲ Smoking is a primary cause of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
among women.
▲ Smoking is a major cause of coronary heart disease among women.
▲ The possibility of exposure to secondhand smoke limits where asthma 
sufferers can go.
Involved Youth:
▲ Youth in (locality) surveyed (stores or magazines) and found that 
(list finding).
▲ Adolescent girls who smoke have reduced rates of lung growth, 
and adult women who smoke experience a premature decline in 
lung function.
▲ The large majority of smokers became addicted when they were too 
young to buy cigarettes legally.
▲ Young girls are a major target of the tobacco companies; tobacco 
industry marketing is a factor influencing susceptibility to and 
initiation of smoking among girls.
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Cessation Facilitator:
▲ More than three-fourths of women who smoke want to quit smoking 
completely.
▲ Help with quitting smoking is available locally through (name of 
organization). For more information, call (contact number).
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Sample News Release
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Photo Opportunity 
Contact:
Phone:
Date:
Smoking-Related Disease Is a Full-Blown Epidemic 
Among Women in (town, city, or state name)
(Coalition name) will put a human face and a local focus on the toll 
tobacco takes takes on women in (town, city, or state name). At (name 
activity or event here), (name of featured speaker or group) will call on the 
community to prevent and reduce smoking among girls and women at (time) 
at (location address).
Women now account for 39% of all smoking-related deaths each year in 
the United States, a proportion that has more than doubled since 1965, 
according to Women an d  Sm oking: A R eport o f  the Surgeon General. The 
report concludes that the increased likelihood of lung cancer, cardiovascular 
disease, and reproductive health problems among female smokers makes 
tobacco use a serious women’s health issue.
“The millions of women who die prematurely from smoking aren’t 
strangers,” (local leader) said. “They are our mothers and grandmothers, our 
friends and neighbors. Smoking cessation can save their lives.”
“Increased marketing by tobacco companies has stalled progress in 
smoking cessation by women, and recent increases in smoking among teenage
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girls threaten to wipe out any progress in tobacco prevention that has been 
made in the last few decades,” said (expert).
Quitting results in immediate health benefits for both light and heavy 
smokers, including improvements in breathing and circulation. The increased 
risk for coronary heart disease and stroke is substantially reduced after 1 or 
2 years of not smoking.
When smokers quit, their lungs begin to heal and their risk of lung disease 
drops. Smoking cessation also improves quality of life and physical 
functioning. Science-based smoking cessation interventions are much more 
cost effective than many common medical interventions.
“I think that it’s important to emphasize that it’s never too soon or too late 
to quit smoking,” (expert) said.
For more information, call (contact nam e and phone number).
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Op-Eds and Letters to the Editor
Most major newspapers include an op-ed section on the page opposite the 
editorial page. Although op-eds are often written by regular columnists 
(national and local), there are always opportunities for guest writers. Many 
papers solicit articles from individuals knowledgeable in particular fields or 
from local writers if they are seeking a local point of view.
Letters to the editor offer important opportunities for readers to share their 
opinions through the newspaper to a broad audience. Letters to the editor are 
among the best-read sections of the paper. After reading the editorials, most 
policy makers turn next to letters to the editor.
Find out how your local newspaper wants to receive op-eds and letters to the 
editor (i.e., in electronic or hard-copy format), what the maximum length 
should be, and how much lead time they need. This information is often 
available on the editorial page of the newspaper or from the local newspaper 
office. Be prepared to make your submissions on short notice when national 
or local news provides an opportunity.
Below are two sample letters to the editor that illustrate how you can use this 
media outlet.
Sample Letter to the Editor on Smoking and Pregnancy
Dear Editor:
Recently, the Surgeon General released his latest report on women and 
smoking, and the numbers are grim. Since the last report on women and 
tobacco in 1980, over 3 million women have lost their lives to cigarettes. 
These women are our mothers, our sisters, our grandmothers, our aunts, and 
our friends.
According to the new report, the consequences of tobacco use are especially 
devastating to pregnancy outcomes. Not only are women who smoke more 
susceptible to fertility problems, but the impact on the babies they carry can 
be deadly. Smoking during pregnancy has been associated with increased risk 
or spontaneous abortion, low birth weight, stillbirths, and sudden infant death 
syndrome (SIDS). Not only does this create a huge human tragedy, but the 
additional health care costs are enormous. According to the report, reducing 
the national prevalence of smoking during the first 3 months of pregnancy by 
only 1 percentage point every year would prevent 1,300 babies from being 
born at low birth weight and save $21 million in direct medical costs during 
the first year alone.
(State’s) numbers for smoking during pregnancy and neonatal outcomes can 
definitely be improved. (Insert state-specific dollar am ounts and smoking
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during pregnancy rates, if available.) We can save health care dollars, but 
more importantly, we can save lives if  we encourage young girls to never start 
smoking and help women who want to quit.
Sincerely,
(Your name and affiliation)
Sample Letter to the Editor on the Surgeon General's Report on 
Women and Smoking
Dear Editor:
Recently, the Surgeon General released an important report on women and 
smoking. Not only does it show that lung cancer—NOT breast cancer—is now 
the leading cause of cancer death in women, but since the last Surgeon 
General’s report on women and smoking in 1980, over 3 million women in the 
United States have died from tobacco use. Here in (State), (num ber of 
women who have died) have died in this 21-year period.
It is not by accident that tobacco use has increased to the point of creating an 
epidemic among American women. The tobacco companies have developed 
slick advertising campaigns that glamorize smoking. A recent Federal Trade 
Commission report on tobacco advertising revealed that advertising 
expenditures have increased by more than $2 billion since 1998, for a grand 
total annual expenditure of $8.24 billion. In our state, tobacco companies 
spend (get num ber from www.tobaccofreekids.org Web site) to advertise 
their deadly and addictive products.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is now providing a 
community toolkit to help combat the problem of tobacco use among young 
girls and women. This is good news because tobacco use among young girls in 
(state) has been on the increase. We must fight back.
We may not have the money that the tobacco companies have, but we have 
hearts that react to the pain and suffering caused by tobacco use. All of us 
must work together to keep children safe from tobacco use and to help those 
who want to quit their deadly addiction.
Sincerely,
(Your name and affiliation)
Sample Op-Ed
Christy Turlington, cover model and entrepreneur, is working with the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to communicate the 
smoke-free message to teens and young women. Watch her video-stream on
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Women an d  Tobacco: Seven D ead ly  M yths at www.thriveonline.com (click 
on “stop smoking”).
The following example is an actual op-ed written by Christy Turlington that 
was printed in local newspapers across the country. Additional timely 
examples of op-eds are posted on the Web site of the Campaign for Tobacco- 
Free Kids at www.tobaccofreekids.org.
My Message to Women: Stay Smoke Free 
By Christy Turlington
In my family, there are two people who have quit smoking—my Dad and me. 
For me, it took 7 years. When I finally did quit for good, I knew it was one of 
the biggest accomplishments of my life.
It was different for my father. He stopped smoking in December 1996, just 
6 months before he died of lung cancer. He was only 64. So much has 
happened in our family since then that my father would have enjoyed. There 
have been many things I wanted to tell him, many questions I wanted to ask 
him. Now there’s a great deal that he and I will never share.
It’s comforting to know that when you’re gone, you live on in the hearts of 
those who loved you. But it’s infuriating to realize that his and so many other 
premature deaths were completely preventable! Tobacco use remains the 
leading preventable cause of death in the United States, killing more than
430.000 Americans each year—more than all who die of AIDS, alcohol or 
drug abuse, car crashes, murders, and suicides— combined!
For women, particularly young women and the children they care for, the 
health consequences of smoking grow increasingly grave. We may have come 
a long way in some ways, but when it comes to tobacco, women have taken 
many steps back.
The number one cause of cancer deaths in women is lung cancer. The rate of 
lung cancer in women has increased by 600% in the last 50 years.
Women who smoke have more miscarriages, are more likely to be infertile, 
and enter menopause earlier than nonsmokers.
Mothers who smoke have smaller and sicker babies, more stillbirths, and more 
neonatal deaths than mothers who do not smoke. Secondhand smoke causes
35.000 to 62,000 deaths a year from heart disease in nonsmokers. Secondhand 
smoke also causes asthma, lung infections, and even sudden infant death 
syndrome (SIDS).
More than 5 million children living today will die prematurely because of a 
decision they made as adolescents—the decision to smoke cigarettes.
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We were warned long ago that when women started to smoke like men, they 
would die like men. The reality is even worse. Not only do women smokers 
suffer like men smokers from the increased risk of cancer, heart disease, and 
lung disease, but they also experience the health problems unique to menstrual 
and reproductive functions. Why, after all that we know, has this happened? 
There are two important reasons.
The first is sheer marketing power. Women started smoking in great numbers 
when tobacco companies targeted them to do so. “Reach for a Lucky instead 
of a sweet” remains one of the most successful advertising themes of all times 
because it made women believe that if  they smoked, they would be slim and 
beautiful. Virginia Slims’ incredibly successful “You’ve come a long way 
Baby” morphed into the 1990’s as “It’s a woman thing,” and recently into the 
most cynical multiethnic advertising campaign, “Find your voice.”
The commercial coupling of smoking with women’s freedom, emancipation, 
and empowerment camouflages the second reason why so many women are 
suffering from tobacco use—the terrible reality of tobacco addiction. Like the 
large majority of smokers, I was just a kid when I started smoking— only 13. 
And, like almost every smoker, I started out believing that I wouldn’t get 
hooked. But addiction is a fact— one that the tobacco companies have long 
known and used to their advantage.
There is good news. Quitting is hard, but everyone can quit. More than 50 
million Americans have! That’s more than those who still smoke. And, 
according to the new Surgeon General’s Report on women and smoking, 
quitting smoking begins immediately to reduce the risk of dying prematurely, 
no matter when that step is taken. As Dr. Virginia Ernster, Senior Scientific 
Editor of the report emphasizes, it’s never too late to quit smoking.
Now I know that the best contribution I can make is to help girls and women 
to become and to stay smoke free. That’s why I’m helping Secretary of Health 
and Human Services Tommy Thompson and U.S. Surgeon General David 
Satcher to deliver this important message about women and smoking: Don’t 
start and if you already do smoke, please stop. Trust me, I know this is hard. 
Don’t give up giving up.
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Proclamations and Resolutions
Another idea for a news event is to issue a proclamation or resolution. A 
resolution is a request or demand for a specific action or the adoption of a 
certain policy. Generally, a resolution can be broken down into “whereas” 
clauses (which are basically translations of facts or data) and “resolved” 
clauses (that state the action or promise). “Whereas” clauses give the 
background and rationale for the resolution. They identify the problem or need 
for action and frame it as urgent or timely. “Resolved” clauses are the essential 
part of the resolution because they state clearly the action or policy called for. 
They come at the end of the document, and comprise the main motion for the 
organization.
Proclamations use “whereas” clauses in the same format; the final statement 
in the document is the official action taken on the basis of these clauses.
Sample Resolution
W hereas, tobacco use is the leading cause of preventable death and disease in 
the United States;
W hereas, according to a new report from the Surgeon General in March 2001, 
nearly 3 million U.S. women have died prematurely from smoking since the 
first Surgeon General’s report on women and smoking in 1980;
W hereas, lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer death among women;
W hereas, in (state, city, town) (num ber of women who have died in the last
year) women have lost their lives to smoking-related disease in the last year;
W hereas, tobacco use during and after pregnancy harms the unborn child and 
newborn infant;
W hereas, tobacco companies are targeting women and young girls with 
advertising that makes smoking look attractive;
W hereas, educational and policy initiatives can greatly reduce smoking 
initiatives and increase cessation rates for young girls and women; now, 
therefore, be it
Resolved that (name of organization) supports public health efforts to offer 
smoking cessation assistance to women who smoke; be it further
Resolved that we will promote tobacco-free messages to our members and to 
the public; be it further
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Resolved that, where possible, we will support policies that reduce youth 
access to tobacco products and that promote community awareness of the 
hazards of smoking and of secondhand smoke.
(Sponsoring Organization) (Date)
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Media Campaign Resource Center
Creating high-quality, effective tobacco counteradvertising can be time 
consuming and expensive. To save time and costs, CDC has licensed existing 
advertisements developed by a number of states and federal agencies. These 
include the California Department of Health Services, Massachusetts 
Department of Public Health, Arizona Department of Health Services, 
Tobacco-Free Florida Coalition, Kansas Health Foundation, Oral Health 
America, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, FDA, and others. These ads 
are available through the Media Campaign Resource Center for Tobacco 
Control, which not only provides access to these ads but also offers help in 
developing an overall campaign that uses them effectively.
By providing access to existing advertising materials, the resource center 
allows states and organizations to save the high cost of producing new ads; 
resource center customers pay only talent fees and nominal charges for 
tagging, shipping, and processing. The resource center currently offers about 
400 television spots, 200 radio spots, 125 print ads, and 100 outdoor ads. The 
materials are available in several different languages, and topics addressed 
include youth prevention, adult cessation, and protection from secondhand 
smoke. The resource center’s Web site includes a comprehensive chart of 
advertising materials, information about how to order media campaign 
resource books and video catalogs, and other helpful information. The 
resource center also offers technical assistance to help with ad selection and 
other advertising campaign tasks.
Resource books: The Media Campaign’s resource books catalog available ads 
and contain valuable information on developing tobacco prevention 
advertising campaigns. In addition, all of the television and radio spots are 
featured on the video catalog (VHS format). For a $25 subscription to the 
resource books and video catalogs, you will also receive future resource center 
updates and ideas.
Technical assistance: For those who would like an expert’s advice, in-depth 
technical assistance is available. Assistance includes help in choosing ads for 
the target audience, developing a media plan, negotiating with media outlets, 
and publicizing campaigns to other states and organizations.
Web site—www.cdc.gov/tobacco/mcrc/: To get more information about the 
Media Campaign Resource Center, order the resource books, and find out 
about promotional packages, please visit this Web site. The electronic 
campaign chart in the “what’s new” section of the site is a downloadable Excel 
spreadsheet that includes information about all of the advertising materials in 
the resource center. The “advertising on a tight budget” section of the Web site 
contains lists of spots with no talent fees and lists of “in cycle” spots that are 
available at reduced talent fees. Reviewing these lists can help you save 
money.
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Contact inform ation: To order materials or request technical assistance, 
contact the Media Campaign Resource Center at (770)488-5705 (press 2 at the 
prompt), or E-mail mcrc@cdc.gov. Other inquiries can be directed to CDC’s 
Office on Smoking and Health at (770)488-5705.
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Internal Industry Documents 
Targeting Women
As part of its settlement agreements with a number of U.S. states, the tobacco 
industry was forced to disclose millions of pages of internal documents, many 
of which are now publicly available on the World Wide Web. These documents 
have provided important information, including ways in which tobacco 
industry marketing has targeted girls and women. The continuing challenge 
for people concerned about public health is how to search these documents, 
locate and analyze the most relevant and revealing ones, and use them for 
effective tobacco control.
Searching Tobacco Industry Documents: 
Basic Information, Steps, and Hints
CDC has created a Web site to make searching internal industry documents 
easier (www.cdc.gov/tobacco/industrydocs). The Web site has three main 
searchable components:
4B Index—A compilation of indexes developed and provided by each of the 
tobacco companies that were defendants in the State of Minnesota vs. Philip 
Morris, Inc., et al. trial. The 4B Index contains objective indexing information 
on the 27 million pages of documents provided during litigation.
M innesota Select Set—A subset of approximately 380,000 pages of 
documents that were considered most relevant by the attorneys in Minnesota’s 
case against the tobacco industry. This component of the Web site provides 
text-searchable access to a valuable portion of the tobacco industry 
documents.
Guildford—British Am erican Tobacco Documents—A subset of the 
Minnesota Select Set that contains approximately 7 thousand documents that 
attorneys for Minnesota thought related best to their trial and to the population 
of Minnesota. Although this is an interesting and informative cache of 
documents with global relevance, the selection process means that some types 
of documents are not represented. For instance, because Minnesota does not 
have a large Hispanic or African American population, few documents relating 
to these groups were chosen.
The Web site also contains links to all of the major document sites at 
www.cdc.gov/tobacco/industrydocs. On this page, you can find direct links 
to a number of document sites, including the following:
Brown & Williamson (the U.S. subsidiary of British American Tobacco) 
www.bw.aalatg.com
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Council for Tobacco Research 
www.ctr-usa.org/ctr
Lorillard Tobacco Company 
www.lorillarddocs.com
Minnesota Blue Cross/Blue Shield 
Tobacco Litigation 
www.tobacco.neu.edu/mn_trial
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
www.rjrtdocs.com (when you reach the site, the URL will read 
www.rjrtdocs.com /rjrtdocs/m ain.dm s?tab=hom e)
Philip Morris 
www.pmdocs.com
The Tobacco Institute 
www.tobaccoinstitute.com
University of California ad in San Francisco’s Brown & Williamson Collection 
www.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco
U.S. Committee on Commerce document Web site 
www.house.gov/commerce/TobaccoDocs/documents.html
Other Important Sites
www.tobaccodocuments.org
A meta-site that allows you to search multiple Web sites at once, as well as to 
look at various collections that researchers have compiled.
www.ash.org.uk/links/industry.html
Links to document sites and compilations of quotes from industry documents. 
British American Tobacco Documents:
British American Tobacco was allowed to place its documents in a separate 
repository in Guildford, England, rather than placing them online. A limited 
subset of these documents can be found online at: 
www.cctc.ca/Guildford.nsf/1_M ainFrameW eb?OpenFrameSet
Getting Started
The Philip Morris site (www.pmdocs.com) is one of the easiest for beginners 
to use and contains a large number of useful documents. Becoming proficient 
with this site first will help advocates better understand the sites that are more 
difficult to navigate.
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The best way to explain how to use the document sites is to start with an 
example. Let’s say you want to know about Philip M orris’s marketing plans in 
Florida. If you go to the Philip Morris document site, www.pmdocs.com, and 
type in the word “Florida” as your search criterion, you will find that this 
search returns 0 documents. This is because Philip M orris’s Web site is case 
sensitive. Instead, type in FLORIDA (all in caps). This search returns 1,778 
documents— clearly too many to look through. To narrow down your search 
further, add the phrase “& MARKETING” to the search criterion. (Remember 
to use the symbol “&” instead of the word “AND.”) A search of “FLORIDA & 
MARKETING” returns 255 documents. This is much smaller, but still an 
unwieldy number. Let’s say you first want to look at confidential documents 
regarding marketing in Florida. Add the words “& CONFIDENTIAL” to the 
search criteria, so that it reads “FLORIDA & MARKETING & 
CONFIDENTIAL.” This search returns 10 documents, including memos about 
marketing cigarettes at Black Expos in Jacksonville, Florida 
(www.pmdocs.com/getallimg.asp?if=avpidx&DOCID=2042390465), and 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida (www.pmdocs.com/getallimg.asp?if=avpidx& 
DOCID=2044750345).
Bear in mind that the search engines on the sites are only able to search the 
indices of the documents, not the entire text. Thus, those documents that 
contain the term “FLORIDA” in the indices, but not in the text, will appear in 
a search for that term. Not all documents returned will be pertinent to your 
particular topic. For example, the above search will also return information on 
a confidential “PROJECT FLORIDA” that Philip Morris implemented in 
Switzerland.
Search Tips and Tactics
While searching, keep a pad of paper handy to record code names of special 
projects, interesting terms, employee names and titles, and other words of 
interest that could aid in later searches.
Keywords: Aside from specific search terms, here are some generic key 
words to keep in mind:
▲ “Memo” (written correspondence between company employees)
▲ “Plan” (can help you find state- or country-wide marketing plans, or 
overall corporate plans)
▲ “Letter” (written correspondence usually with people outside the 
company)
▲ “Publication” (articles published in journals or other periodicals)
▲ “Article” (usually a newspaper or magazine article)
▲ “Telex” (the industry’s word for E-mail in earlier documents as well as 
overseas telexes. More recent documents use the term “E-mail.”)
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▲ “Confidential”— To help find the most confidential information, you 
can also try adding the terms “attorney work product” or just “work 
product” to your search criteria. Some of the most sensitive documents 
were given this designation in an attempt to shield them from the public.
Code names and acronyms: As you will discover when you start searching, 
the companies use code names and acronyms for many of their campaigns, 
internal studies, and research projects. Examples are names like “Project 16,” 
“Operation Downunder,” and “FUBYAS” (R.J. Reynolds’ acronym for “First 
Unbranded Young Adult Smokers,” a term used to refer to youth). These code 
names and acronyms can help you zero in on a particular project while 
excluding many extraneous documents.
Bates num bers: The courts have placed a unique “Bates number” on each 
page of every document. These identifying numbers are stamped on the page, 
usually vertically, on the lower left corner of each document. Record the Bates 
numbers of important documents to use as references and to make them easier 
to find again.
Names of employees: Note the names and titles of the employees on the 
documents that you find. Often, one executive is put in charge of a company’s 
political or marketing activities in a certain part of the country or world. 
Searching for documents authored by this person can reveal a cache of 
information about how the industry acted in certain localities. In addition, 
these executives usually turned in regular reports (“weekly report” or 
“monthly report”) to their headquarters about their division’s activities. These 
reports can be valuable sources of information.
Storing Documents for Later Use
The Philip Morris, Lorillard, and Tobacco Institute sites all allow you to 
“bookmark” documents on your computer’s hard drive. You should bookmark 
any documents that you think are particularly important or that you might 
need in the future. To do this, hit the “view all pages” button, and then in your 
browser click the “add bookmarks” button. If you are using Internet Explorer, 
it will prompt you to type an identifying phrase into the “bookmark 
properties.” With Netscape, you will have to go into the “edit bookmarks” 
section to type in the phrase. If you do not add an identifying phrase, your 
bookmarks will just say “image viewer” and will not reflect the contents of the 
document you are saving, or even the title.
Where to Go for Further Help
The search instructions posted at each site contain basic information, such as 
how to properly format search terms. Always read these instructions before 
proceeding. Consult the examples offered within them as your first step in 
addressing problems.
You may also be able to get assistance from other experienced researchers by 
joining the tobacco industry document discussion lists “doc-talk” and
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“intldoc-talk” on the Web. To sign up for these lists, go to 
www.smokescreen.org.
Technical Requirements
In ternet Connection Speed: A modem and phone line that support a 28.8 
kbps baud rate should be adequate for viewing documents without being so 
slow as to be completely frustrating. At this speed, an average page of text 
should take between 5 and 7 seconds to load, while a 50-page document could 
take 6 to 8 minutes to load. Higher speed Internet connections (such as DSL, 
ISDN, satellite, or wireless services) offer faster download times but cost 
more and generally are only available in major urban centers. A satellite 
Internet connection is now available in rural localities, where access to in­
ground high-speed lines does not exist. Satellite connections are more 
expensive, but as of now are the only option for people in remote locations. At 
the time of this writing, only one satellite company supplies high-speed 
Internet access.
Processing Speed: A minimum of 32 MB of random-access memory (RAM) 
is recommended for viewing documents. Upgrading the amount of RAM is 
relatively simple on most computers.
Software: To view the documents, you will need a recent version of a Web 
browser, such as Internet Explorer (www.Microsoft.com/downloads/ 
search.asp?) or Netscape Navigator (home.netscape.com/computing/ 
download), which can be downloaded for free. You will also want a copy of 
Adobe Acrobat, a file-viewing program for portable document format (PDF) 
files that can also be downloaded for free (www.adobe.com/products/ 
acrobat/readstep.htm l). The Brown & Williamson Web site requires its own 
unique viewer (MIF), which you can download for free at this site.
Other Frequently Asked Questions
Q. How do I find a docum ent if I only have the Bates num ber?
A. If, after typing in the Bates number on the appropriate site, you get the 
response “no records match your search,” you’ll need to try substituting a 
wildcard symbol (*) for the last digit in the Bates number. If that doesn’t 
work, try substituting two wildcards for the last two digits of the number. 
The idea is to find numbers that are very close to the one you’re looking 
for. Some sites respond to entering the Bates number of the starting page 
instead of the number for the entire document.
Q. Do all the sites respond to narrowing searches by using the symbol
“& ”?
A. No. On some sites you have to use the word “and” to indicate the search 
term. Read the search directions on each site to find out whether words or 
symbols are used for terms like “and” or “not.”
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Q. How should I search for phrases like “Philip M orris”? Do I type in 
“Philip M orris” or “Philip and M orris”?
A. To find every occurrence of the company name “Philip Morris,” you 
would type it exactly the way the name of the company appears. To find 
the words exclusively where they appear together, put quotation marks 
around the phrase (“Philip Morris”). Likewise, if  you want to find every 
occurrence of the two-word phrase “political strategy,” type the two words 
together just like that, with quotation marks around them. However, if  you 
want to find every document with both the words “political” and 
“strategy” contained somewhere in the description but not necessarily 
together, enter as the search criteria “political & strategy.”
Q. W hat about my privacy? Will the tobacco companies know it’s me 
searching?
A. Visiting some of the sites will result in markers (or “cookies”) being 
imbedded into your browser, which tells the companies where people go 
on the site and what they view. Currently, this information cannot be 
linked back to an individual, but cookies can be set up to identify the 
Internet service provider you are using. All browsers allow you to either 
block cookies or delete them after every session.
Q. Is there any way to copy the text of a document into my word 
processor?
A. No, outside of retyping it verbatim. You should print documents out
directly from the site while you are online. For those sites that allow you to 
view and print documents in PDF format, using this format will result in 
the best possible copy. You can also save the document to your computer in 
PDF format by clicking on the “save” icon. A scanner can be used to scan 
in the text from a printout, but the character recognition software is still 
somewhat crude.
Q. I ’ve tried searching for a particu lar word or phrase but get nothing. 
How can I have a more productive search?
A. Be creative. Think of every other phrase that could possibly turn up 
something on the subject for which you are searching. Most importantly, 
read what you do find carefully. The more you read, the more terms you 
will discover that will return a productive search. Take note of the authors’ 
names and the jargon and acronyms that the companies use to refer to 
particular regions, projects, and marketing techniques, and then start 
searching for documents with those words and names.
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Excerpts About Women From Internal Industry 
Documents
From: N ew  A d  Target: “Virile F em ale." The Washington Post, F ebruary17, 
1990
“The R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. plans soon to introduce a brand of 
cigarette—Dakota—that, according to the detailed marketing strategy 
prepared for the company, targets young, poorly educated, white women whom 
the company calls ‘virile females.’ The advertising campaign focuses on a 
certain group of women whose favorite pastimes, according to the marketing 
plan, include ‘cruising,’ ‘partying’ and attending ‘hot rod shows’ and ‘tractor 
pulls’ with their boyfriends.. .They describe the preferred ‘Dakota’ smoker as 
a woman with no education beyond high school, whose favorite television 
roles are ‘Roseanne’ and ‘evening soap opera (derogatory term deleted)’ and 
whose chief aspiration is ‘to get married in her early 20’s and spend free time 
with her boyfriend doing whatever he is doing.’
“The plan also outlines future advertising options based on interviews with 
small groups of potential consumers. ‘Cannot be too tough.. .i.e., bitchy/cold 
(motorcycle jacket),’ the memo states. ‘Cannot be too cute, giggly. Woman 
cannot be too submissive (i.e., fawning at man who looks disinterested.)’”
B ates No. 515576297/6299
From: The B ritish  A m erican Tobacco Company, The Sm oking B ehaviour o f  
WOmen
“[One] report claimed to have made the unexpected discovery of an increased 
frequency of neurotic traits in women smokers, with the suggestion that men 
smoke as a tribal custom whereas women smoke as a symptom of insecurity.”
R eport No. R D  1410 R estric ted  Report, D ecem ber 11, 1976
From: P h ilip  M orris “Virginia Slim s O pinion P o ll P ublic R elations P lan " 
O ctober 1996
“Objectives: [To] position the Virginia Slims opinion poll as the nation’s most 
authoritative chronicler of women’s issues and opinions— only Virginia Slims 
has the history, the heritage and scope.”
B ates No. 2044417376/7386
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From: R .J  R eynolds ’P sychographic Profiles, A p ril 7, 1988  
General Opinions and Attitudes:
Cluster 1: Older Females
“Lowest income of all segments, they live in the past, with little vision of the 
future accomplishments...Because of their age, isolation, and marginal 
economic circumstances, they avoid risks and are relatively inactive, but 
derive maximum enjoyment from the few pleasures available to them, one of 
which is smoking. They en joy  smoking more than any other segment, and are 
the most active coupon redeemers of both RJR and competitive coupons.”
Cluster 4: Low-Profile Females
“They hunt for bargains, rarely buy anything on impulse, and economize 
whenever possible. They are active redeemers of cigarette coupons. Not well 
educated, they have little interest in the arts. Their households are conspicuous 
in the absence of VCRs. LPF smokers walk softly through life, and maintain 
low profiles. They concentrate their energies in domestic activities and in 
close-knit friendship groups. They are disproportionately homemakers.”
Cluster 5: VCR Lovers
“VCRLs (73% female; 56% married) watch a lot of television. They have 
discovered the VCR and they know how to use it. They engage in traditional 
feminine indoor domestic activities, but avoid outdoor domestic chores. Their 
lifestyle is inactive: situated near a TV/VCR.”
B ates No. 507403273/3282
From: R.J. R eynolds P ro jec t TF—Tom orrow’s  Fem ale 
Rationale:
“Among the brands that currently have appreciable share among 18-34 female 
smokers, there are none with the exception of Virginia Slims that have a 
distinct female smoker product benefit.”
Name/Advertising/Packaging Development:
“An analysis of the image wants of 18-34 year old female smokers indicates 
that an opportunity exists for a romantic fantasy/freedom positioning.”
B ates No. 505618415
From: R.J. R eynolds R eport—F lorida Ideation Session: Fem ale FUBYAS 
(F irst U sual Brand Young A du lt Sm okers), M ay10 , 1985
“Concept Framework Benefits:
1. Provide some focus to life (something tangible to do or be) as well as 
immediate gratification, perhaps gratification in terms of enjoyment
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(e.g., Army Campaign—Be all you can be now, and experience the thrill of 
paratroop maneuvers at dawn.)
2. Bring it down to their level—no lofty goals, only aspirations obtainable 
very short term.”
B ates No. 504102889
From: Brown & W illiamson Tobacco Corporation, R eport M arketing, O ctober 
1982. Q uotes from  focus group in terview s
Those who smoke “True” brand:
“Female—very hyperactive, runs around in circles but doesn’t get anything 
done, all activity, but no progress—flutter brained, surface value only. 
Frivolous. A TRUE smoker is not a true smoker.”
Those who smoke “Vantage” brand:
“Female—housewife at a bridge game, strictly a social smoker who needs a 
prop. Someone trying to quit. Ghosts. Very frivolous, all surface value, flaky.”
Those who smoke “Merit” brand:
“Woman on the go, pressured. Flighty woman, dumb blonde, couldn’t depend 
on. Friendly. Hyper.”
Those who smoke “Carlton” brand:
“A nonsmoking smoker, desperate, little old lady, trying to quit, puny, 
squeaky, wimp, poor taste, someone in a nursing home.”
B ates No. 670575136/5158
From: C hronological N otes On the H isto ry o f  C igarette A dvertisin g
“ 1929: Bernays, PR man, hired models to smoke in public and take photos, 
write stories, etc., organizes women to march together, smoking in public, in 
New York Easter Parade with ‘torches of liberty’ [cigarettes].”
“ 1934: Bernays works for 6 months to make GREEN the fashion color of the 
year. ‘Mr. Hill wanted more women to smoke Luckies but research showed 
green unpopular with women because clashed with clothing. Organizes ‘Green 
Ball’ with socialites, New York Infirmary for Women, art galleries. Works with 
manufacturers of accessories, dresses, textiles, etc. Sends 6,500 letters and kits 
to dept. stores, fashion editors, interior decorators, etc., telling them of this 
‘trend.’ Gets H a rp er’s  B azaar and Vogue to feature green on covers on date of 
the Green Ball. [Bernays 1965; 1971] Silk company throws Green Fashion 
Luncheon with all green menu (a la  St. Patrick’s Day). Sends media releases
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with psychologist stories, suggest benefits of color green as ‘color of spring, 
an emblem of hope, victory (over depression) and plenty.’ [Sobel 1978] 
[Bernays 1965] For this ‘engineering of consent ... I drew up a comprehensive 
blueprint, a complete procedural outline, detailing objectives, the necessary 
research, strategy, themes and timing of the planned activities.’ [Bernays 1965, 
p. 390]”
B ates No. 2024985261-5290
From: Topline Report on Eight Focus Groups With Women Smokers About 
Issues Related to New Virginia Slims Kings, H enderson, NR; Kensinger, JL, 
R iva M arket Research, 1994
“Image of Specific Brands:
It did not seem to matter if the group was ‘young’ or ‘older’ when it came to 
image of specific brands, so what is reported here are the key images for each 
brand.
Capri: Feminine/skinny/stupid/dumb ads/stuck-up bitches/rainbow/pastel box/ 
‘posers’/fall out of ashtrays/older women/prissy/too small/special, low prices, 
orchids
M isty: Feminine/rain/grandma/cheap/bad taste/tacky/winter/state/damp/ 
coupons/teenagers
D oral: Generic/cheap/old people/ bad taste/ old poor men/dull/‘trailer trash’/ 
Jeeps/charcoal/low tar/plastic filters”
B ates No. 2057763894/3911
From: The B ritish  A m erican Tobacco Company, The Sm oking B ehaviour o f  
Women
“In terms of product design, there does not seem to be a great deal of evidence 
that women in general require a cigarette delivering relatively low amounts of 
nicotine—in fact some evidence points in the opposite direction. However, 
given that women are more neurotic than men, it seems reasonable to assume 
that they will react more strongly to smoking and health p re ssu re s .”
R eport No. R D  1410 R estric ted  Report, D ecem ber 11, 1976
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From: A le tte r  to the p residen t o f  the R.J. R eynolds C om pany
December 9, 1988
Mr. Richard A. Kampe 
President
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Development Co.
401 N. Main Street 
Winston-Salem, NC 27102
Dear Mr. Kampe,
Imagine a 5-year old child, who will be a future customer of your cigarettes in 
the next few years. How can your company begin to attract/tap into this next 
generation? As a creative strategic marketing company, Flanigan Enterprises 
has developed a concept that will be innovative, have a reputable advertising 
effect in the home, and be a new source of revenues for R.J. Reynolds.
The young children of this country have a curious desire to be instantly 
entertained, educated and expand their horizons. The parents of these children 
(yuppies with discretionary incomes) want the best for their children and are 
willing to pay if quality and reliability are present. These parents place a 
premium on high-technology and modern advances to ensure their children 
are keeping pace with today’s dynamic, rapidly changing environment.
The concept is a simple one—Flanigan Enterprises is proposing a children’s 
video be made to advertise the Camel product. This can be done through a 
series of ful-cel animation (Disney style) videos directed towards the youth of 
today. Children love cartoons and these can be incorporated into the 
purchasing of cartons/packets of Camel cigarettes.
The camel symbol can be transformed into a moving, talking, animated 
cartoon for children. It can also include the actual footage of visiting live 
camels in the zoo and in their native environment. Children love to watch 
animals (repeatability) and this video can incorporate an education/ 
environment theme. How often smokers are told, ‘it is a bad example for 
children in our home to see you smoke.’ Here is a positive way to enhance the 
image of R.J. Reynolds in the home—to engrain a positive image of the 
company to the children of the nonsmoker while linking the video to purchase 
of cigarettes...
B ates No. 513612438
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From: “G oing Into the Tank fo r Tobacco" b y  A lbert R. Hunt. The Wall Street 
Journal Interactive Edition, A ugust 2, 2001
“The unsurpassed arrogance and immorality of cigarette makers surfaced most 
recently when this newspaper reported that Philip Morris distributed, in the 
Czech Republic, an analysis of why cigarettes weren’t a drag on that country’s 
budget. A key argument: Cigarettes kill people and, if  they’re dead, the 
government doesn’t have to spend money on health care, housing, and 
pensions.”
From: A telephone su rvey o f 300  advertisin g  in du stry execu tives in  agencies 
with b illin gs o f  m ore than $10 m illion, com m issioned b y  the N ew  York adver­
tisin g  firm  o f  Shepardson, Stern, an d  K am insky (D ecem ber 1996)
In December 1996, a survey of advertising industry executives revealed the 
following:
1. 82% believe advertising for cigarettes and tobacco products reaches 
children and teenagers in significant numbers.
2. 78% believe that tobacco advertising makes smoking more appealing or 
socially acceptable to kids.
3. 71% believe that tobacco advertising changes behavior and increases 
smoking among kids.
4. 59% believe that a goal of tobacco advertising is marketing cigarettes to 
teenagers who do not already smoke.
6. 79% favor limitations on the style and placement of advertising for 
cigarette and tobacco products to minimize impact on children and 
teenagers.
From: “RJR Wins F ight"  b y  D a vid  Carrig, USA Today: B1, April 18, 1996
“Charles Harper, R.J. Reynolds Chairman: ‘If children don’t like to be in a 
smoky room, they’ll leave.’ When asked by a shareholder about infants, who 
can’t leave a smoky room, Harper stated, ‘At some point, they begin to 
crawl.’”
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From: N ew  York Times, M arch 4, 1998
Geoffrey C. Bible, CEO and Chairman of the Board of Philip Morris 
Companies, exchange in Minnesota trial:
“A: We should not be marketing cigarettes to young people. It is certainly 
anomalous to the Philip Morris I know.
“Q: If we keep seeing more anomalies, sooner or later it becomes usual, 
doesn’t it?
“A: Well, it’s a large company, and we sell a lot of products.”
From: V ideotaped testim ony in  the M innesota law su it
“We did not look at the underage market even though I am holding a 
document in my hand that says we did.”
James Morgan, Former President and CEO of Philip Morris
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More References and Resources
Women and Tobacco Information Web Sites
Inclusion here does not imply endorsement by CDC. Note that Web sites 
change often.
National Women's Health Information Center
Supported by the Office on Women’s Health, U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services, this site offers a variety of resources and information related 
to the Surgeon General’s report and tailored to women. 
www.4women.org
American Medical Women's Association
The American Medical Women’s Association is an organization that functions 
at the local, national, and international levels to advance women in medicine 
and improve women’s health by providing and developing leadership, 
advocacy, education, expertise, mentoring, and strategic alliances. 
www.amwa-doc.org
The CHEST Foundation
This site offers resources, information, and advice to support the use of the 
Speakers Kit by the Task Force on Women & Girls, Tobacco, & Lung Cancer. 
The Web site includes downloadable PowerPoint presentations on tobacco 
tailored to health care professionals and students, women, teens, and girls. 
speakerskit.chestnet.org (do not use “www” in the URL)
National Coalition for Women Against Tobacco
Founded by the American Medical Women’s Association, the National 
Coalition for Women Against Tobacco aims to increase awareness of the 
dangers of tobacco use and exposure, and provide leadership in helping the 
global community of women and girls lead tobacco-free lives. 
www.womenagainst.org
Tobacco Control Information Web Sites
Inclusion here does not imply endorsement by CDC. Note that Web sites 
change often.
CDC's Office on Smoking and Health
This Web site offers one-stop access to government-supported tobacco control 
research, data (including CDC’s STATE system and other state and local data), 
publications (including all Surgeon General’s reports), posters (including 
Christy Turlington’s), videos (including ways to order Women an d  Tobacco: 
Seven D ead ly  M yths), fact sheets, smoke-free sports materials, and cessation 
resources.
www.cdc.gov/tobacco
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Smokefree Soccer
This Web site, soon expanding to cover all sports, is jointly sponsored by CDC 
and the National Cancer Institute. It provides information and resources, 
including ways to order posters and other sports-related materials to 
disseminate the smoke-free message. It is especially oriented to serving young 
people and their sports coaches. 
www.smokefree.gov
Action on Smoking and Health
Action on Smoking and Health (ASH) is a national nonprofit legal action and 
educational organization fighting for the rights of nonsmokers against the 
many problems of tobacco. ASH represents nonsmokers in courts and 
legislative bodies, and before regulatory agencies. 
www.ash.org
The Truth Campaign
The Truth Campaign is dedicated to exposing the truth about tobacco. The 
Web site works in conjunction with the American Legacy Foundation’s edgy 
Truth ad campaigns. It includes news, resources, and links to the tobacco 
industry so that visitors can “see for themselves” what the tobacco companies 
are doing and saying.
www.thetruth.com, www.americanlegacy.org 
Americans for Non Smokers' Rights
This site includes internal industry quotes, extensive information on 
secondhand smoke, smoke-free advocacy resources, and a large section on 
youth advocacy. 
www.no-smoke.org
National Health Organizations and Federal Agencies
American Heart Association 
www.amhrt.org
American Lung Association 
www.lungusa.org
American Cancer Society 
www.cancer.org
Agency for Health Care Research and Quality 
www.ahrq.gov
National Cancer Institute
www.nci.nih.gov
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
www.cdc.gov
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Video Resources
Women an d  Sm oking: A F atal A ttraction
Video copies of this program, which was aired on ABC on July 5, 2001, can 
be ordered from ABC’s Web site (www.abcnewsstore.com) for $29.95. 
Discounts are available for orders of 100 or more. Permission from ABC is 
needed to show the tape in a public venue. Please fax a letter requesting 
permission to Tony at (212)456-1798. Tony may also be reached by phone at 
(212)456-4105.
SLAM!
SLAM ! is a 15-minute video developed by CDC’s Office on Smoking and 
Health to help young people become more aware of the power and 
pervasiveness of cigarette advertising and to resist the influences of the 
tobacco industry. The video tells the story of Leslie Nuchow, a talented but 
unsigned young singer-songwriter who refused to have her music associated 
with a cigarette marketing campaign targeted toward young women. 
Discussion questions and teaching objectives are included with the video, 
which can be used as part of a comprehensive health education program; an 
alcohol, tobacco, or other drug program; or a current events or media literacy 
curriculum.
www.cdc.gov/tobacco/slam.htm
Secrets Through the Smoke
Dr. Jeffrey S. Wigand (www.jeffreywigand.com), subject of the Academy 
Award-nominated film The Insider, achieved national prominence in 1995 
when he became the tobacco industry’s highest ranking former executive to 
publicly acknowledge the devastating effects of smoking on health. In Secrets 
Through the Smoke, produced by CDC’s Office on Smoking and Health, Dr. 
Wigand shares his experiences with the tobacco industry’s manipulation of the 
truth.
www.cdc.gov/tobacco/educational_materials/secrets_smoke/
VideoCoverR4.pdf
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Appendix 
Materials from Women and Smoking: 
A Report o f the Surgeon General

Women and Smoking
Executive Summary
This is the second report of the U.S. Surgeon Gen­
eral devoted to women and smoking. The first was 
published in 1980 (U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services [USDHHS] 1980), 16 years after the 
initial landmark report on smoking and health of the 
Advisory Committee to the Surgeon General ap­
peared in 1964 (U.S. Department of Health, Educa­
tion, and Welfare [USDHEW] 1964). The 1964 report 
summarized the accumulated evidence that demon­
strated that smoking was a cause of human cancer 
and other diseases. Most of the early evidence was 
based on men. For example, the report concluded, 
"Cigarette smoking is causally related to lung cancer 
in men.... The data for women, though less extensive, 
point in the same direction" (USDHEW 1964, p. 37). 
By the time of the 1980 report, the evidence clearly 
showed that women were also experiencing devastat­
ing health consequences from smoking and that "the 
first signs of an epidemic of smoking-related disease 
among women are now appearing" (USDHHS 1980, 
p. v). The evidence had solidified later among women 
than among men because smoking became common­
place among women about 25 years later than it had 
among men. However, it was still deemed necessary 
to include a section in the preface of the 1980 report 
titled "The Fallacy of Women's Immunity." In the two 
decades since, numerous studies have expanded the 
breadth and depth of what is known about the health 
consequences of smoking among women, about his­
torical and contemporary patterns of smoking in 
demographic subgroups of the female population, 
about factors that affect initiation and maintenance of 
smoking among women (including advertising and 
marketing of tobacco products), and about interven­
tions to assist women to quit smoking. The present 
report reviews the now massive body of evidence on 
women and smoking—evidence that taken together 
compels the Nation to make reducing and preventing 
smoking one of the highest contemporary priorities 
for women's health.
A report focused on women is greatly needed. 
No longer are the first signs of an epidemic of tobacco- 
related diseases among women being seen, as was the 
case when the 1980 report was written. Since 1980, 
hundreds of additional studies have expanded what 
is known about the health effects of smoking among 
women, and this report summarizes that knowledge.
Today the Nation is in the midst of a full-blown epi­
demic. Lung cancer, once rare among women, has 
surpassed breast cancer as the leading cause of female 
cancer death in the United States, now accounting for 
25 percent of all cancer deaths among women. Sur­
veys have indicated that many women do not know 
this fact. And lung cancer is only one of myriad seri­
ous disease risks faced by women who smoke. 
Although women and men who smoke share excess 
risks for diseases such as cancer, heart disease, and 
emphysema, women also experience unique smoking- 
related disease risks related to pregnancy, oral contra­
ceptive use, menstrual function, and cervical cancer. 
These risks deserve to be highlighted and broadly rec­
ognized. Moreover, much of what is known about the 
health effects of exposure to environmental tobacco 
smoke among nonsmokers comes from studies of 
women, because historically men were more likely 
than women to smoke and because many women 
who did not smoke were married to smokers.
In 1965, 51.9 percent of men were smokers, where­
as 33.9 percent of women were smokers. By 1979, the 
percentage of women who smoked had declined 
somewhat, to 29.9 percent. However, the decline in 
smoking among men to 37.5 percent was much more 
dramatic. The gender gap in adult smoking preva­
lence continued to close after the 1980 report, but 
since the mid-1980s, the difference has been fairly sta­
ble at about 5 percentage points. In 1998, smoking 
prevalence was 22.0 percent among women and 26.4 
percent among men. The gender difference in smok­
ing prevalence among teens is smaller than that 
among adults. Smoking prevalence increased among 
both girls and boys in the 1990s. In 2000, 29.7 percent 
of high school senior girls and 32.8 percent of high 
school senior boys reported having smoked within 
the past 30 days (University of Michigan 2000).
In recent years, some research has suggested that 
the impact of a given amount of smoking on lung can­
cer risk might be even greater among women than 
among men, that exposure to environmental tobacco 
smoke might be associated with increased risk for 
breast cancer, and that women might be more suscep­
tible than men to weight gain following smoking ces­
sation. Other research indicated that persons with 
specific genetic polymorphisms may be especially 
susceptible to the effects of smoking and exposure to
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environmental tobacco smoke. These issues remain 
active areas of investigation, and no conclusions can 
be drawn about them at this time. Nonetheless, 
knowledge of the vast spectrum of smoking-related 
health effects continues to grow, as does knowledge 
that examination of gender-specific effects is impor­
tant.
Smoking is one of the most studied of human 
behaviors and thousands of studies have documented 
its health consequences, yet certain questions and 
data needs exist with respect to women and smoking. 
For example, there is a need to better understand why 
smoking prevalence increased among teenage girls 
and young women in the 1990s despite the over­
whelming data on adverse health effects; to identify 
interventions and policies that will prevent an epi­
demic of tobacco use among women whose smoking 
prevalence is currently low, including women in cer­
tain sociocultural groups within the United States and 
women in many developing countries throughout the 
world; to study the relationship of active smoking to 
diseases among women for which the evidence to 
date has been suggestive or inconsistent (e.g., risks for 
menstrual cycle irregularities, gallbladder disease, and
systemic lupus erythematosus); to increase the data 
on the health effects of exposure to environmental 
tobacco smoke on diseases unique among women; to 
provide additional research on whether gender dif­
ferences exist in susceptibility to nicotine addiction or 
in the magnitude of the effects of smoking on specific 
disease outcomes; and to determine whether gender 
differences exist in the modifying effects of genetic 
polymorphisms on disease risks associated with smok­
ing. Many studies of smoking behavior and of the 
health consequences of smoking have included both 
females and males but have not reported results by 
gender. Investigators should be encouraged to report 
gender-specific results in the future.
Other recent reports of the Surgeon General 
have been devoted to smoking and youth (USDHHS 
1994), smoking and racial or ethnic minorities 
(USDHHS 1998), and interventions to reduce smoking 
(USDHHS 2000). The reader is encouraged to consult 
those reports for comprehensive reviews of the evi­
dence on these topics. The present report focuses on 
data specific to women and girls and on comparisons 
of results by gender.
Major Conclusions
1. Despite all that is known of the devastating 
health consequences of smoking, 22.0 percent 
of women smoked cigarettes in 1998. Cigarette 
smoking became prevalent among men before 
women, and smoking prevalence in the United 
States has always been lower among women 
than among men. However, the once-wide gen­
der gap in smoking prevalence narrowed until
the mid-1980s and has since remained fairly 3. 
constant. Smoking prevalence today is nearly 
three times higher among women who have 
only 9 to 11 years of education (32.9 percent) 
than among women with 16 or more years of 
education (11.2 percent).
2. In 2000, 29.7 percent of high school senior girls 
reported having smoked within the past 30 
days. Smoking prevalence among white girls 
declined from the mid-1970s to the early 1980s, 
followed by a decade of little change. Smoking 
prevalence then increased markedly in the early
1990s, and declined somewhat in the late 1990s. 
The increase dampened much of the earlier 
progress. Among black girls, smoking preva­
lence declined substantially from the mid-1970s 
to the early 1990s, followed by some increases 
until the mid-1990s. Data on long-term trends in 
smoking prevalence among high school seniors 
of other racial or ethnic groups are not available. 
Since 1980, approximately 3 million U.S. women 
have died prematurely from smoking-related 
neoplastic, cardiovascular, respiratory, and pe­
diatric diseases, as well as cigarette-caused 
burns. Each year during the 1990s, U.S. women 
lost an estimated 2.1 million years of life due to 
these smoking attributable premature deaths. 
Additionally, women who smoke experience 
gender-specific health consequences, including 
increased risk of various adverse reproductive 
outcomes.
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4. Lung cancer is now the leading cause of cancer 
death among U.S. women; it surpassed breast 
cancer in 1987. About 90 percent of all lung can­
cer deaths among women who continue to 
smoke are attributable to smoking.
5. Exposure to environmental tobacco smoke is a 
cause of lung cancer and coronary heart disease 
among women who are lifetime nonsmokers. 
Infants born to women exposed to environmen­
tal tobacco smoke during pregnancy have a 
small decrement in birth weight and a slightly 
increased risk of intrauterine growth retard­
ation compared to infants of nonexposed 
women.
6. Women who stop smoking greatly reduce their 
risk of dying prematurely, and quitting smoking 
is beneficial at all ages. Although some clinical 
intervention studies suggest that women may 
have more difficulty quitting smoking than 
men, national survey data show that women are 
quitting at rates similar to or even higher than 
those for men. Prevention and cessation inter­
ventions are generally of similar effectiveness 
for women and men and, to date, few gender
differences in factors related to smoking initia­
tion and successful quitting have been identi­
fied.
7. Smoking during pregnancy remains a major 
public health problem despite increased knowl­
edge of the adverse health effects of smoking 
during pregnancy. Although the prevalence of 
smoking during pregnancy has declined steadi­
ly in recent years, substantial numbers of preg­
nant women continue to smoke, and only about 
one-third of women who stop smoking during 
pregnancy are still abstinent one year after the 
delivery.
8. Tobacco industry marketing is a factor influenc­
ing susceptibility to and initiation of smoking 
among girls, in the United States and overseas. 
Myriad examples of tobacco ads and promo­
tions targeted to women indicate that such mar­
keting is dominated by themes of social desir­
ability and independence. These themes are 
conveyed through ads featuring slim, attractive, 
athletic models, images very much at odds with 
the serious health consequences experienced by 
so many women who smoke.
Chapter Conclusions
Conclusions from Chapters 2-5 are presented be­
low. Separate conclusions are not included for Chap­
ter 1 because it is a summary of the report. Chapter 6, 
which presents a vision for the future, is reproduced 
in its entirety following the conclusions for Chapters 
2-5.
Chapter 2. Patterns of Tobacco Use Am ong  
W omen and Girls
1. Cigarette smoking became prevalent among 
women after it did among men, and smoking 
prevalence has always been lower among 
women than among men. The gender-specific 
difference in smoking prevalence narrowed 
between 1965 and 1985. Since 1985, the decline 
in prevalence has been comparable among 
women and men.
2. The prevalence of current smoking among 
women increased from less than 6 percent in
1924 to 34 percent in 1965, then declined to 22 to 
23 percent in the late 1990s. In 1997-1998, smok­
ing prevalence was highest among American 
Indian or Alaska Native women (34.5 percent), 
intermediate among white women (23.5 per­
cent) and black women (21.9 percent), and low­
est among Hispanic women (13.8 percent) and 
Asian or Pacific Islander women (11.2 percent). 
By educational level, smoking prevalence is 
nearly three times higher among women with 
9 to 11 years of education (30.9 percent) than 
among women with 16 or more years of educa­
tion (10.6 percent).
3. Much of the progress in reducing smoking 
prevalence among girls in the 1970s and 1980s 
was lost with the increase in prevalence in the 
1990s: current smoking among high school se­
nior girls was the same in 2000 as in 1998. 
Although smoking prevalence was higher
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among high school senior girls than among high 
school senior boys in the 1970s and early 1980s, 
prevalence has been comparable since the mid- 
1980s.
4. Smoking declined substantially among black 
girls from the mid-1970s through the early 
1990s; the decline among white girls for this 
same period was small. As adolescents age into 
young adulthood, these patterns are now being 
reflected in the racial and ethnic differences in 
smoking among young women. Data are not 
available on long-term trends in smoking preva­
lence among high school seniors of other racial 
and ethnic groups.
5. Smoking during pregnancy appears to have 
decreased from 1989 through 1998. Despite 
increased knowledge of the adverse health 
effects of smoking during pregnancy, estimates 
of women smoking during pregnancy range 
from 12 percent based on birth certificate data to 
as high as 22 percent based on survey data.
6. Historically, women started to smoke at a later 
age than did men, but beginning with the 1960 
cohort, the mean age at smoking initiation has 
not differed by gender.
7. Nicotine dependence is strongly associated with 
the number of cigarettes smoked per day. Girls 
and women who smoke appear to be equally 
dependent on nicotine when results are strati­
fied by number of cigarettes smoked per day. 
Few gender-specific differences have been 
found in indicators of nicotine dependence 
among adolescents, young adults, or adults 
overall.
8. The percentage of persons who have ever 
smoked and who have quit smoking is some­
what lower among women (46.2 percent) than 
among men (50.1 percent). This finding is prob­
ably because men began to stop smoking earlier 
in the twentieth century than did women and 
because these data do not take into account that 
men are more likely than women to switch to or 
to continue to use other tobacco products when 
they stop smoking cigarettes. Since the late 
1970s or early 1980s, the probability of attempt­
ing to quit smoking and to succeed has been 
equally high among women and men.
9. Prevalence of the use of cigars, pipes, and 
smokeless tobacco among women is generally 
low, but recent data suggest that cigar smoking 
among women and girls is increasing.
10. Smoking prevalence among women varies 
markedly across countries; the percentages 
range from an estimated 7 percent in develop­
ing countries to 24 percent in developed coun­
tries. Thwarting further increases in tobacco use 
among women is one of the greatest disease pre­
vention opportunities in the world today.
Chapter 3. H ealth C onsequences of 
Tobacco Use A m ong W omen
Total M ortality
1. Cigarette smoking plays a major role in the mor­
tality of U.S. women.
2. The excess risk for death from all causes among 
current smokers compared with persons who 
have never smoked increases with both the 
number of years of smoking and the number of 
cigarettes smoked per day.
3. Among women who smoke, the percentage of 
deaths attributable to smoking has increased 
over the past several decades, largely because of 
increases in the quantity of cigarettes smoked 
and the duration of smoking.
4. Cohort studies with follow-up data analyzed in 
the 1980s show that the annual risk for death 
from all causes is 80 to 90 percent greater among 
women who smoke cigarettes than among 
women who never smoked. A woman's annual 
risk for death more than doubles among con­
tinuing smokers compared with persons who 
have never smoked in every age group from 
45 through 74 years.
5. In 1997, approximately 165,000 U.S. women 
died prematurely from a smoking-related dis­
ease. Since 1980, approximately three million 
U.S. women have died prematurely from a 
smoking-related disease.
6. U.S. females lost an estimated 2.1 million years 
of life each year during the 1990s as a result of 
smoking-related deaths due to neoplastic, car­
diovascular, respiratory, and pediatric diseases, 
as well as from burns caused by cigarettes. For 
every smoking attributable death, an average of 
14 years of life was lost.
7. Women who stop smoking greatly reduce their 
risk of dying prematurely. The relative benefits 
of smoking cessation are greater when women 
stop smoking at younger ages, but smoking ces­
sation is beneficial at all ages.
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Lung Cancer
8. Cigarette smoking is the major cause of lung 
cancer among women. About 90 percent of all 
lung cancer deaths among U.S. women smokers 
are attributable to smoking.
9. The risk for lung cancer increases with quantity, 
duration, and intensity of smoking. The risk for 
dying of lung cancer is 20 times higher among 
women who smoke two or more packs of ciga­
rettes per day than among women who do not 
smoke.
10. Lung cancer mortality rates among U.S. women 
have increased about 600 percent since 1950. In 
1987, lung cancer surpassed breast cancer to 
become the leading cause of cancer death 
among U.S. women. Overall age-adjusted inci­
dence rates for lung cancer among women 
appear to have peaked in the mid-1990s.
11. In the past, men who smoked appeared to have 
a higher relative risk for lung cancer than did 
women who smoked, but recent data suggest 
that such differences have narrowed consider­
ably. Earlier findings largely reflect past gender- 
specific differences in duration and amount of 
cigarette smoking.
12. Former smokers have a lower risk for lung can­
cer than do current smokers, and risk declines 
with the number of years of smoking cessation.
International Trends in  Fem ale Lung Cancer
13. International lung cancer death rates among 
women vary dramatically. This variation re­
flects historical differences in the adoption of 
cigarette smoking by women in different coun­
tries. In 1990, lung cancer accounted for about 
10 percent of all cancer deaths among women 
worldwide and more than 20 percent of cancer 
deaths among women in some developed coun­
tries.
Fem ale Cancers
14. The totality of the evidence does not support an 
association between smoking and risk for breast 
cancer.
15. Several studies suggest that exposure to envi­
ronmental tobacco smoke is associated with an 
increased risk for breast cancer, but this associa­
tion remains uncertain.
16. Current smoking is associated with a reduced 
risk for endometrial cancer, but the effect is 
probably limited to postmenopausal disease. The
risk for this cancer among former smokers gen­
erally appears more similar to that of women 
who have never smoked.
17. Smoking does not appear to be associated with 
risk of ovarian cancer.
18. Smoking has been consistently associated with 
an increased risk for cervical cancer. The extent 
to which this association is independent of 
human papillomavirus infection is uncertain.
19. Smoking may be associated with an increased 
risk for vulvar cancer, but the extent to which 
the association is independent of human papil­
lomavirus infection is uncertain.
Other Cancers
20. Smoking is a major cause of cancers of the 
oropharynx and bladder among women. Evi­
dence is also strong that women who smoke 
have increased risks for cancers of the pancreas 
and kidney. For cancers of the larynx and esoph­
agus, evidence among women is more limited 
but consistent with large increases in risk.
21. Women who smoke may have increased risks 
for liver cancer and colorectal cancer.
22. Data on smoking and cancer of the stomach 
among women are inconsistent.
23. Smoking may be associated with an increased 
risk for acute myeloid leukemia among women 
but does not appear to be associated with other 
lymphoproliferative or hematologic cancers.
24. Women who smoke may have a decreased risk 
for thyroid cancer.
25. Women who use smokeless tobacco have an 
increased risk for oral cancer.
Cardiovascular D isease
26. Smoking is a major cause of coronary heart dis­
ease among women. For women younger than 
50 years, the majority of coronary heart disease 
is attributable to smoking. Risk increases with 
the number of cigarettes smoked and the dura­
tion of smoking.
27. The risk for coronary heart disease among 
women is substantially reduced within 1 or 2 
years of smoking cessation. This immediate 
benefit is followed by a continuing but more 
gradual reduction in risk to that among non­
smokers by 10 to 15 or more years after cessa­
tion.
28. Women who use oral contraceptives have a par­
ticularly elevated risk of coronary heart disese if 
they smoke. Currently, evidence is conflicting as
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to whether the effect of hormone replacement 
therapy on coronary heart disease risk differs 
between smokers and nonsmokers.
29. Women who smoke have an increased risk for 
ischemic stroke and subarachnoid hemorrhage. 
Evidence is inconsistent concerning the associa­
tion between smoking and primary intracere­
bral hemorrhage.
30. In most studies that include women, the 
increased risk for stroke associated with smok­
ing is reversible after smoking cessation; after 
5 to 15 years of abstinence, the risk approaches 
that of women who have never smoked.
31. Conflicting evidence exists regarding the level 
of the risk for stroke among women who both 
smoke and use either the oral contraceptives 
commonly prescribed in the United States today 
or hormone replacement therapy.
32. Smoking is a strong predictor of the progression 
and severity of carotid atherosclerosis among 
women. Smoking cessation appears to slow the 
rate of progression of carotid atherosclerosis.
33. Women who are current smokers have an 
increased risk for peripheral vascular athero­
sclerosis. Smoking cessation is associated with 
improvements in symptoms, prognosis, and 
survival.
34. Women who smoke have an increased risk for 
death from ruptured abdominal aortic aneu­
rysm.
Chronic O bstructive Pulm onary D isease  (COPD)
and Lung Function
35. Cigarette smoking is a primary cause of COPD 
among women, and the risk increases with the 
amount and duration of smoking. Approxi­
mately 90 percent of mortality from COPD 
among women in the United States can be 
attributed to cigarette smoking.
36. In utero exposure to maternal smoking is asso­
ciated with reduced lung function among in­
fants, and exposure to environmental tobacco 
smoke during childhood and adolescence may 
be associated with impaired lung function 
among girls.
37. Adolescent girls who smoke have reduced rates 
of lung growth, and adult women who smoke 
experience a premature decline of lung func­
tion.
38. The rate of decline in lung function is slower 
among women who stop smoking than among 
women who continue to smoke.
39. Mortality rates for COPD have increased among 
women over the past 20 to 30 years.
40. Although data for women are limited, former 
smokers appear to have a lower risk for dying 
from COPD than do current smokers.
Sex H orm ones, Thyroid D isease, and
D iabetes M ellitus
41. Women who smoke have an increased risk for 
estrogen-deficiency disorders and a decreased 
risk for estrogen-dependent disorders, but cir­
culating levels of the major endogenous estro­
gens are not altered among women smokers.
42. Although consistent effects of smoking on thy­
roid hormone levels have not been noted, ciga­
rette smokers may have an increased risk for 
Graves' ophthalmopathy, a thyroid-related dis­
ease.
43. Smoking appears to affect glucose regulation 
and related metabolic processes, but conflicting 
data exist on the relationship of smoking and 
the development of type 2 diabetes mellitus and 
gestational diabetes among women.
M enstrual Function, M enopause, and B enign
G ynecologic C onditions
44. Some studies suggest that cigarette smoking 
may alter menstrual function by increasing the 
risks for dysmenorrhea (painful menstruation), 
secondary amenorrhea (lack of menses among 
women who ever had menstrual periods), and 
menstrual irregularity.
45. Women smokers have a younger age at natural 
menopause than do nonsmokers and may expe­
rience more menopausal symptoms.
46. Women who smoke may have decreased risk for 
uterine fibroids.
R eproductive O utcom es
47. Women who smoke have increased risks for 
conception delay and for both primary and sec­
ondary infertility.
48. Women who smoke may have a modest increase 
in risks for ectopic pregnancy and spontaneous 
abortion.
49. Smoking during pregnancy is associated with 
increased risks for preterm premature rupture 
of membranes, abruptio placentae, and placenta 
previa, and with a modest increase in risk for 
preterm delivery.
50. Women who smoke during pregnancy have a 
decreased risk for preeclampsia.
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51. The risk for perinatal mortality—both stillbirth 
and neonatal deaths—and the risk for sudden 
infant death syndrome (SIDS) are increased 
among the offspring of women who smoke dur­
ing pregnancy.
52. Infants born to women who smoke during preg­
nancy have a lower average birth weight and 
are more likely to be small for gestational age 
than are infants born to women who do not 
smoke.
53. Smoking does not appear to affect the overall 
risk for congenital malformations.
54. Women smokers are less likely to breastfeed 
their infants than are women nonsmokers.
55. Women who quit smoking before or during 
pregnancy reduce the risk for adverse reproduc­
tive outcomes, including conception delay, in­
fertility, preterm premature rupture of mem­
branes, preterm delivery, and low birth weight.
B ody W eight and Fat D istribution
56. Initiation of cigarette smoking does not appear 
to be associated with weight loss, but smoking 
does appear to attenuate weight gain over time.
57. The average weight of women who are current 
smokers is modestly lower than that of women 
who have never smoked or who are long-term 
former smokers.
58. Smoking cessation among women typically is 
associated with a weight gain of about 6 to 12 
pounds in the year after they quit smoking.
59. Women smokers have a more masculine pat­
tern of body fat distribution (i.e., a higher waist- 
to-hip ratio) than do women who have never 
smoked.
Bone D en sity  and Fracture R isk
60. Postmenopausal women who currently smoke 
have lower bone density than do women who 
do not smoke.
61. Women who currently smoke have an increased 
risk for hip fracture compared with women who 
do not smoke.
62. The relationship among women between smok­
ing and the risk for bone fracture at sites other 
than the hip is not clear.
G astrointestinal D iseases
63. Some studies suggest that women who smoke 
have an increased risk for gallbladder disease 
(gallstones and cholecystitis), but the evidence 
is inconsistent.
64. Women who smoke have an increased risk for 
peptic ulcers.
65. Women who currently smoke have a decreased 
risk for ulcerative colitis, but former smokers 
have an increased risk—possibly because smok­
ing suppresses symptoms of the disease.
66. Women who smoke appear to have an increased 
risk for Crohn's disease, and smokers with 
Crohn's disease have a worse prognosis than do 
nonsmokers.
Arthritis
67. Some but not all studies suggest that women 
who smoke may have a modestly elevated risk 
for rheumatoid arthritis.
68. Women who smoke have a modestly reduced 
risk for osteoarthritis of the knee; data regard­
ing osteoarthritis of the hip are inconsistent.
69. The data on the risk of systemic lupus erythe­
matosus among women who smoke are incon­
sistent.
Eye D isease
70. Women who smoke have an increased risk for 
cataract.
71. Women who smoke may have an increased risk 
for age-related macular degeneration.
72. Studies show no consistent association between 
smoking and open-angle glaucoma.
H um an Im m unodeficiency Virus (H IV) D isease
73. Limited data suggest that women smokers may 
be at higher risk for HIV-1 infection than non­
smokers.
Facial W rinkling
74. Limited but consistent data suggest that women 
smokers have more facial wrinkling than do 
nonsmokers.
D epression  and Other Psychiatric D isorders
75. Smokers are more likely to be depressed than 
are nonsmokers, a finding that may reflect an 
effect of smoking on the risk for depression, the 
use of smoking for self-medication, or the influ­
ence of common genetic or other factors on both 
smoking and depression. The association of 
smoking and depression is particularly impor­
tant among women because they are more like­
ly to be diagnosed with depression than are 
men.
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76. The prevalence of smoking generally has been 
found to be higher among patients with anxiety 
disorders, bulimia, attention deficit disorder, 
and alcoholism than among individuals with­
out these conditions; the mechanisms underly­
ing these associations are not yet understood.
77. The prevalence of smoking is very high among 
patients with schizophrenia, but the mecha­
nisms underlying this association are not yet 
understood.
78. Smoking may be used by some persons who 
would otherwise manifest psychiatric symp­
toms to manage those symptoms; for such per­
sons, cessation of smoking may lead to the 
emergence of depression or other dysphoric 
mood states.
N eurologic D iseases
79. Women who smoke have a decreased risk for 
Parkinson's disease.
80. Data regarding the association between smok­
ing and Alzheimer's disease are inconsistent.
N icotin e Pharm acology and A ddiction
81. Nicotine pharmacology and the behavioral 
processes that determine nicotine addiction 
appear generally similar among women and 
men; when standardized for the number of cig­
arettes smoked, the blood concentration of coti- 
nine (the main metabolite of nicotine) is similar 
among women and men.
82. Women's regulation of nicotine intake may be 
less precise than men's. Factors other than nic­
otine (e.g., sensory cues) may play a greater 
role in determining smoking behavior among 
women.
Environm ental Tobacco Sm oke (ETS) and
Lung Cancer
83. Exposure to ETS is a cause of lung cancer 
among women who have never smoked.
ETS and Coronary Heart D isease
84. Epidemiologic and other data support a causal 
relationship between ETS exposure from the 
spouse and coronary heart disease mortality 
among women nonsmokers.
85. Infants born to women who are exposed to ETS 
during pregnancy may have a small decrement 
in birth weight and a slightly increased risk for 
intrauterine growth retardation compared with 
infants born to women who are not exposed; 
both effects are quite variable across studies.
86. Studies of ETS exposure and the risks for delay 
in conception, spontaneous abortion, and peri­
natal mortality are few, and the results are 
inconsistent.
Chapter 4. Factors Influencing Tobacco 
U se A m ong W omen
1. Girls who initiate smoking are more likely than 
those who do not smoke to have parents or 
friends who smoke. They also tend to have 
weaker attachments to parents and family and 
stronger attachments to peers and friends. They 
perceive smoking prevalence to be higher than 
it actually is, are inclined to risk taking and 
rebelliousness, have a weaker commitment to 
school or religion, have less knowledge of the 
adverse consequences of smoking and the 
addictiveness of nicotine, believe that smoking 
can control weight and negative moods, and 
have a positive image of smokers. Although the 
strength of the association by gender differs 
across studies, most of these factors are associ­
ated with an increased risk for smoking among 
both girls and boys.
2. Girls appear to be more affected than boys by 
the desire to smoke for weight control and by 
the perception that smoking controls negative 
moods; girls may also be more influenced than 
boys to smoke by rebelliousness or a rejection of 
conventional values.
3. Women who continue to smoke and those who 
fail at attempts to stop smoking tend to have 
lower education and employment levels than 
do women who quit smoking. They also tend to 
be more addicted to cigarettes, as evidenced by 
the smoking of a higher number of cigarettes 
per day, to be cognitively less ready to stop 
smoking, to have less social support for stop­
ping, and to be less confident in resisting temp­
tations to smoke.
ETS and Reproductive Outcomes
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4. Women have been extensively targeted in tobac­
co marketing, and tobacco companies have pro­
duced brands specifically for women, both in 
the United States and overseas. Myriad exam­
ples of tobacco ads and promotions targeted to 
women indicated that such marketing is domi­
nated by themes of both social desirability and 
independence, which are conveyed through ads 
featuring slim, attractive, athletic models. 
Between 1995 and 1998, expenditures for do­
mestic cigarette advertising and promotion 
increased 37.3 percent, from $4.90 billion to 
$6.73 billion.
5. Tobacco industry marketing, including product 
design, advertising, and promotional activities, 
is a factor influencing susceptibility to and initi­
ation of smoking.
6. The dependence of the media on revenues from 
tobacco advertising oriented to women, cou­
pled with tobacco company sponsorship of 
women's fashions and of artistic, athletic, polit­
ical, and other events, has tended to stifle media 
coverage of the health consequences of smoking 
among women and to mute criticism of the 
tobacco industry by women public figures.
Chapter 5. Efforts to Reduce Tobacco Use 
A m ong Women
1. Using evidence from studies that vary in 
design, sample characteristics, and intensity of 
the interventions studied, researchers to date 
have not found consistent gender-specific dif­
ferences in the effectiveness of intervention pro­
grams for tobacco use. Some clinical studies 
have shown lower cessation rates among 
women than among men, but others have not. 
Many studies have not reported cessation 
results by gender.
2. Among women, biopsychosocial factors, such 
as pregnancy, fear of weight gain, depression, 
and the need for social support, appear to be 
associated with smoking maintenance, cessa­
tion, or relapse.
3. A higher percentage of women stop smoking 
during pregnancy, both spontaneously and with 
assistance, than at other times in their lives. 
Using pregnancy-specific programs can in­
crease smoking cessation rates, which benefits 
infant health and is cost effective. Only about 
one-third of women who stop smoking during 
pregnancy are still abstinent one year after the 
delivery.
4. Women fear weight gain during smoking cessa­
tion more than do men. However, few studies 
have found a relationship between weight con­
cerns and smoking cessation for either women 
or men. Further, actual weight gain during ces­
sation does not predict relapse to smoking.
5. Adolescent girls are more likely than adolescent 
boys to respond to smoking cessation programs 
that include social support from the family or 
their peer group.
6. Among persons who smoke heavily, women are 
more likely than men to report being dependent 
on cigarettes and to have lower expectations 
about stopping smoking, but it is not clear if 
such women are less likely to quit smoking.
7. Currently, no tobacco cessation method has 
proved to be any more or less successful among 
minority women than among white women in 
the same study, but research on smoking cessa­
tion among women of most racial and ethnic 
minorities has been scarce.
8. Women are more likely than men to affirm that 
they smoke less at work because of a worksite 
policy and are significantly more likely than 
men to attribute reduced amount of daily smok­
ing to their worksite policy. Women also are 
more likely than men to support policies 
designed to prevent smoking initiation among 
adolescents, restrictions on youth access to 
tobacco products, and limits on tobacco adver­
tising and promotion.
9. Successful interventions have been developed 
to prevent smoking among young people, but 
little systematic effort has been focused on 
developing and evaluating prevention interven­
tions specifically for girls.
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A Vision for the Future: What Is Needed to Reduce Smoking 
Among Women
This report summarizes what is known about 
smoking among women, including patterns and 
trends in smoking prevalence, factors associated with 
smoking initiation and maintenance, the conse­
quences of smoking for women's health, and inter­
ventions for smoking cessation and prevention. The 
report also describes historical and contemporary 
tobacco marketing targeted to women. Evidence of 
the health consequences of smoking, which had 
emerged somewhat earlier among men because of 
their earlier uptake of smoking, is now overwhelm­
ing among women. Tragically, in the face of continu­
ally mounting evidence of the enormous conse­
quences of smoking for women's health, the tobacco 
industry continues to heavily target women in its 
advertising and promotional campaigns and is now 
attempting to export the epidemic of smoking to 
women in areas of the world where the smoking 
prevalence among females has traditionally been low. 
The single overarching theme emerging from this 
report is that smoking is a women's issue. What is 
needed to curb the epidemic of smoking and smoking- 
related diseases among women in the United States 
and throughout the world?
Increase Awareness of the Impact of 
Sm oking on Women's Health and 
Counter the Tobacco Industry's 
Targeting of Women
• Increase awareness o f the devastating im pact o f  
smoking on women's health. Since 1980, when the 
first Surgeon General's report on women and smok­
ing was published documenting the serious health 
consequences of smoking among women, the num­
ber of women affected by smoking-related diseases 
has increased dramatically. Smoking is now the lead­
ing known cause of preventable death and disease 
among women. Each year during the 1990s it 
accounted for more than 140,000 deaths among U.S. 
women. By 1987, lung cancer became the leading 
cause of cancer death among women, and in 2000 
approximately 27,000 more women in the United 
States died of lung cancer (67,600) than of breast can­
cer (40,800). Smoking also claims women's lives
through deaths due to other types of cancer as well as 
to cardiovascular, pulmonary, and other diseases—all 
risks shared with men who smoke. In addition, 
women experience unique health effects due to 
smoking, such as those related to pregnancy. In 1997, 
smoking accounted for an estimated 165,000 prema­
ture deaths among U.S. women. Exposure to envi­
ronmental tobacco smoke also contributes to lung 
cancer and heart disease deaths among women and 
affects the health of their infants. The media, includ­
ing women's magazines and broadcast program­
ming, can play an important role in raising women's 
awareness of the magnitude of the impact of smoking 
on their health and in prioritizing the importance of 
smoking relative to the myriad other health-related 
topics covered.
• Expose and counter the tobacco industry's deliber­
ate targeting o f women and decry its  efforts to link 
smoking, which is so harmful to women's health, 
w ith  women's rights and progress in society. Even in 
the face of amassing evidence that a large percentage 
of women who smoke will die early, the tobacco 
industry has exploited themes of liberation and suc­
cess in its advertising—particularly in women's mag- 
azines—and promotions targeted to women. Through 
its sponsorship of women's sports, women's profes­
sional and leadership organizations, the arts, and so 
on, the industry has attempted to associate itself with 
things women most value (e.g., recent heavily adver­
tised support from a major tobacco company for pro­
grams to curb domestic violence against women) 
(Levin 1999; Bischoff 2000-01). Such associations 
should be decried for what they are: attempts by the 
tobacco industry to position itself as an ally of 
women's causes and thereby to silence potential crit­
ics. Women should be appropriately concerned by 
and speak out against tobacco marketing campaigns 
that co-opt the language of women's empowerment, 
and they should recognize the irony of attempts by 
the tobacco industry to suggest that smoking—which 
leads to nicotine dependence and death among many 
women—is a form of independence. Such efforts on 
the part of women would be unnecessary if the tobac­
co industry would voluntarily refrain from targeting 
women and associating tobacco use with women's 
freedom and progress.
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Support Women's Anti-Tobacco Advocacy  
Efforts and Publicize that M ost W omen 
Are N onsm okers
• Encourage a more vocal constituency on issues 
related to women and smoking. Taking a lesson from 
the success of advocacy to reduce breast cancer, con­
certed efforts are needed to call public attention to the 
toll that lung cancer and other smoking-related dis­
eases is exacting on women's health and to demand 
accountability on the part of the tobacco industry. 
Women affected by tobacco-related diseases and their 
families and friends can partner with women's and 
girls' organizations, women's magazines, female 
celebrities, and others—not only in an effort to raise 
awareness of tobacco-related disease as a women's 
issue, but also to call for policies and programs that 
deglamorize and discourage tobacco use. Some excel­
lent but relatively small-scale efforts have already 
taken place in this area, but because of the magnitude 
of the problem, these efforts deserve much greater 
support.
• Recognize th a t nonsmoking is by fa r  the norm 
among women. Although in recent years smoking prev­
alence has not declined as much as might be hoped, 
nearly four-fifths of U.S. women are nonsmokers. In 
some subgroups of the population, smoking is rela­
tively rare (e.g., only 11.2 percent of adult women 
who have completed college are current smokers, and 
only 5.4 percent of black high school senior girls are 
daily smokers). Despite the positive images of 
women in tobacco advertisements, it is important to 
recognize that among adult women, those who are 
the most empowered, as measured by educational 
attainment, are the least likely to be smokers. More­
over, most women who do smoke say they would like 
to quit. The fact that almost all women have either 
rejected smoking for themselves or, if they do smoke 
now, wish to quit, should be promoted.
Continue to Build the Science Base on  
G ender-Specific O utcom es and on H ow  
to Reduce D isparities A m ong W omen
• Conduct further studies o f the relationship be­
tween smoking and certain outcomes o f importance 
to women's health. CFor example, does exposure to 
environmental tobacco smoke increase the risk for 
breast cancer? Some case-control studies suggested 
that possibility, but the link remains controversial, 
especially because relatively little evidence exists 
thus far supporting an association between active
smoking and breast cancer. Any health effects of 
exposure to environmental tobacco smoke may be 
particularly important among women in developing 
countries, where the vast majority of women are non­
smokers but smoking prevalence among men is high. 
Tobacco products, particularly the cigarette brands 
that have been most heavily promoted to women 
smokers, may vary significantly in the levels of 
known carcinogens; however, little data exist on 
how much brands vary in toxicity and whether any 
of these possible variations may be related to the 
changes in lung cancer histology over the last 
decades. More research is needed to evaluate whether 
changes in the tobacco product and increased expo­
sure to tobacco-specific nitrosamines may be related 
to the increased incidence rates of adenocarcinoma of 
the lung. More data are also needed on the effects of 
employment in tobacco production on women's 
health, including data on reproductive outcomes 
among women who work with tobacco during preg­
nancy. This topic is not covered in the present report 
because of a paucity of information. In general, much 
better data are needed on the health effects of smok­
ing among women in the developing world. Are the 
effects similar to those reported in the literature to 
date, which is based largely on studies of women 
smokers in the developed world, or are they modified 
by differences in lifestyle and environmental factors 
such as diet, viral exposures, or other sources of 
indoor air pollution?
• Encourage the reporting o f gender-specific results 
from  studies o f factors influencing smoking behavior, 
smoking prevention and cessation interventions, and 
the health effects o f tobacco use, including use o f new  
tobacco products. The evidence to date has suggested 
that more similarities than differences exist between 
women and men in the factors that influence smoking 
initiation, addiction, and smoking cessation. When 
differences in smoking history are taken into account, 
health consequences also are generally similar. These 
conclusions are tempered by the fact that many re­
search studies are not reporting gender-specific results. 
However, some studies do report gender differences 
in smoking cessation and the health effects of smok­
ing; thus, issues regarding gender differences are not 
entirely resolved. For example, it is still not known 
whether susceptibility to lung cancer is greater among 
women smokers than among men smokers, or 
whether women are more likely than men to gain 
weight following smoking cessation. Researchers are 
strongly encouraged to use existing data sets to exam­
ine results by gender and to do so in future studies.
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Where these additional analyses suggest important 
gender differences, more research is needed to focus 
on the development of interventions tailored to the 
special needs of girls and women. As new "reduced- 
risk" tobacco products are marketed in the future, it 
will also be important to learn whether gender differ­
ences exist in the appeal and use of such products, as 
well as the health consequences of their use.
• Better understand how to reduce current dispari­
ties in smoking prevalence among women o f different 
groups, as defined by socioeconomic status, race, eth­
nicity, and sexual orientation. Women with only 9 to 
11 years of education are about three times as likely to 
be smokers as are women with a college education. 
American Indian or Alaska Native women are much 
more likely to smoke than are Hispanic women and 
Asian or Pacific Islander women. Limited data also 
suggest that lesbian women are more likely to smoke 
than are heterosexual women. Among teenage girls, 
whites are much more likely to smoke than are 
blacks. How can the decline in smoking among wom­
en who are less well educated be accelerated? Why 
are smoking rates so high among American Indian 
women? What contributes to the relatively low smok­
ing prevalence among Hispanic women and Asian or 
Pacific Islander women, and what can be done to pre­
vent smoking among them from rising in the future? 
What positive influences contributed to the vast 
majority of black teenage girls resisting smoking 
throughout the 1990s, in stark contrast to the relative­
ly high smoking prevalence among white girls during 
the same period? The objective is to reduce smoking 
to the lowest possible level across all demographic 
groups. The answers to these questions will provide 
crucial information for intervention efforts.
• Determine why, during m ost o f the 1990s, smoking 
prevalence declined so little  among women and in­
creased so markedly among teenage girls. This lack of 
progress is a major concern and threatens to prolong 
the epidemic of smoking-related disease among 
women. What are the influences that have kept smok­
ing prevalence relatively stagnant among women and 
have contributed to the sharp increases in prevalence 
among teenage girls? Tobacco control policies are 
known to be effective in reducing smoking, and 
smoking prevalence tends to decline most where 
these policies are strongest. However, efforts to curb 
tobacco use do not operate in a vacuum, and power­
ful pro-tobacco influences (ranging from tobacco 
advertising to the use of tobacco in movies) have pro­
moted the social acceptability of smoking and thereby
have dampened the effects of tobacco control pro­
grams. Moreover, ongoing monitoring of tobacco 
industry attempts to target women in this country 
and abroad are necessary for a comprehensive under­
standing of the influences that encourage women to 
smoke and for designing effective countermarketing 
campaigns. If, for example, smoking in movies by 
female celebrities promotes smoking, then discourag­
ing such practices as well as engaging well-known 
actresses to be spokespersons on the issue of women 
and smoking should be a high priority.
• Develop a research and evaluation agenda related 
to women and smoking. As noted above, the impact 
of smoking and of exposure to environmental tobac­
co smoke on the risk of some disease outcomes has 
been inadequately studied for women. Determining 
whether gender-tailored interventions increase the 
effectiveness of various smoking prevention and ces­
sation methods is important, as is documenting 
whether any gender differences exist in the effective­
ness of pharmacologic treatments for tobacco cessa­
tion. A need also exists to determine which tobacco 
prevention and cessation interventions are most 
effective for specific subgroups of girls and women, 
especially those at highest risk for tobacco use (e.g., 
women with only 9 to 11 years of education, Ameri­
can Indian or Alaska Native women, and women 
with depression). The sparse data available on smok­
ing among lesbian women suggest that prevalence 
exceeds that of U.S. women overall, but better data 
are clearly needed. Research designed to reduce dis­
parities in smoking prevalence across all subgroups 
of the female population deserves high priority to 
help eliminate future disparities in smoking-related 
diseases. The components of programs and policies 
targeted to individual women, and those targeted to 
communities that produce the greatest reduction in 
smoking, need to be identified. Progress on these and 
other issues will be facilitated by the development of 
an agenda of research and evaluation priorities relat­
ed to women and smoking.
Act Now: We K now More than Enough
• Support efforts, a t both individual and societal 
levels, to reduce smoking and exposure to environ­
m ental tobacco smoke among women. Proven smok­
ing cessation methods are available for individual 
smokers, including behavioral and pharmacologic 
approaches that benefit women and men alike. 
Tobacco use treatments are among the most cost- 
effective of preventive health interventions; they
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should be part of all women's health care programs, 
and health insurance plans should cover such servic­
es. Efforts to maximize smoking cessation and main­
tenance of smoking cessation among women before, 
during, and after pregnancy deserve high priority, 
because pregnancy is a time of high motivation to 
quit and occurs when women have many years of 
potential life left. With respect to prevention, the 
knowledge that girls who are more academically 
inclined or who are more physically active are less 
likely to smoke suggests that supporting positive out­
lets for mental and physical development will con­
tribute to reducing the tobacco epidemic as well. 
Because regular cigarette smoking typically is initiat­
ed early in the teenage years, effective smoking cessa­
tion and prevention programs for adolescent girls and 
young women are greatly needed. Societal-level 
efforts to reduce tobacco use and exposure to envi­
ronmental tobacco smoke include media counter­
advertising, increased tobacco taxes, laws to reduce 
youth access to tobacco products, and bans on smok­
ing in public places.
• Enact comprehensive sta tew ide tobacco control 
programs— because they work. There are known 
strategies for reducing the burden of smoking-related 
diseases, but making the investment in these proven 
strategies remains a challenge. Results from states 
such as Arizona, California, Florida, Maine, Massa­
chusetts, and Oregon have demonstrated that smok­
ing rates among both girls and women can be dra­
matically reduced. California was the first state to 
establish a comprehensive statewide tobacco control 
program in 1990, and it is now starting to observe the 
benefits of its sustained efforts: between 1988 and 
1997, the incidence rate of lung cancer among women 
declined by 4.8 percent in California but increased by 
13.2 percent in other regions of the United States 
(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC] 
2000). Another recent study concluded that the Cali­
fornia program was associated with 33,300 fewer 
deaths from heart disease between 1989 and 1997 
among women and men combined than would have 
been predicted if trends like those observed in the rest 
of the country had continued (Fichtenberg and Glantz 
2000). Enormous monetary settlement payments from 
state Medicaid lawsuits with the tobacco industry 
have provided the resources to fund major new com­
prehensive statewide tobacco control efforts. How­
ever, a recent report found that only six states were 
meeting the minimum funding recommendations from 
CDC's Best Practices for Comprehensive Tobacco Control 
Programs (Campaign for Tobacco Free-Kids 2001).
Stop the Epidem ic of Sm oking and 
Sm oking-Related D iseases Am ong  
W omen G lobally
• Do everything possible to thw art the emerging epi­
demic o f smoking among women in developing coun­
tries. Multinational policies that discourage spread of 
the epidemic of smoking and tobacco-related diseases 
among women in countries where smoking prevalence 
has traditionally been low should be strongly encour­
aged. Efforts to disassociate cigarette smoking from 
progress in achieving gender equity are particularly 
needed in the developing world (Magardie 2000). Be­
cause smoking prevalence among men is already high in 
many developing countries, even women who do not 
smoke themselves are already at risk because they are 
exposed to environmental tobacco smoke—and because 
they suffer the losses of male loved ones who are dying 
of tobacco-related diseases. It is urgent that what is 
already known about effective means of tobacco control 
at the societal level be disseminated as soon as possible 
throughout the world. A major measure of public health 
victory in the global war against smoking would be the 
arrest of smoking prevalence at its still generally low 
level among women in developing countries and a re­
versal of the now worrisome signs of increases in smok­
ing among them. In November 1999, the World Health 
Organization sponsored an international conference on 
smoking among women and youth, which took place 
in Kobe, Japan. The conference resulted in the Kobe 
Declaration, which states that, "The tobacco epidemic 
is an unrelenting public health disaster that spares no 
society. There are already over 200 million women 
smokers, and tobacco companies have launched aggres­
sive campaigns to recruit women and girls worldwide.... 
It is urgent that we find comprehensive solutions to the 
danger of tobacco use and address the epidemic among 
women and girls" (World Health Organization 1999b).
• A ll national governments should strongly support the 
World Health Organization's Framework Convention 
for Tobacco Control (FCTC). The FCTC is an internation­
al legal instrument designed to curb the global spread 
of tobacco use through specific protocols, currently 
being negotiated, that cover tobacco pricing, smuggling, 
advertising and sponsorship, and other activities (World 
Health Organization 1999a). In the words of Dr. Gro 
Harlem Brundtland, director-general of the WHO, "If we 
do not act decisively, a hundred years from now our 
grandchildren and their children will look back and se­
riously question how people claiming to be committed 
to public health and social justice allowed the tobacco 
epidemic to unfold unchecked" (Asma et al., in press).
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At A  Glance
The Burden:
T his year alone, lung cancer will kill nearly 68,000 
U.S. w om en. T h a t’s one in every four cancer deaths 
am ong w om en, and about 27 ,000  m ore deaths than 
from  breast cancer (41,000). In 1999, approxim ately
165,000 w om en died prem aturely  from  sm oking- 
related diseases, like cancer and heart disease. W om en 
also face unique health  effects from  sm oking such as 
problem s related to pregnancy.
The Trends:
In the 1990s, the decline in sm oking rates am ong 
adult w om en stalled and, at the same tim e, rates were 
rising steeply am ong teenaged girls, b lun ting  earlier 
progress. Sm oking rates am ong w om en w ith less 
than  a high school education  are three times higher
than  for college graduates. N early all w om en who 
sm oke started as teenagers - and 30 percent o f  high 
school senior girls are still current smokers.
The Hope:
W e have the solutions for preventing and reducing 
sm oking am ong w om en. Q u ittin g  sm oking has great 
health  benefits for w om en o f all ages. T hanks to an 
aggressive, sustained anti-sm oking program , 
C alifornia has seen a decline in  w om en’s lung cancer 
rates while they are still rising in the rest o f  the 
country. T he voice o f  w om en is needed to counter 
tobacco m arketing campaigns that equate success for 
w om en w ith smoking.
W When calling attention to public  health problems, we m ust not misuse the word  
'epidemic. ’ B u t there is no better word to describe the 600-percent increase since 
1950 in wom en’s death rates fo r  lung cancer, a disease prim arily  caused by cigarette 
smoking. Clearly, smoking-related disease among women is a fu ll-b low n  epidemic.
D a v id  Satcher, M .D ., P h .D . 
S u rgeon  G eneral
Women and Smoking: a Report o f  the Surgeon General makes its overarching them e clear-sm oking is a w om an’s issue. This report 
summarizes w hat is now know n about sm oking among 
w om en, including patterns and  trends in sm oking 
habits, factors associated w ith starting to smoke and 
continu ing  to sm oke, the consequences of sm oking on 
w om en’s health and interventions for cessation and pre­
vention. W hat the report also makes apparent is how 
the tobacco industry  has historically and contem porari­
ly created m arketing specifically targeted at wom en.
Sm oking is the leading know n cause of preventable 
death and disease am ong wom en. In 2000, far more 
w om en died of lung cancer than  of breast cancer. A 
num ber of things need to be acted on to curb the 
epidem ic o f sm oking and sm oking-related diseases 
am ong w om en in  the U nited  States and throughout 
the world.
▲ Increase awareness o f  the im pact o f  sm oking on 
w om en’s health  and counter the tobacco industry ’s 
targeting o f  wom en.
▲ Support w om en’s anti-tobacco advocacy efforts and 
publicize tha t m ost w om en are nonsm okers.
▲ C on tinue  to build  the science base for understanding 
the health  effects o f  sm oking on w om en in particular.
▲ Act now: m ore than  enough is already know n to 
enable us to support efforts to stop sm oking at both  
individual and societal levels.
▲ D o everything possible to stop the epidem ic of 
sm oking and sm oking-related diseases am ong 
w om en globally.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion 
Office on Smoking and Health
Major Conclusions of the Surgeon General's Report
▲ D espite all that is know n o f the devastating health  con­
sequences o f  sm oking, 22.0 percent o f w om en sm oked 
cigarettes in  1998. C igarette sm oking became 
prevalent am ong m en before w om en, and sm oking 
prevalence in  the U nited  States has always been lower 
am ong w om en than  am ong m en. However, the once- 
wide gender gap in sm oking prevalence narrow ed until 
the m id-1980s and has since rem ained fairly constant. 
Sm oking prevalence today is nearly three times higher 
am ong w om en who have only 9 to 11 years o f 
education  (32.9 percent) than  am ong w om en w ith 16 
or m ore years o f  education (11.2 percent).
▲ In 2000, 29 .7  percent o f  high school senior girls 
reported  having sm oked w ith in  the past 30 days. 
Sm oking prevalence am ong w hite girls declined from  
the m id-1970s to the early 1980s, followed by a 
decade o f little  change. Sm oking prevalence then 
increased m arkedly in the early 1990s, and declined 
som ew hat in the late 1990s. T he increase dam pened 
m uch o f the earlier progress. A m ong black girls, 
sm oking prevalence declined substantially from  the 
m id-1970s to the early 1990s, followed by some 
increases un til the m id-1990s. D ata  on long-term  
trends in  sm oking prevalence am ong high school 
seniors o f o ther racial or ethnic groups are not 
available.
▲ Since 1980, approxim ately 3 m illion U.S. w om en 
have died prem aturely  from  sm oking-related neoplas­
tic, cardiovascular, respiratory, and pediatric  diseases, 
as well as cigarette-caused burns. Each year during the 
1990s, U.S. w om en lost an estim ated 2.1 m illion years 
o f  life due to these sm oking attribu tab le prem ature 
deaths. A dditionally, w om en who sm oke experience 
gender-specific health  consequences, including 
increased risk o f various adverse reproductive 
outcom es.
▲ Lung cancer is now  the leading cause o f  cancer death 
am ong U.S. wom en; it surpassed breast cancer in 
1987. A bout 90 percent o f  all lung cancer deaths
am ong w om en who continue to sm oke are attributable 
to sm oking.
▲ Exposure to environm ental tobacco sm oke is a cause o f 
lung cancer and coronary heart disease am ong w om en 
w ho are lifetim e nonsm okers. Infants born  to w om en 
exposed to environm ental tobacco sm oke during 
pregnancy have a small decrem ent in  b irth  weight and 
a slightly increased risk o f in trau terine grow th retarda­
tion  com pared to infants o f nonexposed w om en.
▲ W om en who stop sm oking greatly reduce their risk o f 
dying prem aturely, and qu itting  sm oking is beneficial 
at all ages. A lthough some clinical in tervention  studies 
suggest that w om en m ay have m ore difficulty qu itting  
sm oking than  m en, national survey data show  that 
w om en are qu itting  at rates sim ilar to or even higher 
than  those for m en. Prevention and cessation in ter­
ventions are generally o f  sim ilar effectiveness for 
w om en and m en and, to date, few gender differences 
in factors related to sm oking in itia tion  and successful 
qu itting  have been identified.
▲ Sm oking during pregnancy rem ains a m ajor public 
health  problem  despite increased knowledge o f  the 
adverse health  effects o f sm oking during  pregnancy. 
A lthough the prevalence o f  sm oking during pregnancy 
has declined steadily in  recent years, substantial 
num bers o f  pregnant w om en continue to smoke, and 
only about one-th ird  o f w om en who stop sm oking 
during pregnancy are still abstinent one year after the 
delivery.
▲ Tobacco industry  m arketing is a factor influencing 
susceptibility to and in itia tion  o f  sm oking am ong 
girls, in  the U nited  States and overseas. M yriad 
examples o f  tobacco ads and prom otions targeted to 
w om en indicate tha t such m arketing is dom inated  by 
them es o f social desirability and independence. These 
them es are conveyed through ads featuring slim, 
attractive, athletic models, images very m uch at odds 
w ith the serious health  consequences experienced by 
so m any w om en who smoke.
Prevalence o f  current sm oking among wom en aged 18 years or older, all women, by 
education (1998), and by race/ethnicity (1997-1998), United States.
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Note: D eath  rates are age-adjusted to the 1970 population.
Sources: Parker et al. 1996; N ational C enter for H ealth  Statistics 1999; Ries et al. 2000; Am erican Cancer 
Society, unpublished data.
Patterns of Tobacco Use Among Women 
and Girls
T he prevalence o f current sm oking am ong w om en was 22 
percent in  1998. Sm oking prevalence was highest am ong 
A m erican Ind ian  or Alaska N ative w om en, interm ediate 
am ong w hite w om en and black w om en, and lowest 
am ong H ispanic w om en and Asian or Pacific Islander 
w om en. By educational level, sm oking prevalence is 
nearly three times higher am ong w om en w ith  9 to 11 
years o f  education than  am ong w om en w ith  16 or more 
years o f  education.
▲ M uch o f the progress in reducing sm oking prevalence 
am ong girls in the 1970s and 1980s was lost w ith  the 
increase in prevalence in the 1990s: current sm oking 
am ong high school senior girls was the same in 2000 as 
in 1988. A lthough sm oking prevalence was higher am ong 
high school senior girls than  am ong high school senior 
boys in  the 1970s and early 1980s, prevalence has been 
com parable since the m id-1980s.
▲ Sm oking declined substantially am ong black girls from  
the m id-1970s th rough the early 1990s; the decline 
am ong w hite girls for this same period was small.
▲ Sm oking during pregnancy appears to have decreased 
from  1989 through 1998. Despite increased knowledge 
of the adverse health effects of sm oking during pregnancy, 
estimates o f wom en sm oking during pregnancy range 
from  12.9 percent to as high as 22 percent.
▲ Since the late 1970s or early 1980s, w om en are just as 
likely to a ttem pt to qu it and succeed as are m en.
▲ Sm oking prevalence am ong w om en varies m arkedly 
across countries; it is as low as an estim ated 7 percent 
in developing countries to 24 percent in developed 
countries. T hw arting  fu rther increases in tobacco use 
am ong w om en is one o f the greatest disease prevention 
opportun ities in  the w orld today.
Health Consequences of Tobacco Use 
Among Women
▲ A w om an’s annual risk for death m ore than  doubles 
am ong con tinu ing  smokers com pared w ith  persons who 
have never sm oked in all age groups from  45 through 74 
years.
▲ T he risk for lung cancer increases w ith  quantity, 
duration , and in tensity  o f  sm oking. T h e  risk for dying of 
lung cancer is 20 times higher am ong w om en who 
sm oke two or m ore packs o f  cigarettes per day than 
am ong w om en who do no t smoke.
▲ Sm oking is a m ajor cause o f  cancers o f  the oropharynx 
and bladder am ong w om en. Evidence is also strong 
tha t w om en w ho sm oke have increased risks for liver, 
colorectal, and cervical cancer, and cancers o f  the 
pancreas and kidney. For cancers o f  the larynx and 
esophagus, evidence am ong w om en is m ore lim ited but 
consistent w ith large increases in risk.
▲ Sm oking is a m ajor cause o f  coronary heart disease 
am ong w om en. Risk increases w ith  the num ber of 
cigarettes sm oked and the dura tion  o f sm oking. Risk is 
substantially  reduced w ith in  1 or 2 years o f  sm oking 
cessation. T his im m ediate benefit is followed by a more 
gradual reduction  in  risk to tha t am ong nonsm okers by 
10 to 15 or m ore years after cessation.
▲ W om en who sm oke have an increased risk for stroke and 
subarachnoid hem orrhage. T he increased risk for stroke 
associated w ith sm oking is reversible after sm oking 
cessation; after 5 to 15 years o f abstinence, the risk 
approaches that o f  w om en who have never smoked.
▲ W om en who sm oke have an increased risk for death from  
rup tu red  abdom inal aortic aneurysm . T hey  also have risk 
for peripheral vascular atherosclerosis, bu t cessation is 
associated w ith im provem ents in sym ptom s, prognosis, 
and survival. Sm oking is also a strong pred ictor o f  the
progression and severity o f  carotid atherosclerosis 
am ong w om en, bu t sm oking cessation appears to slow 
the rate o f  progression.
▲ C igarette sm oking is a prim ary cause o f  chronic 
obstructive pu lm onary  disease (C O P D ) am ong 
w om en, and the risk increases w ith the am ount and 
du ra tion  o f  sm oking. A pproxim ately 90 percent o f 
deaths from  C O P D  am ong w om en in  the U nited 
States can be a ttribu ted  to cigarette sm oking.
▲ Adolescent girls w ho sm oke have reduced rates o f  lung 
grow th, and adult w om en w ho sm oke experience a 
prem ature decline o f  lung function.
▲ W om en w ho sm oke have increased risks for conception 
delay and for bo th  prim ary  and secondary infertility  
and may have a m odest increase in risks for ectopic 
pregnancy and spontaneous abortion . T hey  are 
younger at natural m enopause than  nonsm okers and 
m ay experience m ore m enopausal sym ptom s.
▲ W om en w ho quit sm oking before or during pregnancy 
reduce the risk for adverse reproductive outcom es, 
including conception delay, infertility, p re-term  
prem ature rup tu re  o f  m em branes, pre-term  delivery, 
and low b irth  weight.
▲ Postm enopausal w om en w ho currently  sm oke have 
lower bone density than  do w om en who do no t smoke. 
Also w om en who currently  sm oke have an increased 
risk for hip fracture com pared w ith  nonsm oking 
w om en.
▲ T he association o f sm oking and depression is particu­
larly im portan t am ong wom en because they are more 
likely to be diagnosed w ith depression than are men.
▲ Exposure to environm ental tobacco smoke is a cause of 
lung cancer am ong wom en who have never smoked and 
is associated w ith increased coronary heart disease risk.
Factors Influencing Tobacco Use 
Among Women
▲ Girls who initiate sm oking are m ore likely than  those 
who do no t sm oke to have parents or friends who 
smoke. T hey  also tend  to have weaker attachm ents to 
parents and family and stronger attachm ents to peers 
and friends. T hey  perceive sm oking prevalence to be 
higher than  it actually is, are inclined to risk taking and 
rebelliousness, have a weaker com m itm ent to school or 
religion, have less knowledge o f the adverse conse­
quences o f sm oking and the addictiveness o f nicotine, 
believe that sm oking can control weight and negative 
moods, and have a positive image o f smokers.
▲ W om en who continue to smoke and those who fail at
attem pts to stop sm oking tend to have lower education 
and em ploym ent levels than  do w om en who quit 
sm oking. T hey also tend to be more addicted to ciga­
rettes, as evidenced by the sm oking of a higher num ber 
of cigarettes per day, to be cognitively less ready to stop 
sm oking, to have less social support for stopping, and 
to be less confident in resisting tem ptations to sm oke.
▲ W om en have been extensively targeted in  tobacco 
m arketing, and tobacco companies have produced 
brands specifically for w om en, both  in the U nited 
States and overseas. M yriad examples of tobacco ads 
and prom otions targeted to w om en indicated that such 
m arketing is dom inated  by themes o f both  social desir­
ability and independence, w hich are conveyed through 
ads featuring slim, attractive, athletic models. Between 
1995 and 1998, expenditures for dom estic cigarette 
advertising and prom otion  increased from  $4.90 
billion to $6.73 billion. Tobacco industry  m arketing, 
including product design, advertising, and p rom otion­
al activities, is a factor influencing susceptibility to and 
in itia tion  o f smoking.
▲ T he dependence of the m edia on revenues from  tobacco 
advertising oriented to wom en, coupled w ith tobacco 
com pany sponsorship of w om en’s fashions and of 
artistic, athletic, political, and o ther events, has tended 
to stifle m edia coverage of the health consequences of 
sm oking am ong w om en and to m ute criticism  of the 
tobacco industry  by wom en public figures.
Efforts to Reduce Tobacco Use 
Among Women
▲ U sing evidence from  studies tha t vary in design, 
sam ple characteristics, and in tensity  o f  the in terven­
tions studied , researchers to date have no t found 
consistent gender-specific differences in  the effective­
ness o f  in terven tion  program s for tobacco use.
▲ A  higher percentage o f  w om en stop sm oking during 
pregnancy, bo th  spontaneously  and w ith  assistance, 
than  at o ther tim es in the ir lives. U sing pregnancy- 
specific program s can increase sm oking cessation 
rates, w hich benefits in fan t health  and is cost 
effective. O n ly  about one-th ird  o f  w om en w ho stop 
sm oking during  pregnancy are still abstinent one 
year after the delivery.
▲ Successful in terventions have been developed to 
prevent sm oking am ong young people, bu t little 
system atic effort has been focused on developing 
and evaluating prevention in terventions specifically 
for girls.
For m ore in form ation:
To obtain  a cop y o f  Women and Smoking: A Report o f  the Surgeon General full report or executive sum m ary 
or for additional copies o f  this A t A Glance, please call C D C ’s Office on Sm oking and H ealth  at (770) 488-5705 
and press 3 to speak w ith an in form ation  specialist. Please note tha t the report, along w ith supporting  docum ents, 
is available on-line at the Office on Sm oking and H ealth  W eb site at w w w .cdc.gov/tobacco .
S U R G E O N G E N E R A L ’ S  R E P O R T  O N  W O M E N  A N D  S M O K I N G
Health Consequence of Tobacco 
Use Among Women
MORTALITY
• Cigarette sm oking  plays a m ajor role in  the m ortality  of U.S. 
w om en. Since 1980, w hen  the Surgeon G eneral’s Report on 
W om en and Sm oking w as released, abou t three m illion 
w om en have died prem aturely  of sm oking-related  diseases.
• In 1997, about 165,000 U.S. w om en  died of sm oking-related 
diseases, inc lud ing  lung  and other cancers, heart disease, 
stroke, and chronic lung  diseases such  as em physem a.
• Each year th ro u g h o u t the 1990s, abou t 2.1 m illion  years of 
the po ten tia l life of U.S. w om en w ere lost prem aturely  
because of sm oking-attribu tab le diseases. W om en sm okers 
w ho die of a sm oking-related  disease lose on average 14 
years of po ten tia l life.
• W om en w ho stop  sm oking  greatly reduce their risk  of dying 
prem aturely. The relative benefits of sm oking  cessation are 
greater w hen  w om en stop  sm oking  at younger ages, b u t 
sm oking cessation is beneficial at all ages.
LUNG CANCER
• C igarette sm oking  is the m ajor cause of lung  cancer am ong 
w om en. A bout 90% of all lung  cancer deaths am ong U.S. 
w om en sm okers are attribu tab le to sm oking.
• In 1950, lung  cancer accounted  for only  3% of all cancer 
deaths am ong w om en; how ever, by 2000, it accounted  for an 
estim ated 25% of cancer deaths.
• Since 1950, lung  cancer m orta lity  rates for U.S. w om en have 
increased an estim ated 600%. In 1987, lung cancer surpassed 
breast cancer to becom e the leading cause of cancer death 
am ong U.S. w om en. In 2000, abou t 27,000 m ore w om en 
died of lung  cancer (abou t 68,000) than  breast cancer 
(abou t 41,000).
OTHER CANCERS
• Sm oking is a m ajor cause of cancer of the oropharynx  and 
bladder am ong w om en. Evidence is also strong  th a t w om en 
w ho sm oke have increased risk  for cancer of the pancreas 
and kidney. For cancer of the larynx and esophagus, evi­
dence th a t sm oking  increases the risk  am ong w om en is m ore 
lim ited b u t consisten t w ith  large increases in  risk.
• W om en w ho sm oke m ay have a h igher risk  for liver cancer 
and colorectal cancer than  w om en w ho do n o t sm oke.
• Sm oking is consistently  associated w ith  an increased risk  for 
cervical cancer. The ex ten t to w hich  this association is inde­
p en d en t of h u m an  papillom avirus (tum or caused by virus) 
in fection  is uncertain .
• Several stud ies suggest th a t exposure to environm ental 
tobacco sm oke is associated w ith  an increased risk  for breast 
cancer; however, th is association rem ains uncertain . More 
research is needed.
CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE
• Sm oking is a m ajor cause of coronary  heart disease am ong 
w om en. Risk increases w ith  the num ber of cigarettes 
sm oked and the duration  of sm oking.
• W om en w ho sm oke have an increase risk  for ischem ic stroke 
(b lood clot in  one of the arteries supplying the b rain) and 
subarachno id  hem orrhage (bleeding in  the area su rround ing  
the brain).
• W om en w ho sm oke have an increased risk  for peripheral 
vascular atherosclerosis.
• Sm oking cessation reduces the excess risk  of coronary  heart 
disease, no  m atte r at w hat age w om en stop  sm oking. The 
r isk  is substan tia lly  reduced w ith in  1 or 2 years after they 
stop  sm oking.
• The increased risk  for stroke associated w ith  sm oking  begins 
to  reverse after w om en stop  sm oking. A bout 10 to  15 years 
after stopping , the risk  for stroke approaches th a t of a 
w om en w ho never sm oked.
CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASE (COPD) AND 
LUNG FUNCTION
• C igarette sm oking  is the p rim ary  cause of COPD in  w om en, 
and the risk  increases w ith  the am o u n t and du ration  of 
cigarette use.
• M ortality  rates for COPD have increased am ong w om en for 
the past 20 to 30 years. A bout 90% of m orta lity  from  COPD 
am ong U.S. w om en is a ttribu ted  to sm oking.
• E xposure to m aternal sm oking  is associated w ith  reduced 
lung  function  am ong infants, and exposure to environm ental 
tobacco sm oke du ring  childhood and adolescence m ay be 
associated w ith  im paired  lung  function  am ong girls.
• Sm oking by girls can reduce their rate of lung  grow th and 
the level of m axim um  lung  function. W om en w ho sm oke 
m ay experience a p rem ature decline of lung  function.
MENSTRUAL FUNCTION
• Some stud ies suggest tha t cigarette sm oking m ay alter 
m enstrual function  by increasing the risks for painful 
m enstruation , secondary  am enorrhea (abnorm al absence of 
m enstrual), and m enstrual irregularity
• W om en sm okers have na tu ra l m enopause at a younger age 
than  do nonsm okers, and they m ay experience m ore severe 
m enopausal sym ptom s.
REPRODUCTIVE OUTCOMES
• W om en w ho sm oke have increased risk  for conception  delay 
and for bo th  prim ary  and secondary  infertility.
• W om en w ho sm oke du ring  pregnancy risk  pregnancy 
com plications, prem ature b irth , low -birth-w eight infants, 
stillb irth , and in fan t mortality.
• W om en w ho sm oke m ay have a m odest increase in  risks for 
ectopic pregnancy (fallopian tube or peritoneal cavity preg­
nancy) and spon taneous abortion.
• Studies show  a lin k  betw een sm oking  and the risk  of sudden  
in fan t death  syndrom e (SIDS) am ong the offspring of w om en 
w ho sm oke during  pregnancy.
BONE DENSITY AND FRACTURE RISK
• Postm enopausal w om en w ho sm oke have low er bone density 
than  w om en w ho never sm oked.
• W om en w ho sm oke have an increased r isk  for h ip  fracture 
than  w om en w ho never sm oked.
OTHER CONDITIONS
• W om en w ho sm oke m ay have a m odestly  elevated risk  for 
rheum ato id  arthritis.
• W om en sm okers have an increased risk  for cataract, and m ay 
have an increased risk  for age-related m acular degeneration.
• The prevalence of sm oking  generally is h igher for w om en 
w ith  anxiety  disorders, bulim ia, depression, atten tion  deficit 
disorder, and alcoholism ; it is particu larly  h igh  am ong 
patien ts w ith  diagnosed schizophrenia. The connection  
betw een sm oking  and these disorders requires additional 
research.
HEALTH CONSEQUENCES OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
TOBACCO SMOKE (ETS)
• E xposure to ETS is a cause of lung  cancer am ong w om en 
nonsm okers.
• Studies su p p o rt a causal rela tionsh ip  betw een exposure to 
ETS and coronary  heart disease m orta lity  am ong w om en 
nonsm okers.
• Infants bo rn  to w om en w ho are exposed to ETS during  
pregnancy m ay have a sm all decrem ent in  b irth  w eight and a 
slightly  increased risk  for in trau terine  grow th retardation.
S U R G E O N G E N E R A L ’ S  R E P O R T  O N  W O M E N  A N D  S M O K I N G
Marketing Cigarettes 
to Women
HISTORY OF ADVERTISING STRATEGIES
• Tobacco advertising geared tow ard w om en began in  the 
1920s. By the m id-1930s, cigarette advertisem ents targeting 
w om en w ere becom ing so com m onplace th a t one advertise­
m en t for the m en tho la ted  Spud b rand  had  the cap tion  “To 
read the advertisem ents these days, a fellow’d th in k  the 
pretty  girls do all the sm oking .”
• As early as the 1920s, tobacco advertising geared toward 
w om en inc luded  m essages such  as “Reach for a Lucky 
instead of a sw eet” to establish an association betw een sm ok­
ing and slim ness. The position ing  of Lucky Strike as an aid 
to w eight contro l led to a greater than  300%  increase in  sales 
for th is b rand  in  the first year of the advertising cam paign.
CURRENT ADVERTISING STRATEGIES
• W om en have been extensively targeted in  tobacco m arketing. 
Such m arketing  is dom inated  by them es of an association 
betw een social desirability, independence, and sm oking  m es­
sages conveyed th rough  advertisem ents featuring slim , attrac­
tive, and ath letic m odels. In 1999, expenditures for dom estic 
cigarette advertising and p rom otion  was $8.24 b illion —  
increasing 22.3%  from  the $6.73 b illion  spen t in  1998.
• A dvertising is used  in  p art to reduce w om en’s fear of the 
hea lth  risks from sm oking  by p resen ting  in form ation  on 
n ico tine and tar con ten t or by using  positive im ages (e.g., 
m odels engaged in  exercise or p ic tures of w hite  capped 
m oun ta in s against a background  of clear blue skies).
• T hrough  W orld W ar II, C hesterfield advertisem ents regularly  
featured glam our pho tographs of a C hesterfield girl of the 
m on th , usually  a fashion m odel or a H ollyw ood star such as 
Rita H ayw orth, Rosalind Russell, or Betty Grable.
• The num ber of w om en aged 18 th rough  25 years w ho began 
sm oking increased significantly in  the m id-1920s, the sam e 
tim e tha t the tobacco industry  m oun ted  the C hesterfield and 
Lucky Strike cam paigns directed at w om en. The trend  was 
m ost s trik ing  am ong w om en aged 18 though  21. The n u m ­
ber of w om en in  this age group  w ho began sm oking  trip led  
betw een 1911 and 1925 and had  m ore than  trip led  again by 
1939.
• In 1968, Philip M orris m arketed  Virginia Slims cigarettes to 
w om en w ith  an advertising strategy show ing canny insight 
in to  the im portance of the em erging w om en’s m ovem ent.
The slogan “You’ve com e a long way, Baby” later gave way to 
“It’s a w om an th in g ” in  the m id-1990s, and m ore recently  the 
“F ind your voice” cam paign featuring w om en of diverse 
racial and e thn ic  backgrounds. The underly ing  m essage of 
these cam paigns has been th a t sm oking  is related to w om en’s 
freedom , em ancipation , and em pow erm ent.
• In itia tion  rates am ong girls aged 14 though  17 years rapidly 
increased in  parallel w ith  the com bined sales of the leading 
w om en’s-niche brands (Virginia Slims, Silva T hins, and Eve) 
during  th is period.
• In 1960, about 10% of all cigarette advertisem ents appeared 
in  popu lar w om en’s m agazines, and by 1985, cigarette 
advertisem ents increased by 34%.
• Because cigarette b rands developed exclusively for w om en 
(e.g., Virginia Slims, Eve, Misty, and Capri) accoun t for only 
5% to 10% of the cigarette m arket, m any w om en  are also 
attracted  to brands th a t appear gender neu tra l or overtly 
targeted to males.
• Research has show n tha t w om en’s m agazines tha t accept 
tobacco advertising are significantly less likely to publish  
articles critical of sm oking than  are m agazines th a t do n o t 
accept such  advertising.
SPONSORSHIP/PROMOTIONS
• The tobacco industry  has targeted w om en th rough  innovative 
prom otional cam paigns offering d iscounts on com m on 
househo ld  item s unrela ted  to tobacco. For exam ple, Philip 
M orris has offered d iscounts on  turkeys, m ilk, soft drinks, 
and laundry  detergent w ith  the purchase of tobacco products.
• Cigarette b rand clo th ing and other giveaway accessories have 
been used to prom ote cigarette products to w om en and girls.
— Virginia Slims offered a yearly engagem ent calendar and 
the V-Wear catalog featuring clothing, jewelry, and 
accessories coord inated  w ith  the them es and colors of 
the p rin t advertising and p ro d u ct packaging.
— Capri Superslim s used point-of-sale displays and value- 
added gifts featuring item s such  as m ugs and caps 
bearing the Capri label in  colors coord inated  w ith  the 
advertisem ent and package.
— M isty Slims offered color-coordinated  item s in  m ultip le- 
pack  containers, as w ell as address books, cigarette 
lighters, T-shirts, and fashion booklets.
GLOBAL ADVERTISING STRATEGIES
• Evidence suggests a pa tte rn  of in te rnational tobacco advertis­
ing th a t associates sm oking  w ith  success, sim ilar to tha t seen 
in  the U nited  States. This developm ent em phasizes the 
enorm ous po ten tia l of advertising to change social norm s.
• As w estern-sty led  m arketing  has increased, cam paigns 
com m only have focused on w om en. For exam ple, in  1989, 
the b rand  Yves Saint Laurent in troduced  a new  elegant 
package designed to appeal to w om en in  M alaysia and 
other Asian countries. N ational tobacco m onopolies and 
com panies, such as those in  Indonesia and Japan , began to 
copy th is prom otional targeting  of w om en.
• O ne of the m ost popu lar m edia for reaching w om en -  
particu larly  in  places w here tobacco advertising is banned  on 
television -  is w om en’s m agazines. M agazines can lend an air 
of social acceptability  or stylish im age to sm oking. This m ay 
be particu larly  im portan t in  countries w here sm oking  rates 
are low  am ong w om en and w here tobacco com panies are 
attem pting  to associate sm oking  w ith  W estern values.
• A study  of 111 w om en’s m agazines in  17 E uropean countries 
in  1996-1997 found tha t 55% of the magazines that responded 
accepted cigarette advertisem ents, and only  4 had  a policy of 
vo luntarily  refusing it. O nly 31% of the m agazines had  p u b ­
lished an article of one page or m ore on sm oking  and health  
in  the previous 12 m onths. M agazines th a t accepted tobacco 
advertisem ents seem  less likely to give coverage to sm oking 
and hea lth  issues.
• O ne of the m ost com m on advertisem ent them es in  developed 
countries is th a t sm oking  is bo th  a passport to and a sym bol 
of the independence and success of the m odern  w om en.
• Events and activities popu lar am ong young  people are often 
sponsored  by tobacco com panies. Free tickets to films and 
to  pop  and rock  concerts have been given in  exchange for 
em pty  cigarette packets in  H ong K ong and Taiwan. Popular 
U.S. female stars have allowed their nam es to  be associated 
w ith  cigarettes in  o ther countries.
• M any countries have banned  tobacco advertising and 
prom otion . In 1998, the E uropean U nion adopted  a 
directive to ban m ost tobacco advertising and sponsorsh ip  by 
Ju ly  30, 2006. O ther countries have banned  d irect advertis­
ing, and still o thers have in stitu ted  partial restraints. Such 
bans are often circum vented by tobacco com panies th rough  
various prom otional venues such  as the creation of retail 
stores nam ed  after cigarette b rands or corporate sponsorsh ip  
of sporting  and other events. M oreover, national bans on 
tobacco advertisem ents m ay be rendered ineffective by tobacco 
p rom otion  on satellite television, by cable broadcasting, or 
via the In ternet.
S U R G E O N G E N E R A L ’ S  R E P O R T  O N  W O M E N  A N D  S M O K I N G
Tobacco Use and 
Reproductive Outcomes
SMOKING AND REPRODUCTIVE OUTCOMES
• W om en sm okers, like m en sm okers, are at increased risk  of 
cancer, cardiovascular disease, and pu lm onary  disease, b u t 
w om en sm okers also experience un ique  risks related to m en­
strual and reproductive function.
• W om en w ho sm oke have increased risk  for conception  delay 
and for p rim ary  and secondary  infertility
• W om en w ho sm oke m ay have a m odest increase in  risks for 
ectopic pregnancy and spon taneous abortion.
• Sm oking du ring  pregnancy is associated w ith  increased risk  
for p rem ature ru p tu re  of m em branes, abruptio  placentae 
(p lacenta separation  from the u te ru s), and placenta previal 
(abnorm al location  of the p lacen ta), w hich  can cause m assive 
hem orrhaging  during  delivery; sm oking  is also associated 
w ith  a m odest increase in  r isk  for pre-term  delivery.
• Infants bo rn  to  w om en w ho sm oke du ring  pregnancy have a 
low er average b irth  w eight and are m ore likely to be sm all 
for gestational age than  infants bo rn  to w om en w ho do n o t 
sm oke. Low b irth  w eight is associated w ith  increased risk  
for neonata l, perinatal, and in fan t m orb id ity  and mortality. 
The longer the m o ther sm okes during  pregnancy, the greater 
the effect on  the in fan t’s b irth  w eight.
• The risk  for perinatal mortality, bo th  stillb irths and neonatal 
deaths, and the risk  for sudden  in fan t death  syndrom e (SIDS) 
are h igher for the offspring of w om en w ho sm oke during  
pregnancy.
du ring  pregnancy appears to have decreased from 1989 
th rough  1998.
• E lim inating  m aternal sm oking  m ay lead to a 10% reduction  
in  all in fan t deaths and a 12% reduction  in  deaths from 
perinatal conditions.
• W om en w ho qu it sm oking  before or du ring  pregnancy 
reduce the risk  for adverse reproductive outcom es, includ ing  
difficulties in  becom ing pregnant, infertility, p rem ature ru p ­
ture of m em branes, p reterm  delivery, and low  b irth  w eight.
• M ost relevant studies suggest tha t infants of w om en w ho 
stop  sm oking by the first trim ester have w eight and body 
m easurem ents com parable w ith  those of nonsm okers’ infants. 
S tudies also suggest th a t sm oking  in  the th ird  trim ester is 
particu larly  detrim ental.
• W om en are m ore likely to stop  sm oking  during  pregnancy, 
b o th  spontaneously  and w ith  assistance, than  at o ther tim es 
in  their lives. U sing pregnancy-specific program s can 
increase sm oking  cessation rates, w h ich  benefits in fan t health  
and is cost effective. However, only one-th ird  of w om en  w ho 
stop  sm oking du ring  pregnancy are still abstinen t 1 year after 
the delivery.
• Program s th a t encourage w om en to stop sm oking  before, 
during , and after p regnancy -  and n o t to take up  sm oking 
ever again -  deserve h igh  p rio rity  for two reasons: during  
pregnancy w om en are h ighly m otivated  to stop  sm oking, and 
they still have m any rem ain ing  years of po ten tia l life.
■ W om en w ho sm oke are less likely to breast-feed their infants 
than  are w om en w ho do not.
ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE AND 
REPRODUCTIVE OUTCOMES
• Infants bo rn  to  w om en w ho are exposed to environm ental 
tobacco sm oke (ETS) during  pregnancy m ay have a small 
decrem ent in  b irth  w eight and a slightly  increased risk  for 
in trau terine  grow th reta rda tion  than  infants bo rn  to w om en 
w ho are n o t exposed to  ETS.
SMOKING PREVALENCE AND SMOKING CESSATION 
DURING PREGNANCY
• D espite increased know ledge of the adverse hea lth  effects of 
sm oking du ring  pregnancy, estim ates of w om en sm oking 
during  pregnancy range from  12% (based on b irth  certificate 
data) up  to  22% (based on survey data). However, sm oking
S U R G E O N G E N E R A L ’ S  R E P O R T  O N  W O M E N  A N D  S M O K I N G
What Is Needed to Reduce 
Smoking Among Women
• Increase awareness of the devastating impact o f smoking on 
wom en’s health. Smoking is the leading known cause of 
preventable death and disease among wom en  —  In 1997, 
sm oking accounted  for abou t 165,000 deaths am ong U.S. 
w om en. In 1987, lung  cancer becam e the leading cause of 
cancer death  am ong w om en, and by 2000, abou t 27,000 
m ore w om en in  the U nited  States died of lung  cancer (about 
68,000) than  of breast cancer (abou t 41,000).
C igarette b rand  variations in  toxicity  and w hether any 
of these possible variations m ay be related to  changes in 
lung  cancer h istology du ring  the past decade.
C hanges in  tobacco p roducts and w hether increased 
exposure to  tobacco-specific n itrosam ines m ay be relat­
ed to the increased incidence rates of adenocarcinom a 
(m alignant g landular tum or) of the lung.
• Expose and counter the tobacco industry’s deliberate targeting 
of women and decry its efforts to link smoking, which is so 
harmful to wom en’s health, w ith  wom en’s rights and progress 
in society —  In 1999, tobacco com panies spen t m ore than 
$8.24 billion -  or m ore than  $22.6 m illion  a day -  to 
advertise and prom ote cigarettes. To sell its p roducts, the 
tobacco industry  exploits them es of success and independ­
ence, particu larly  in  its advertising in  w om en’s m agazines.
• Encourage a more vocal constituency on issues related to 
women and smoking —  Taking a lesson from the success of 
advocacy to  reduce breast cancer, we m ust m ake concerted 
efforts to call public  a tten tion  to the toll of lung  cancer and 
other sm oking-related  diseases on  w om en’s health . W om en 
affected by tobacco-related diseases and their families and 
friends can partne r w ith  w om en’s and girls’ organizations, 
w om en’s m agazines, female celebrities, and o thers —  not 
only in  an effort to raise aw areness of tobacco-related disease 
as a w om en’s issue, b u t also to call for policies and program s 
tha t deglam orize and discourage tobacco use.
• Recognize that nonsmoking is by fa r  the norm among women 
—  Publicize th a t m ost w om en are nonsm okers. N early four- 
fifths of U.S. w om en are nonsm okers, and in  som e subgroup 
popu lations, sm oking  is relatively rare (e.g., only  11.2% of 
w om en w ho have com pleted  college are cu rren t sm okers, 
and only  5.4 % of b lack h igh  school seniors girls are daily 
sm okers). It is im portan t to recognize th a t am ong adult 
w om en, those w ho are m ost em pow ered, as m easured by 
educational attainm ent, are the least likely to be sm okers. 
M oreover, m ost w om en w ho sm oke w an t to quit.
• Conduct fu rth er studies o f the relationship between smoking 
and certain outcomes of importance to wom en’s health  —  
A dditional research is needed  to explore these issues:
— The lin k  betw een exposure to environm ental tobacco 
sm oke and the risk  of b reast cancer.
— H ealth  effects of sm oking am ong w om en in  the 
developing w orld.
• Encourage the reporting of gender-specific results from  studies 
of influences on smoking behavior, smoking prevention and  
cessation interventions, and the health effects o f tobacco use, 
including use of new tobacco products —  Research is needed 
to  better und erstan d  and to reduce cu rren t d isparities in 
sm oking  prevalence am ong w om en  of different groups as 
defined by socioeconom ic sta tus, race, ethnicity, and sexual 
orien tation . W om en w ith  only  9 to 11 years of education  are 
abou t th ree tim es as likely to be sm okers as are w om en w ith  
a college education. A m erican Ind ian  or Alaska Native 
w om en are m uch  m ore likely to sm oke than  are H ispanic 
w om en and Asian or Pacific Islander w om en. A m ong 
teenage girls, w hite  girls are m uch  m ore likely to sm oke than  
are A frican-A m erican girls.
• D eterm ine why, during most o f the 1990s, smoking prevalence 
declined so little among wom en and increased so m arkedly  
among teenage girls —  This lack  of progress is a m ajor 
concern  and th reatens to p ro long  the epidem ic of sm oking- 
related diseases am ong w om en. M ore research is needed  to 
determ ine the influences tha t encourage m any w om en and 
girls to sm oke even in  the face of all th a t is know n of the dire 
hea lth  consequences of sm oking. If, for exam ple, sm oking in 
m ovies by female celebrities prom otes sm oking, then  dis­
couraging such  practices as well as engaging w ell-know n 
actresses to be spokespersons on the issue of w om en and 
sm oking  shou ld  be a h igh  p rio rity
• D evelop a research and evaluation agenda related to wom en  
and smoking —  Research agendas shou ld  focus on  these 
issues:
— D eterm ining w hether gender-tailored in terventions 
increase the effectiveness of various sm oking  prevention 
and cessation m ethods.
— D ocum enting  w hether there are gender differences 
in  the effectiveness of pharm acologic treatm ents for 
tobacco cessation.
— D eterm ining w hich  tobacco prevention  and cessation 
in te rven tions are m ost effective for specific subgroups of 
girls and w om en.
— D esigning in terven tions to reduce d isparities in  sm ok­
ing prevalence across all subgroups of girls and w om en.
• Support efforts, a t both individual and societal levels, to 
reduce smoking and exposure to environmental tobacco smoke 
among women —  Tobacco-use treatm ents are am ong the 
m ost cost-effective of preventive health  in te rven tions at the 
individual level, and they shou ld  be part of all w om en’s 
health  care program s. H ealth  insurance p lans shou ld  cover 
such  services. Societal strategies to reduce tobacco use and 
exposure to environm ental tobacco sm oke include coun ter­
advertising, increasing tobacco taxes, enacting  laws to reduce 
m inors’ access to tobacco products, and bann ing  sm oking  in  
w ork  sites and in  public  places.
• Enact comprehensive, statew ide tobacco control programs 
proven to be effective in reducing and preventing tobacco use 
—  Results from  states such  as A rizona, California, Florida, 
M aine, M assachusetts, and O regon show  th a t science-based 
tobacco contro l program s have successfully reduced  sm oking 
rates am ong w om en and girls. California established a 
com prehensive statew ide tobacco contro l program  m ore than  
10 years ago, and is now  starting  to observe the benefits of 
its sustained  efforts. Between 1988 and 1997, the incidence 
rate of lung  cancer am ong w om en declined by 4.8% in 
California, b u t increased by 13.2% in  o ther regions of the 
U nited States.
• Increase efforts to stop the emerging epidemic of smoking 
among wom en in developing countries —  Strongly encourage 
and su p p o rt m ultinational policies th a t discourage the spread 
of sm oking  and tobacco-related diseases am ong w om en in  
countries w here sm oking  prevalence has trad itionally  been 
low. It is u rgen t th a t w hat is already know n abou t effective 
m eans of tobacco control at the societal level be dissem inated  
th ro u g h o u t the w orld.
• Support the W orld Health Organization’s Framework 
Convention fo r  Tobacco Control (FCTC) —  The FCTC is an 
in te rnational legal in s tru m en t designed to curb  the global 
spread of tobacco use th rough  specific p rotocols -  curren tly  
being negotiated  -  th a t relate to  tobacco pricing, sm uggling, 
advertising, sponsorsh ip , and other activities.
S U R G E O N G E N E R A L ’ S  R E P O R T  O N  W O M E N  A N D  S M O K I N G
Pattern of Tobacco Use Among 
Women and Girls
CIGARETTE SMOKING PREVALENCE AMONG WOMEN
• C igarette sm oking  was rare am ong w om en in  the early 20th 
century. C igarette sm oking  becam e prevalent am ong w om en 
after it d id am ong m en, and sm oking  prevalence has always 
been low er am ong w om en than  am ong m en. However, the 
gender-specific difference in  sm oking  prevalence narrow ed 
betw een 1965 and 1985. Since 1985, the decline in  preva­
lence am ong m en and w om en has been com parable.
• Sm oking prevalence decreased am ong w om en from  33.9%  in 
1965 to 22.0%  in 1998. M ost of th is decline occurred  from 
1974 th rough  1990; prevalence declined very little from  1992 
th rough  1998.
• The prevalence of cu rren t sm oking  is three tim es higher 
am ong w om en w ith  9-11 years of education  (32.9% ) than 
am ong w om en w ith  16 or m ore years of education  (11.2% ).
CIGARETTE SMOKING AMONG GIRLS AND YOUNG WOMEN
• A m ong h igh  school senior girls, past-m on th  cu rren t sm oking 
rates decreased from 39.9%  in  1977 to 25.8% in 1992, bu t 
increased to 35.3% during 1997. In 2000, sm oking prevalence 
declined again to 29.7%.
• M uch of the progress in  reducing  sm oking  prevalence am ong 
girls in  the 1970s and 1980s w as lost w ith  the increase in 
prevalence in  the 1990s. C urren t sm oking  rates am ong high 
school senior girls w ere the sam e in  2000 as in  1988.
• In the late 1970s and early 1980s, the prevalence of sm oking 
am ong high school seniors w as h igher am ong girls than 
am ong boys, b u t the decline in  sm oking  prevalence from 
1976 th rough  1992 was m ore rap id  am ong girls than  am ong 
boys. Since the m id-1980s, sm oking prevalence am ong girls 
and boys has been similar.
• Sm oking prevalence is h igher am ong w om en living below  the 
poverty level (29.6% ) than  am ong those living at or above 
the poverty  level (21.6% ).
CIGARETTE SMOKING AMONG RACIAL/ETHNIC 
POPULATIONS OF WOMEN
• In 1997-1998, 34.5%  of A m erican-Indian or Alaska-Native, 
23.5% of w hite , 21.9% of A frican-A m erican, 13.8% of 
H ispanic, and 11.2% A sian/Pacific-Islander w om en were 
cu rren t sm okers.
• A m ong w hite  w om en and A frican-A m erican w om en, sm ok­
ing prevalence decreased from  1965 th rough  1998. The 
prevalence of cu rren t sm oking  was generally com parable, bu t 
from 1970 th rough  1985 it was h igher —  som e years signifi­
cantly so —  am ong A frican-A m erican w om en. In 1990, it 
was h igher am ong w hite  w om en.
• From  1965 th rough  1998, the decline in  sm oking  prevalence 
am ong H ispanic w om en was significantly  less than  am ong 
w hite  and A frican-A m erican w om en.
• A m ong A sian-A m erican or Pacific-Islander w om en, sm oking 
prevalence decreased from  1979 th rough  1992, b u t then 
increased from  1995 th rough  1998. Prevalence changed little 
from 1979 th rough  1998 am ong A m erican-Indian  or A laska­
Native w om en.
• From  1991 to 1996, cu rren t sm oking prevalence in  the past 
30 days increased from  13.1% to 21.1%  am ong 8 th  grade 
girls b u t decreased to 14.7% in  2000. A m ong 10th grade 
girls, cu rren t sm oking  prevalence in  the past 30 days 
increased from  20.7%  in 1991 to  31.1%  in  1997, bu t 
decreased to 23.6% in  2000.
• Aggregated data from  1976-1977 th rough  1991-1992 show ed 
a dram atic decline in  past-m on th  cigarette sm oking  am ong 
A frican-A m erican h igh  school senior girls (from  37.5%  to 
7.0%) com pared w ith  the decline am ong w hite  girls (from  
39.9%  to 31.2% ). From  1991-1992 th rough  1997-1998, past- 
m o n th  sm oking  prevalence increased am ong w hite  girls 
(from  31.2%  to 41.0% ) and A frican-A m erican girls (from 
7.0% to 12.0%) —  b u t the increase was statistically significant 
only  am ong w hite  girls.
• In 1990-1994, sm oking  prevalence for h igh  school senior 
girls w as h ighest am ong A m erican-Indians or Alaska-Natives 
(39.4% ) and w hites (33.1% ) and low est am ong H ispanics 
(19.2% ), Asian-A m ericans or Pacific-Islanders (13.8% ), and 
A frican-A m ericans (8.6%).
• Sm oking am ong young  w om en (aged 18 th rough  24 years) 
declined from 37.3%  in  1965-1966 to 25.1%  in  1997-1998. 
However, recen t trends show  th a t sm oking  rates in  this 
popu la tion  m ay be rising.
• In 1998, nearly  14 m illion w om en of reproductive age were 
sm okers, and sm oking  prevalence in  this group  w as higher 
(25.3% ) than  in  the overall popu la tion  of w om en aged 18 
years or older (22.0% ).
CIGARETTE SMOKING AMONG PREGNANT WOMEN
• D espite increased know ledge of the adverse hea lth  effects of 
sm oking du ring  pregnancy, survey data suggest th a t a 
substan tia l num ber of p regnan t w om en and girls smoke. 
However, cigarette sm oking  during  pregnancy declined from 
19.5% in 1989 to 12.9% in  1998.
• Sm oking prevalence du ring  pregnancy differs by age and by 
race and ethnicity. In 1998, sm oking  prevalence du ring  preg­
nancy  was consisten tly  h ighest am ong young  adult w om en 
aged 18 th rough  24 (17.1% ) and low est am ong w om en aged 
25 th rough  49 (10.5% ).
• Sm oking du ring  pregnancy declined am ong w om en of all 
racial/ethn ic populations. From  1989 to 1998, sm oking 
am ong A m erican-Indian  or A laska-Native p regnan t w om en 
decreased from  23.0% to 20.2%; am ong p regnan t w hite 
w om en from 21.7%  to 16.2%; A frican-A m erican p regnant 
w om en from 17.2% to 9.6%; H ispanic p regnan t w om en from 
8.0% to 4.0%; and A sian-A m erican or Pacific-Islander 
p regnan t w om en from 5.7% to 3.1%.
• In 1998, there w as nearly  a 12-fold difference by the educa­
tional sta tus am ong p regnan t w om en w ho sm oked —  rang­
ing from  25.5 percent am ong m others w ith  9-11 years of 
education  to 2 .2 percen t am ong m others w ith  16 or m ore 
years of education.
NICOTINE DEPENDENCE
• The level of n ico tine dependence is strongly  associated w ith  
the quan tity  of cigarettes sm oked per day.
• W hen resu lts are stratified by the num ber of cigarettes 
sm oked per day, girls and w om en w ho sm oke appear to  be 
equally dependen t on  nicotine, as m easured by first cigarette 
after w aking, sm oking for a calm ing and relaxing effect, 
w ithdraw al sym ptom s, or o ther m easures of n icotine 
dependence.
• Of the w om en w ho sm oke, m ore than  three-fourths report 
one or m ore ind icators of n ico tine dependence, and nearly  
three-fourths repo rt feeling dependen t on  cigarettes.
QUITTING SMOKING AND ATTEMPTS TO QUIT
• M ore than  three-fourths (75.2% ) of w om en w an t to qu it 
sm oking  com pletely, and nearly  half (46.6% ) repo rt having 
tried  to qu it du ring  the previous year.
• In 1998, the percentage of people w ho had  ever sm oked and 
w ho had  qu it w as low er am ong w om en (46.2% ) than  am ong 
m en (50.9% ). This finding m ay be because m en began to 
stop  sm oking earlier in  the 20 th  cen tu ry  than  did w om en 
and because these data do n o t take in to  account th a t m en are 
m ore likely than  w om en to sw itch to, or to con tinue to use, 
o ther tobacco p roducts w hen  they stop sm oking.
• Since the late 1970s or early 1980s, the probability  of 
attem pting  to qu it sm oking  and succeeding has been equal 
am ong w om en and men.
OTHER TOBACCO USE
• The use of cigars, pipes, and sm okeless tobacco am ong 
w om en is generally low, b u t recen t data suggest th a t cigar 
sm oking  am ong w om en and girls is increasing.
• A C alifornia s tudy  found th a t cu rren t cigar sm oking  am ong 
w om en increased five-fold from  1990 th rough  1996.
• The prevalence of cigar use appears to  be h igher am ong ado­
lescen t girls than  am ong w om en. In 1999, past-m on th  cigar 
use am ong h igh  school girls younger than  18 was 9.8%.
• The prevalence of p ipe sm oking  am ong w om en is low, and 
w om en are m uch  less likely than  m en to sm oke a pipe.
• The prevalence of sm okeless tobacco use am ong girls and 
w om en is low  and rem ains considerably low er than  tha t 
am ong boys and men.
• For tobacco use o ther than  cigarettes am ong h igh  school 
girls, cigar use is the m ost com m on, bidi and k retek  use are 
in term ediate , and pipe and sm okeless tobacco use are the 
least com m on.
S U R G E O N G E N E R A L ’ S  R E P O R T  O N  W O M E N  A N D  S M O K I N G
Efforts to Reduce Tobacco Use 
Among Women and Girls
SMOKING CESSATION
• There are num erous effective sm oking  cessation m ethods 
available in  the U nited  States. The m ethods range from 
self-help m aterials, to  intensive clinical approaches, to broad 
com m unity-based program s. M inim al clinical assistance; 
intensive clinical assistance; and individual, group, or 
te lephone counseling  have show n few differences in  effec­
tiveness betw een m en and w om en.
• Studies show  no m ajor or consisten t differences betw een 
w om en’s and m en’s m otivation  to  qu it, readiness to qu it, gen­
eral aw areness of the harm ful hea lth  effects of sm oking, or 
the effectiveness of in te rven tion  program s for tobacco use.
and the an tidepressan t N ortip ty line, have been recom m ended 
as second-line pharm acotherap ies, b u t have n o t yet been 
approved by the Food and D rug A dm inistra tion  for this 
ind ication  —  sm oking  cessation.
Pharm acologic approaches to  sm oking  cessation raise a 
num ber of issues specific to w om en. N evertheless, n ico tine 
replacem ent has been show n to be m ore effective than  placebo 
am ong w om en sm okers and, thus, rem ains recom m ended 
for use.
M ore research is needed  to determ ine the effects of n ico tine 
rep lacem ent therapy  on pregnan t w om en and their offspring.
• Based on national surveys, the probability  of a ttem pting  to 
q u it sm oking  and to succeed has been equally h igh  am ong 
w om en and m en since late 1970s or early 1980s.
SELF-HELP INTERVENTIONS
• The m ajority  of sm okers w ho try  to stop  using  tobacco 
reported  doing so on the ir ow n, even though  th is is the least 
effective m ethod. This p a tte rn  has changed som ew hat in 
recen t years w ith  increased use of pharm acologic aids.
MINIMAL CLINICAL INTERVENTIONS
• The likelihood of having been counseled  to  stop  sm oking 
was slightly  h igher for w om en (39% ) than  for m en (35%); 
w om en repo rt m ore physician  visits than  m en, w hich  allows 
m ore opportun ity  for counseling.
INTENSIVE CLINICAL INTERVENTIONS
• Intensive clinical in te rven tions involve individual, group, or 
te lephone counseling  for m ultip le  sessions. The m ost suc­
cessful treatm ents are m u lti-com ponen t cognitive behavioral 
program s th a t incorporate strategies to prepare and m otivate 
sm okers to stop  sm oking.
• W om en are som ew hat m ore likely than  m en to use intensive 
trea tm en t program s. Similarly, w om en have a stronger in te r­
est than  m en in  sm oking  cessation groups th a t offer m utual 
sup p o rt th rough  a buddy  system  and in  trea tm en t m eetings 
over a long  period.
PHARMACOLOGIC INTERVENTIONS
• A num ber of effective pharm acotherap ies for n ico tine addic­
tion  have em erged in  the past decade —  n ico tine gum  and 
n ico tine patch  (approved for over-the-counter use), nicotine 
nasal spray, oral n ico tine inhaler, and B upropion (available 
by prescrip tion). Two o ther pharm acotherap ies, C lonidine
SMOKING CESSATION ISSUES UNIQUE TO WOMEN
• Studies have identified  num erous gender-related factors that 
shou ld  be stud ied  as pred ic tors for sm oking  cessation, as 
well as factors for con tinued  sm oking  or relapse after qu it­
ting. These factors include horm onal influences, pregnancy, 
fear of w eight gain, lack  of social suppo rt, and depression.
• W om en stop  sm oking  m ore often during  pregnancy —  bo th  
spon taneously  and w ith  assistance —  than  at any other tim e 
in  their lives. However, m ost w om en re tu rn  to sm oking  after 
pregnancy: up  to 67% are sm oking  again by 12 m on ths after 
delivery.
• P regnancy-specific program s benefit bo th  m aternal and 
in fan t hea lth  and are cost-effective. If the national preva­
lence of sm oking  before or du ring  the first trim ester of preg­
nancy  w ere reduced  by one percentage p o in t annually, it 
w ou ld  prevent 1,300 babies from  being bo rn  at low  b irth  
w eight and save $21 m illion  (in  1995 dollars) in  d irect m ed­
ical costs in  the first year alone. Prenatal sm oking  cessation 
in te rven tions can be of econom ic benefit to  healthcare 
insurers.
• M ore w om en  than  m en fear w eight gain if they qu it sm oking; 
how ever, few stud ies have found a rela tionsh ip  betw een 
w eight gain concerns and sm oking  cessation am ong either 
w om en or m en. Further, actual w eight gain du ring  cessation 
efforts does n o t p red ic t relapse to sm oking.
• Sm oking cessation trea tm en t and social su p p o rt derived from 
family and friends im prove cessation rates. It is inconclusive 
w hether there are gender differences in  the role of social 
su p p o rt on  long-term  sm oking  cessation.
SMOKING CESSATION AMONG WOMEN OF LOW 
SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
• W om en of low  socioeconom ic sta tus (SES) have low er rates 
of sm oking  cessation than  do w om en of h igher SES. Studies 
tha t analyze the effects of m ass m edia cam paigns suggest that 
sm okers of low  SES, especially w om en, are m ore likely than  
sm okers of h igh  SES to w atch  and obta in  cessation in form a­
tion  from television.
• W om en of low  SES enrolled  in  intensive cessation in te rven ­
tion  program s (stress m anagem ent, self-esteem  enhancem ent, 
group support, and other activities tha t im prove quality  of 
life) have 20% -25%  successful cessation rates. Unfortunately, 
only a small p roportion  of w om en of low SES appear to take 
advantage of these program s.
SMOKING CESSATION AMONG WOMEN 
FROM RACIAL AND ETHNIC POPULATIONS
• In general, A frican-A m erican, H ispanic, and A m erican-Indian  
or A laska-Native w om en w an t to stop  sm oking  at rates 
sim ilar to those of w hite  w om en, b u t there is little research 
on sm oking cessation am ong w om en in  racial/ethnic m inority  
populations.
INCREASING THE UNIT PRICE FOR TOBACCO PRODUCTS
• There is strong  scientific evidence th a t show s increases in  
state and federal excise taxes on tobacco p roducts reduce 
consum ption  and increase the num ber of people w ho stop 
using  tobacco. Price increases reduce consum ption  of 
tobacco p roducts by adults, young  adults, adolescents, 
and children.
MASS-MEDIA EDUCATION CAMPAIGNS
• M ass-m edia cam paigns im plem ented  in  com bination  w ith  
o ther in te rven tions, such  as excise tax increases and com m u­
n ity  education  program s are effective in  reducing  tobacco 
consum ption  and m otivating  tobacco p ro d u ct users to quit.
REDUCING THE COST OF CESSATION SERVICES TO SMOKERS
• There are a num ber of effective interventions to help tobacco- 
users in  the ir efforts to qu it, such  as behavioral program s 
offering counseling  in  individual or group  settings and the 
use of a num ber of pharm acotherap ies, inc lud ing  nicotine 
replacem ent. O ne way to increase the use of effective treat­
m en ts is to low er the cost for people w ho w ish  to use these 
treatm ents. Scientific evidence show s th a t in te rven tions that 
reduce sm okers’ costs (such  as program s th a t reduce or 
elim inate the in su red ’s co-paym ent) increase the num ber of 
people w ho stop  using  tobacco products.
— There is no  M edicare coverage for tobacco use depend­
ence except in  a few states th a t will participate in  a 
dem onstration  pro ject beg inning  in  A pril 2001.
— Six states provide M edicaid coverage for counseling, 
and four states cover all p rescrip tion  drugs and over- 
the -coun ter n ico tine rep lacem ent products.
— U nder private insurance, 42% of m anaged care organi­
zations (M COs) cover counseling, 16% cover indem nity  
counseling, 38% cover drugs, and 25% cover indem nity  
drugs.
S U R G E O N G E N E R A L ’ S  R E P O R T  O N  W O M E N  A N D  S M O K I N G
African-American Women and 
Smoking
SMOKING PREVALENCE AMONG AFRICAN-AMERICAN WOMEN
• In 1998, sm oking  prevalence w as h ighest am ong Am erican- 
Ind ian  or A laska-Native w om en (34.5 percen t), in term ediate 
am ong w hite  w om en (23.5 percent) and b lack w om en (21.9 
percen t), and low est am ong H ispanic (13.8 percent) and 
Asian or Pacific-Islander w om en (11.2  percent).
• A m ong b lack w om en, the prevalence of ever sm oking 
increased from 1965 th rough  1985. The increase was no t 
statistically  significant; however, the subsequen t decrease 
from  1985 th rough  1998 was significant.
• Several stud ies have looked at prevalence of sm oking  am ong 
w om en over tim e, w hich provides an opportun ity  to exam ine 
w hen  persons take up  sm oking  and how  sm oking  diffuses 
th rough  a popu la tion  over time.
— A no ther s tu d y  from  1986 d em o n stra ted  the th ree 
m o st p o p u la r b ran d s am ong b lack  w om en  w ere 
N ew port (20 .5  p e rcen t) , Kool (20 .3  p e rcen t) , and 
Salem (19 .7  percen t).
• Black w om en m ay be m ore sensitive than  w hite  w om en to 
the dependence-producing  properties of nicotine.
Researchers have hypothesized tha t b lack  w om en m ay sm oke 
cigarettes w ith  a h igher n ico tine con ten t or inhale m ore 
deeply than  w hite  w om en.
SMOKING PREVALENCE AMONG YOUNG AFRICAN-AMERICAN 
WOMEN
• The prevalence of ever sm oking  has been show n to be low er 
am ong black and H ispanic young  w om en than  am ong w hite 
young  w om en.
— For b lack w om en, a large increase in  sm oking 
prevalence occurred  in  the 1920-1924 b irth  cohort.
— Prevalence peaked in  the 1935-1939 and 1940-1944 
b irth  cohorts (51 percent).
— In the 1940-1944 cohort, sm oking  prevalence was 
com parable am ong w hite  w om en and black.
— A m ong w hites, blacks, and H ispanics, sm oking  preva­
lence and the p ropo rtion  of w om en w ho had  ever 
sm oked declined in  cohorts of w om en bo rn  after 1944.
• A m ong w om en w ho sm oked in  1998, w hite w om en (14.0 
percent) w ere m ore likely to be heavy sm okers than  were 
black w om en (4.5 percent) or H ispanic w om en (2.1 percent).
• A m ong racial and ethn ic groups, a significant difference of 
heavy sm oking  by gender w as observed am ong w hite 
non-H ispanics, b lack non-H ispanics, and H ispanics.
— In one study, in  1997-1998 the prevalence of cu rren t 
sm oking  am ong young  w om en w as substan tia lly  low er 
am ong black young  w om en (9.6 percent) than  am ong 
w hite  young  w om en (31.6 percent).
• Young black w om en had  a dram atic decrease in  sm oking 
prevalence from  1983-1985 (27.8 percent) th rough  1997­
1998 (9.6 percent)
SMOKING AMONG AFRICAN-AMERICAN GIRLS
• Studies conducted  in  1998 show ed tha t w hite  girls were 
m ore likely than  b lack girls or H ispanic girls to have ever 
tried  sm oking.
• Survey data from 1990-1994 indicate sm oking  prevalence 
am ong h igh  school sen ior girls w as low est am ong blacks (8.6 
percen t), in term ediate  am ong H ispanics (19.2  percent) and 
Asian or Pacific-Islanders (13.8 percen t), and h ighest am ong 
A m erican-Indian  or A laska-Natives (39 .4  percent) and 
w hites (33.1 percent).
Recent data are lim ited for assessing cigarette b rand  
preference am ong w om en by race and ethn icity
— The N ational H ealth  Interview  Survey (1978-1980) 
show ed the three m ost popu lar b rands for b lack  w om en 
w ere Kool (24.4  percen t), Salem (19.4  percen t), and 
W inston  (10.3 percent).
• 1998 data show  tha t am ong sm okers, b lack girls (9.7 percent) 
and H ispanic girls (15 .8  percent) w ere less likely than  w hite 
girls (34 .2  percent) to be heavy sm okers (one-half pack  or 
m ore per day).
• The process of sm oking in itia tion  m any be different across 
racial and ethn ic groups.
— A ccording to a school-based survey, concerns about 
w eight and d ie ting  m ay have been less im portan t am ong 
A frican-A m erican girls than  am ong w hite  girls.
— In ano ther s tudy  of seventh-grade adolescents in  an 
u rban  school system , A frican-A m erican adolescents w ho 
knew  abou t the w eight-suppressing effect of sm oking 
w ere less likely to  experim en t w ith  cigarettes than  were 
those w ho believed th a t sm oking had  no  effect on 
w eight.
• S tudies vary on w hether sibling sm oking  m ay be factor for 
the initiation of sm oking am ong younger sisters and brothers. 
T he pa tte rn  m ay vary by race or ethnicity; in  particular, 
A frican-A m erican girls appeared to be less susceptib le than  
w hite  girls to the influence of siblings, o ther family m em ­
bers, and peers w ho sm oked.
• T heories of sm oking  and drug  use have suggested that 
persons have difficulty resisting  tem ptations to sm oke if they 
are anxious, hostile, irritable, or psychologically distressed.
A study  reported  tha t the in tense feelings or anger and 
irritab ility  w ere related to bo th  sm oking in itia tion  and 
m ain tenance am ong A frican-A m erican adolescents, w hereas 
am ong w hite  adolescents these em otions w ere associated 
only w ith  sm oking  initiation.
SMOKING AND PREGNANCY
• Sm oking prevalence during  pregnancy differs by race and 
ethnicity. A lthough the prevalence declined in  all racial and 
e thn ic  groups from 1989 th rough  1998, the greatest decline 
occurred  am ong black m others (from  17.2 percen t in  1989 
to 9.6 percen t in  1998) and w hite  m others (from  21.7 to 
16.2 percent).
• A 1992 s tudy  exam ined the rela tionsh ip  betw een early 
relapse and personal characteristics, inc lud ing  race. Overall, 
46 percent of p regnan t A frican-A m erican w om en and 28 
percent of p regnan t w hite  w om en relapsed; 70 percent
of those w ho relapsed resum ed sm oking  by w eek 3 after 
childbirth .
• The h igh  incidence to relapse du ring  the postpartum  period 
in  the general population  suggested tha t concern for health  of 
the fetus is a strong deterrent to sm oking during pregnancy 
b u t tha t w om en m ay be less aware of, or less concerned about, 
the risks from  environm ental tobacco sm oke on the hea lth  of 
infants and children.
• The effects of sm oking  on b irth  w eight appear to  be sim ilar 
am ong various racial groups in  the U nited States. The 
findings from one s tudy  suggested stronger effects of 
sm oking  am ong black w om en than  am ong w hite w om en.
HEALTH EFFECTS OF SMOKING AMONG AFRICAN-AMERICAN 
WOMEN 
LUNG CANCER
• The overall incidence of lung  cancer am ong b lack  w om en
resem bles tha t am ong w hite  w om en.
— In 1997, the age-adjusted incidence per 100,000 w om en 
w as 42.6 percent am ong blacks and 45.0 percen t am ong 
w hites.
• In 1996-1997 lung  cancer incidence rates am ong w om en 
younger than  age 65 years w ere h igher am ong blacks than  
am ong w hites. This finding suggested tha t the differences 
betw een incidence am ong b lack w om en and w hite  w om en 
m ay increase in  the future.
• Because of the poor survival associated w ith  lung  cancer, 
m ortality  parallels incidence for all age and ethn ic groups. 
The five-year relative survival rates am ong b lack  w om en and 
w hite  w om en diagnosed w ith  lung  cancer in  1989-1996 were
13.5 and 16.6 percent, respectively
• Few case contro l stud ies reported  data on  variation  in  
sm oking-associated risk  by race or ethn icity
— In a hospital-based study, the odds for lung  cancer were 
h igher am ong black w om en than  am ong w hite  w om en 
at each level of tar exposure.
CORONARY HEART DISEASE (CHD)
• D espite a con tinu ing  decline since the 1960s in  m ortality  
from  CHD, th is condition  still ranks first am ong the cause of 
death  for m iddle-aged and older w om en. The effect of CHD 
risk  am ong w om en seem s to be relatively sim ilar regardless 
of racial or ethn ic group.
CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASE (COPD)
• A ccording to data from  1995, the steep  rise in  m ortality  
from  COPD am ong w om en in  the U.S. con tinued  during  
1980-1992 and was sim ilar am ong w hite  w om en and 
A frican-A m erican w om en.
• In 1992 COPD m orta lity  w as 44 percent am ong w hite 
w om en and 78 percent am ong A frican-A m erican w om en.
• In 1992 the overall age-adjusted death  rates w ere 1.67 tim es 
h igher am ong w hite  m en than  am ong w hite w om en, and 
2.21 tim es h igher am ong A frican-A m erican m en than  am ong 
A frican-A m erican w om en.
BODY WEIGHT AND FAT DISTRIBUTION
• A m ong cu rren t sm okers, there tends to be a U -shaped 
curve for the rela tionsh ip  betw een sm oking  and body mass: 
typically, m oderate sm okers (approxim ately  10 to  20 
cigarettes per day) w eigh less than  ligh t sm okers (less than  
10 cigarettes per day), and heavy sm okers (20 or m ore 
cigarettes per day) w eigh m ore than  m oderate sm okers.
This rela tionsh ip  w as particu larly  p ronounced  am ong black 
w om en in  a s tudy  conducted  in  1993.
• M any stud ies reported  a positive association of sm oking  w ith  
a h igh  w aist-to -h ip  ratio  (W HR) am ong w om en. W HR 
am ong black w om en was 2.0 percen t h igher am ong curren t 
sm okers than  am ong those w ho had  never sm oked. W HR 
w as also h igher am ong cu rren t sm okers than  am ong those 
w ho had never sm oked, for w om en and m en, b lack or w hite.
SMOKING CESSATION AMONG AFRICAN-AMERICAN WOMEN
• Published data show s the percentage of sm okers w ho had 
qu it sm oking  increased significantly am ong w hite  w om en
(from  19.6 percen t in  1965 to 47.4  percen t in  1998) and 
am ong b lack  w om en (from  14.5 percen t to 34.7 percent).
• Data from the 1993 N ational H ealth  Interview  Survey 
show ed th a t 74.9 percen t of A frican-A m erican w om en 
sm okers w ould  like to stop  sm oking.
• Overall, research has suggested tha t m ore A frican-A m erican 
m en achieve cessation than  do A frican-A m erican w om en.
• M ixed resu lts have been observed in  studies tha t have exam ­
ined the differences in  qu it rates betw een A frican-A m erican 
w om en and non-H ispanic w hite  w om en.
• M uch of the research th a t has been reported  on cessation 
program s for A frican-A m erican w om en has focused on 
pregnan t w om en. Several approaches have been tested  in  
prenatal sm oking  cessation program s for low -incom e 
w om en. However, results have been inconsistent.
S U R G E O N G E N E R A L ’ S  R E P O R T  O N  W O M E N  A N D  S M O K I N G
Asian and Pacific-Islander Women 
and Smoking
SMOKING PREVALENCE AMONG ASIAN AND PACIFIC-ISLANDER 
WOMEN
• In 1998, sm oking  prevalence w as h ighest am ong A m erican- 
Ind ian  or A laska-Native w om en (34.5 percen t), in term ediate 
am ong w hite  w om en (23.5 percent) and b lack w om en (21.9 
percen t), and low est am ong H ispanic (13.8 percent) and 
Asian or Pacific-Islander w om en (11.2  percent).
• A m ong A sian-A m erican or Pacific-Islander w om en, the 
prevalence of sm oking  decreased from 1979 th rough  1992, 
b u t then  doubled from 1995 th rough  1998.
• Estim ates from national surveys indicate th a t the prevalence 
of sm oking  am ong Asian or Pacific-Islander w om en is low er 
than  th a t am ong w om en in  o ther racial and e thn ic  groups. 
However, state and local surveys show ed tha t sm oking 
prevalence varies dram atically  am ong e thn ic  subgroups.
— In a C alifornia survey, the prevalence am ong Asian 
w om en w as h ighest am ong w om en of Japanese ancestry 
(14.9 percent) or Korean ancestry (13.6 percent) and 
low est am ong w om en of C hinese ancestry (4.7 percent).
SMOKING AND PREGNANCY
• Sm oking during  pregnancy is particu larly  uncom m on  am ong 
Asian or Pacific-Islander w om en born  outside the U nited 
States. In 1993, twelve percen t of A sian or Pacific-Islander 
m others born  in  the U nited States w ere sm okers, b u t only 3 
percen t of those bo rn  elsew here w ere sm okers.
• The pregnancy sm oking  prevalence du ring  1989-1998 
decreased in  all racial and ethn ic groups. Published data 
from  the natality  statistics reported  th a t am ong A sian or 
Pacific-Islander w om en, prevalence was h ighest am ong 
pregnan t H aw aiian and part-H aw aiian w om an and lower 
am ong pregnan t Chinese, F ilipinos, Japanese, and other 
Asians or Pacific-Islanders.
SMOKING CESSATION INTERVENTIONS
• Because of the sm all sam ple sizes of Asians and Pacific- 
Islanders w ho have participated  in  epidem iologic surveys 
and sm oking  cessation program s, little in form ation  has been 
available on  cessation rates and associated factors. No 
stud ies of sm oking  cessation in te rven tions am ong A sian or 
Pacific-Islander w om en have been reported.
— In a survey of w om en enrolled in  a p repaid  hea lth  plan 
in  California, 18.6 percen t of Japanese-A m erican 
w om en and 7.3 percen t of C hinese-A m erican w om en 
w ere cu rren t sm okers.
— Aggregate data from California studies in  1990 and 
1991 show ed th a t the prevalence of sm oking  am ong 
Asian or Pacific-Islander w om en aged 18 th rough  24 
years was 22.9 percen t am ong Japanese w om en, 19.9 
percen t am ong Korean w om en, 5.8 percen t am ong 
C hinese w om en, and 4.0 percent am ong Filipino 
w om en.
SMOKING PREVALENCE AMONG ASIAN AND PACIFIC-ISLANDER 
GIRLS
• In 1990-1994, the sm oking  prevalence am ong Asian and 
Pacific-Islander high school senior girls was 13.8 percent.
• Behind Native-Am erican and w hite girls, Asian girls reported 
the th ird  h ighest prevalence of sm oking in tensity  (one half 
pack  or m ore per day) am ong curren t sm okers: (4.5 percent).
INTERNATIONAL TOBACCO USE AMONG ASIAN OR PACIFIC- 
ISLANDER WOMEN
• Relatively little is know n abou t recent trends in  sm oking 
prevalence am ong young  w om en in  Asian countries, w here 
cigarette m arketing  targeted to w om en has increased 
markedly.
• The rise of sm oking  am ong w om en and ch ild ren  in  Asia 
has coincided w ith  aggressive W estern-style advertising. 
P relim inary evidence suggests a pa tte rn  of association 
sim ilar to th a t seen in  the U nited  States and em phasizes the 
enorm ous po ten tia l of advertising to change social norm s.
• In central, sou th , and sou theast Asia, sm okeless tobacco 
use includes nass, naswar, khaini, m ishri, gudakhu , and 
betelquied. The prevalence of sm okeless tobacco is relatively 
h igh am ong w om en in  som e developing countries, w here
its use is considered m ore socially acceptable for w om en 
than  sm oking.
S U R G E O N G E N E R A L ’ S  R E P O R T  O N  W O M E N  A N D  S M O K I N G
American-Indian or Alaska-Native 
Women and Smoking
SMOKING PREVALENCE AMONG AMERICAN-INDIAN OR ALASKA­
NATIVE WOMEN
• In 1998, sm oking  prevalence w as h ighest am ong A m erican- 
Ind ian  or A laska-Native w om en (34.5 percen t), in term ediate 
am ong w hite  w om en (23.5 percent) and b lack w om en (21.9 
percent) and low est am ong H ispanic w om en (13.8 percent) 
and Asian or Pacific-Islander w om en (11.2  percent).
• Reported sm oking  rates have varied w idely am ong A m erican- 
Indian  tribal affiliations and by geographic location. The 
type of cigarettes, m anner of inhaling, and num bers of 
cigarettes sm oked vary widely. Fifty-four percen t of 
A m erican-Indians live in  u rban  settings, and ano ther large 
percentage live on ru ra l reservations.
— Data from 1994-1996 show  tha t sm oking prevalence was 
the h ighest am ong A m erican-Indian or Alaska-Native 
w om en living in  the n o rth ern  plains (43.5 percent) and 
in  Alaska (40.6 percent), in term ediate am ong w om en 
living in  the East (33.4 percent) and the Pacific coast 
(30.6 percent), and low est am ong w om en living in  the 
Southw est (18.6 percent).
— C urren t Population  Survey data for 1992-1993 show ed 
a h igher sm oking  prevalence am ong Alaska-Native 
w om en (46 percent) than  am ong A m erican-Indian 
w om en in  the continen tal U nited  States (35 percent).
schools th a t w ere funded  by the Bureau of Ind ian  Affairs 
(93.5 percent) than  am ong high school girls overall 
(69.3 percent).
• Data on  cu rren t sm oking  am ong girls of racial and ethnic 
groups are lim ited  and range in  prevalence. Studies indicate 
th a t am ong h igh  school aged girls, sm oking  prevalence for 
A m erican-Indian or A laska-Native girls ranges from 9 to  65 
percent.
• Survey data from 1990-1994 indicate sm oking  prevalence 
am ong h igh  school senior girls was h ighest am ong 
A m erican-Indian or A laska-Natives (39 .4  percent) and 
w hites (33.1 percent), in term ediate  am ong H ispanics (19.2 
percent) and Asian or Pacific-Islanders (13.8 percen t), and 
low est am ong blacks (8.6 percent).
SMOKING AND PREGNANCY
• Sm oking prevalence during  pregnancy differs by age and race 
and ethnicity.
— The prevalence declined in  all age groups and all racial 
and ethn ic groups from 1989 th rough  1998.
— Sm oking prevalence was consisten tly  h ighest am ong 
w om en aged 18 th rough  24 years, low er am ong girls, 
and generally low est am ong w om en aged 25-49 years.
• The prevalence of heavy sm oking  (25 or m ore cigarettes per 
day) am ong A m erican-Indian  or A laska-Native w om en was 
unchanged  from 1978-1980 and th rough  1994-1995.
• Data for the com bined years 1978-1980 th rough  the 
com bined years 1992-1993 dem onstrate  th a t Am erican- 
Ind ian  and A laska-Native w om en consistently  sm oked fewer 
cigarettes than  did men.
SMOKING PREVALENCE AMONG AMERICAN-INDIAN OR ALASKA­
NATIVE YOUNG WOMEN
• Published data show  tha t am ong A m erican-Indian  or A laska­
Native w om en aged 18-34 years there has been no  significant 
change in  cu rren t sm oking  prevalence from 1978-1980 (53.3 
percent) th rough  1994-1995 (48.0  percent).
SMOKING PREVALENCE AMONG-AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKA­
NATIVE GIRLS
• The 1997 Youth Risk Behavior Survey show ed th a t the 
percentage of girls w ho had  ever tried  a cigarette was 
substantially higher am ong high school students w ho attended
— Tobacco use du ring  pregnancy by A m erican-Indian  or 
A laska-Native m others w as h igher than  in  any other 
racial or ethn ic group, b u t the prevalence decreased 
from 23.0 percent in  1989 to  10.2 percen t in  1998.
• The effects of sm oking  on  b irth  w eight appear to be sim ilar 
am ong various racial g roups in  the U.S. In one study, lower 
average b irth  w eight has been reported  am ong infants of 
A laska-Native sm okers com pared w ith  nonsm okers of the 
sam e race or ethnicity.
SMOKING CESSATION AMONG AMERICAN-INDIAN OR ALASKA­
NATIVE WOMEN
• No stud ies have addressed factors th a t m ay influence 
sm oking  cessation am ong A m erican-Indian  or Alaska-Native 
w om en specifically.
• Sm oking cessation am ong w om en varies by age, race and 
ethnicity, level of education , and incom e.
— D ata from  1997-1998 show  the percentage of sm okers
w ho had  qu it sm oking  was low er am ong A m erican- 
Ind ian  or A laska-Native w om en (37.2  percent) and 
H ispanic w om en (43.1 percent).
— A m ong A m erican-Indian  or A laska-Native w om en, the 
percentage of sm okers w ho had qu it sm oking  varied by 
region of the U nited  States.
• W hite female girls (27.9 percent) were m ore likely than  black 
(22.5 percent), H ispanic (23.5 percent), or A laska-Native and 
A m erican-Indian (15.7 percent) girls to have been counseled 
by a health  care provider on cigarette smoking.
SMOKELESS TOBACCO USE
• The prevalence of use of sm okeless tobacco am ong girls and 
w om en is low  and rem ains considerably low er than  am ong 
boys and m en. Use of sm okeless tobacco is h igher am ong 
black w om en and A m erican-Indian  or A laska-Native w om en, 
w om en w ith  fewer than  12 years of education , and w om en 
w ho live either in  rural areas or in  the South.
• A m ong girls, w hites, blacks, and H ispanics are equally likely 
to use sm okeless tobacco, b u t use is th o u g h t to be h igher 
am ong A m erican-Indian  or A laska-Native girls.
S U R G E O N G E N E R A L ’ S  R E P O R T  O N  W O M E N  A N D  S M O K I N G
Hispanic Women 
and Smoking
SMOKING PREVALENCE AMONG HISPANIC WOMEN
• In 1998, sm oking  prevalence w as low est am ong H ispanic 
w om en (13.8  percent) and Asian or Pacific-Islander 
w om en (11 .2  percent), in term ediate  am ong w hite  w om en 
(23.5 percent) and black w om en (21.9 percent), and 
h ighest am ong A m erican-Indian  or Alaska Native- 
w om en (34.5 percent).
• Reports have show n sm oking  am ong H ispanics to be 
positively associated w ith  acculturation .
• Several studies have looked at prevalence of sm oking am ong 
w om en over tim e, w hich provides an opportun ity  to exam ine 
w hen  persons take up  sm oking and how  sm oking diffuses 
th rough  a population  over time.
— Prevalence w as the h ighest in  the 1920-1924
(31 percent) and 1940-1944 (29 percent) b irth  cohorts.
— Sm oking prevalence was low er am ong H ispanic w om en 
than  am ong w hite  w om en or b lack  w om en.
— The patterns of cigarette sm oking  am ong w om en and 
m en becam e increasingly sim ilar; however, sm oking 
prevalence rem ained low er am ong w om en than  m en.
• A m ong H ispanic w om en, a decline in  sm oking  prevalence 
w as no ted  from  1979 th rough  1998. Prevalence was also 
significantly  low er am ong H ispanic w om en than  am ong 
w hite  w om en  or b lack w om en du ring  th is period.
• The 1995 Stanford Five-City Project found th a t the differ­
ence in  sm oking  prevalence betw een w hite w om en and 
H ispanic w om en decreased as education  increased and tha t 
sm oking  prevalence w as the sam e am ong w hite w om en and 
H ispanic w om en w ho w ere college graduates.
• A m ong H ispanic w om en w ho sm oked, data show  that 
M exican-American w om en (18.8 percent) were less likely to 
be heavy sm okers (one-half pack of cigarettes or m ore per day) 
than  were Puerto Rican-American w om en or Cuban-Am erican 
w om en (48.6 percent). Heavy sm oking am ong H ispanic 
w om en w ho sm oked was h ighest am ong “other H ispanics” 
(17.5 percent) and Cuban-Am ericans (4.0 percent).
• A m ong w om en w ho sm oked in  1998, w hite w om en (14.0 
percent) were m ore likely to be heavy sm okers than  were 
black w om en (4.5 percent) or H ispanic w om en (2.1 percent).
• N ational data on  the cigarette b rand  preferences of H ispanic 
w om en are lim ited; however, data from  the 1992-1994 
H ispanic H ealth  and N u trition  Exam ination  Survey are 
notable:
— A m ong M exican-A m erican w om en w ho sm oked, 30.4 
percen t used  M arlboro cigarettes, 15.7 percen t Salem,
13.6 percen t W inston , and 9.9 percen t Benson & 
Hedges.
— A m ong Puerto  R ican-A m erican w om en w ho sm oked, 
22.0 percen t used N ew port cigarettes, 20.5 percent 
M arlboro, 17.6 percen t W inston , and 8.5 percen t Kool.
— A m ong C uban-A m erican w om en w ho sm oked, 18.7 
percen t used  Benson &  H edges cigarettes, 16.2 percent 
W inston , 15.6 percent Salem, and 15.4 percent 
M arlboro.
— Cuban-A m erican w om en (25.7 percent) were m ore likely 
than  M exican-A m erican w om en (19.0 percent) or 
Puerto  R ican-A m erican w om en (9.8 percent) to choose 
a b rand  o ther than  one of top seven brands.
• A 1984-1985 study  of cu rren t sm okers in  New M exico 
suggested th a t the gender gap had  narrow ed considerably 
for the use of filter-tipped cigarettes: 92.9 percen t of w hite 
w om en and 94.6 percent of H ispanic w om en sm oked filter­
tipped  cigarettes, com pared to 90.0 percen t of w hite  m en and
87.0 percen t of H ispanic men.
SMOKING PREVALENCE AMONG YOUNG HISPANIC WOMEN
• A substan tia l decline in  sm oking  prevalence occurred  am ong 
young  H ispanic w om en from 1978-1980 (29.6 percent) 
th rough  1997-1998 (17.0  percent).
• Since 1992-1993, sm oking  prevalence has been low er am ong 
young  H ispanic w om en than  am ong young  H ispanic m en.
• A m ong racial and ethn ic groups, a significant difference 
of heavy sm oking  by gender w as observed am ong w hite 
non-H ispanics, b lack non-H ispanics, and H ispanics.
SMOKING PREVALENCE AMONG HISPANIC GIRLS
• S tudies show  th a t am ong girls aged less than  18 years, 
H ispanic and black girls are less likely than  w hite  girls to 
have ever tried sm oking.
• H ispanic girls are less likely than  w hite  girls to be cu rren t 
sm okers.
• Survey data for 1990-1994 show ed tha t sm oking  prevalence 
am ong h igh  school senior girls was h ighest am ong 
A m erican- Ind ians or A laska-Natives (39.4  percent) and 
w hites (3.1 percent), in term ediate  am ong H ispanics (19.2 
percent) and Asian or Pacific-Islanders (13.8 percen t), and 
low est am ong blacks (8.6 percent).
• From  1985-1989, it w as found th a t the prevalence of cu rren t 
sm oking  w as 24.7 percen t am ong Puerto  Rican-Am erican 
and Latin-A m erican girls and 18.7 percen t am ong M exican- 
A m erican girls.
• In 1998, am ong sm okers, b lack girls (9 .7  percent) and 
H ispanic girls (15.8 percent) w ere less likely than  w hite  girls 
(34 .2  percent) to be heavy sm okers (one-half pack  of ciga­
rettes or 6-15 cigarettes or m ore per day).
• Data from the 1999 school-based Youth Risk Behavior Survey 
(grades 9-12, girls aged <18 years) show  th a t am ong curren t 
sm okers, H ispanic girls w ere m ore likely than  b lack girls to 
be try ing  to  lose weight.
SMOKING AND PREGNANCY
• S tudies targeting pregnan t H ispanic w om en have been 
inconsistent.
— In the National Pregnancy and H ealth Survey, conducted 
from  O ctober 1992 th rough  A ugust 1993, 24.4 percent 
of w hite  w om en, 19.8 percen t of b lack w om en, and 5.8 
percen t of H ispanic w om en reported  sm oking  during  
pregnancy
— Sm oking prevalence during  pregnancy differs by age 
and race and ethnicity. The prevalence declined in  all 
age groups and all racial and ethn ic groups from 1989 
th rough  1998. For pregnan t H ispanic w om en, 
prevalence w as h ighest am ong Puerto  Rican, “other 
H ispanic”, and w om en of u n k n o w n  H ispanic status. 
Prevalence w as low er am ong C uban, M exican- 
A m erican, and C entral and South A m erican w om en.
— Sm oking during  pregnancy is particu larly  uncom m on 
am ong M exican-A m erican w om en bo rn  outside the 
U nited  States. In 1993, for exam ple, the prevalence of 
sm oking  du ring  pregnancy w as 6 percen t am ong 
M exican m others bo rn  in  the U nited  States, and only 2 
percen t am ong M exican m others bo rn  elsewhere.
• The effects of sm oking  on b irth  w eight appear to  be sim ilar 
am ong various racial groups in  the U nited States. In one 
study, low er than  average b irth  w eight was reported  am ong 
infants of M exican-A m erican sm okers com pared w ith  
non-sm okers of the sam e race or ethn icity
SMOKING CESSATION
• Little w ork  has been published  on  sm oking  cessation am ong 
H ispanic w om en in  the U nited  States. In general, H ispanic 
w om en w an t to stop  sm oking  at rates sim ilar to those of 
non-H ispanic w hites, and a h igher percentage of H ispanic 
w om en (79.3 percent) w an t to stop  sm oking  com pared to 
H ispanic m en (68.3 percent).
• A 1998 s tudy  show ed th a t the percentage of sm okers w ho 
had  qu it sm oking  w as low er am ong A m erican-Indian  or 
A laska-Native w om en (37.2  percent) and H ispanic w om en 
(43.1 percent) and h ighest am ong A sian or Pacific-Islander 
w om en (62.2  percent).
• H ispanic w om en w ho sm oked w ere less likely than  w hite 
w om en to repo rt having received advice to qu it sm oking. 
This difference occurred  despite a com parable num ber of 
visits to a physician  by H ispanic w om en and w hite  w om en.
• A m ong girls, w hite  fem ales (27.9 percent) w ere m ore likely 
than  b lack (22.5 percen t), H ispanic (23.5 percen t), or 
A laska-Native and A m erican-Indian  (15.7  percent) females 
to have been counseled  by a health  care provider on 
cigarette sm oking.
EXPOSURE TO ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE (ETS)
• In 1982-1983, the p ropo rtion  th a t reported  ETS exposure at 
hom e ranged from 31 percen t (am ong Puerto  Rican w om en 
aged 40 th rough  49 years) to 62 percent (am ong M exican- 
A m erican girls and young  w om en aged 12 th rough  19 years).
• A m ong bo th  M exican-A m erican and Puerto Rican- 
A m ericans, adolescents had significantly  h igher levels of 
exposure in  the hom e than  did older groups.
• In a 1993 California survey, 52 percen t of the H ispanic 
w om en reported  a com plete ban  on sm oking  in  their hom es, 
and 21 percen t a partial ban. H ispanic w om en and Asian or 
Pacific-Islander w om en w ere m ore likely than  w hite  w om en 
or b lack w om en to  have a to tal ban on  sm oking  in  their 
home.
Toolkit Feedback Form
After reviewing the Com m unity Toolkit fo r Reducing Tobacco Use Am ong Women, please provide the following feedback about the 
contents and the application of the Toolkit and drop it in the mail.
1. Under Cessation Resources, are you satisfied with the information provided for cessation?
 Yes  Needs improvement
2. Is there anything else for cessation that should be provided in this toolkit? (Please print clearly.)
3. Do you think that you will be able to use the cessation information in your community?
 Yes ___ No
4. If you answered yes to Question 3, check all community settings where you hope to use the toolkit.
 Women’s health clinics ___ Women’s clubs ___ One-on-one counseling
 College campus ___ Physician’s office ___ Health fairs
 Cessation clinics ___ Church-based support groups ___ O ther____________________
5. This toolkit provides lists of activities for different settings. Do you think that these activities can be applied with 
your
Schools? ___ Yes  No College campuses?  Yes  No
Health care providers? ___Yes  No Community?  Yes  No
6 . What other kinds of activities, if any, would be valuable in your com m unity?_____________________________________
7. Working with the media is a critical part of making information available to the public. Has this toolkit provided you with 
enough media tools to help you work with the media in your community?
 Yes  No
8 . If you answered “no” to question 7, what other tools would be helpful with the media in your community?
9. Several of the media tools require that you fill in the blanks with state and local information. Are you able to access local or state 
tobacco control data for this type of media tool?
 Yes  No
10. How would you rate the references and resources provided, including Web site information?
 Comprehensive  Adequate  Needs improvement
11. Regarding the resources and Web sites provided, are you aware of any other resources or Web sites that should be included in this 
toolkit?
 No  Yes
If yes, please l is t________________________________________________________________________________________________________
12. Overall, do you feel this toolkit can be useful to you in your local community?
 Yes  No
If no, please explain____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Thank you very much for your help!
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